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Resumen
El objetivo de esta tesis es la investigación y análisis de la estructura
interna de los chorros diésel reactivos y el efecto de las condiciones de
contorno en los parámetros asociados a la combustión. Este objetivo se
consigue por medio de la simulación numérica del chorro con modelos
de turbulencia RANS y LES usando un modelo de combustión avanzado
basado en el concepto flamelet.
Para este estudio, se aplica una aproximación simplificada de las
flamelets de difusión, conocidas en la literatura como Flamelets de
Difusión Aproximadas (ADF en inglés), como fundamento del modelo
de combustión. En una primera etapa, el modelo se valida con
combustibles de diferente complejidad quı́mica en regı́menes estacionarios
y transitorios para el conjunto de posibles velocidades de deformación.
Una vez se confirma su idoneidad para condiciones encontradas en chorros
diésel, se aplica a la simulación del chorro A del Engine Combustion
Network (ECN), representativo de chorros diésel.
Para proporcionar un cuadro completo de los fenómenos subyacentes,
la combustión se analiza inicialmente para condiciones homogéneas y
llamas laminares para las distintas condiciones de contorno de este
experimento. Después este análisis se complementa con la simulación de
diferentes mecanismos quı́micos para determinar cómo las caracterı́sticas
del encendido predichas por el esquema de oxidación afectan a la
propagación de llama. Los resultados obtenidos en esta etapa se enlazan
con el análisis del chorro turbulento en el contexto de simulaciones RANS
y LES para describir cómo el fenómeno de la combustión se modifica con
los diferentes niveles de complejidad fı́sica. La estructura del chorro
turbulento se describe profundamente para las distintas condiciones de
contorno y mecanismos quı́micos en términos de mezcla y escalares
reactivos para las fases temporales y las regiones espaciales de la llama.
La satisfactoria concordancia con los resultados experimentales
muestran que el concepto flamelet, y más particularmente el modelo
ADF, es adecuado para las simulaciones de chorros diésel.

Resum
L’objectiu d’esta tesi és la investigació i anàlisi de l’estructura interna
dels dolls dièsel reactius i l’efecte de les condicions de contorn en els
paràmetres associats a la combustió. Este objectiu s’aconsegueix per
mitjà de la simulació numèrica del doll amb models de turbulència RANS
i LES usant un model de combustió avançat basat en el concepte flamelet.
Per a este estudi, s’aplica una aproximació simplificada de les
flamelets de difusió, conegudes a la literatura com Flamelets de Difusió
Aproximades (ADF en anglés), com a fonament del model de combustió.
En una primera etapa, el model es valida amb combustibles de diferent
complexitat quı́mica en règims estacionaris i transitoris per al conjunt
de possibles velocitats de deformació. Una vegada es confirma la seua
idoneı̈tat per a condicions trobades en dolls dièsel, s’aplica a la simulació
del doll A del Engine Combustion Network (ECN), representatiu de dolls
dièsel.
Per a proporcionar un cuadre complet dels fenòmens subjacents,
la combustió s’analitza inicialment per a condicions homogènies i
flames laminars per a les distintes condicions de contorn d’aquest
experiment. Després esta anàlisi es complementa amb la simulació de
diferents mecanismes quı́mics per a determinar com les caracterı́stiques
de l’encesa predites per l’esquema d’oxidació afecten la propagació de
flama. Els resultats obtinguts en esta etapa s’enllacen amb l’anàlisi
del doll turbulent en el context de simulacions RANS i LES per a
descriure com el fenomen de la combustió es modifica amb els diferents
nivells de complexitat fı́sica. L’estructura del doll turbulent es descriu
profundament per a les distintes condicions de contorn i mecanismes
quı́mics en termes de mescla i escalars reactius per a les fases temporals
i les regions espacials de la flama.
La satisfactòria concordança amb els resultats experimentals mostren
que el concepte flamelet, i més particularment el model ADF, és adequat
per a les simulacions de dolls dièsel.

Abstract
The objective of this thesis is the investigation and analysis of the
internal structure of diesel-like reacting sprays and the effect of boundary
conditions on combustion related parameters. This objective is achieved
by means of the numerical simulation of the spray with RANS and LES
turbulence models using an advanced combustion model based on the
flamelet concept.
For this study, a simplified approach for diffusion flamelets, known in
the literature as Approximated Diffusion Flamelet (ADF), is applied as
the basis of the combustion model. In a first step, this model is validated
for fuels with different chemical complexity in steady and transient
regimes for the whole set of possible strain rates. Once its suitability
is confirmed for conditions found in diesel sprays, it is applied to the
simulation of spray A from the Engine Combustion Network (ECN),
representative of diesel-like sprays.
In order to provide a complete picture of the underlying phenomena,
combustion is initially analysed in homogeneous conditions and laminar
flames for the different boundary conditions of this experiment. Later,
this analysis is complemented with the simulation of different chemical
mechanisms in order to determine how the ignition characteristics
predicted by the oxidation scheme affect to the flame propagation. The
results obtained at this stage are connected with the analysis of the
turbulent spray in the context of RANS and LES simulations as a way to
track how combustion phenomenon is modified at the different levels
of physical complexity. The turbulent spray structure is thoroughly
described for the different boundary conditions and chemical schemes
in terms of mixing and reactive variables for both temporal phases and
spatial flame regions.
The satisfactory agreement with experimental results shows that the
flamelet concept, and more particularly the ADF model, is suitable for
diesel-like sprays simulations.
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Nomenclature
Latin
A

Depending on the context, constant of proportionality in Arrhenius law
or instantaneous flame area

a

Flame strain rate

B

Beta function

B0 , B1 , Cτ ,
CBU

Constants from the DDM model used in this work

CEBU

Constant of proportionality for the EBU combustion model

Cij
Csgs ,

(i, j) component of cross stress tensor
0
Csgs

Cε1 , Cε2 , Cε3

Constant of proportionality defining the eddy viscosity in some LES
models
Constants appearing in ε equation in k − ε model

Cµ

Turbulent viscosity constant in k − ε model

Cχ

Constant of proportionality for the mean scalar dissipation rate model

c, cF , d

Normalized progress variable

cp

Mass heat capacity at constant pressure

c2

Flamelet normalized progress variable

Di

Mass diffusivity for species i

Da

Damköhler number

D/Dt

Total derivative

dd

Droplet diameter

deq

Nozzle equivalent diameter

d0

Diameter of the nozzle in a round jet

E

Energy spectrum function

Ea

Activation energy

vi

Nomenclature

Fi

External force in direction i

f
~
f˙i

Species mass flux for species i

fν1

Wall damping function in Spalart-Allmaras model

G

Depending on the context, LES filter function or non-reacting scalar used
in the level set approach for premixed combustion

h

Specific total enthalpy

hs

Specific sensible enthalpy

J

Ratio between the mean scalar dissipation rate and mean stoichiometric
scalar dissipation rate

K

Total kinetic energy

Ka, Kaδ

Karlovitz number

k

Turbulent kinetic energy

kb,j

Backward specific reaction rate for reaction j

kf,j

Forward specific reaction rate for reaction j

ksgs , Ksgs

Subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy

kv

Constant defining the temporal variation of the square of the droplet
diameter

L

Flow scale

Lf

Flame length

Lij

(i, j) component of Leonard stress tensor

Le

Lewis number

`

Characteristic eddy size

`D

For non-premixed flames, diffusion thickness

`F

Flame thickness

`δ

Reaction layer thickness

`0

Integral scale

Mi

Species Mi in the system

Probability density function (PDF) or filtered density function (FDF)

[Mi ]

Molar concentration for species Mi

ṁ

Mass flow rate

ṁev

Evaporation mass flow rate for a droplet immersed in a convective stream

ṁev,0

Evaporation mass flow rate for a droplet in a quiescent environment

Nr

Total number of reactions in the chemical system

Ns

Total number of species in the system

~n

Normal vector to the flame surface

Nomenclature

vii

nelem,k

Number of atoms of element elem in species k

℘

Production of turbulent kinetic energy

℘z

Production of mixture fraction variance

℘φ

Production for the variance of a general scalar variable

P

Probability density function

PZ

Probability density function for mixture fraction

Pχ

Probability density function for scalar dissipation rate

Pr

Prandtl number

p

Pressure

pamb
~
q̇

Ambient pressure

q̇j

Rate of progress for reaction j

R

Universal perfect gas constant

Rij

Velocity autocorrelation for velocity components i and j

Re

Reynolds number

RR

Characteristic reaction rate

r

Radial direction in the cylindrical coordinate system of a round jet

Heat flux

~r, ~
x

Position vector

r1/2
~
S

Radius for each axial position of the round jet

S

Depending on the context, spray vapour/tip penetration or segregation
factor for mixture fraction variance

Sh

Source term for total enthalpy

Sk

Evaporative source term for species k

SZ

Evaporative source term for fuel mixture fraction

Sφ

Source term for a general variable

Sc

Schmidt number

Scv

Schmidt number for mixture fraction variance

Sh

Sherwood number

Surface vector

|s|

Characteristic filtered rate of strain

sij

(i, j) component of strain rate tensor

sL

Laminar burning velocity

s0L

Laminar burning velocity for a plane flame

sT

Turbulent burning velocity

T

Temperature

viii

Nomenclature

Tamb

Ambient temperature

Tijsgs

(i, j) component of subgrid scale stress tensor

Temax

Maximum Favre-averaged temperature in the domain

t

Time

tID , t∗

Ignition delay

U (`)

Characteristic velocity of vortex of size `

u

Axial velocity in the cylindrical coordinate system of a round jet

~
u

Velocity vector

uax

Mean axial velocity on the axis of a round jet

u0

Mean axial velocity at the exit of the nozzle of a round jet

V
~i
V

Volume

v

Radial velocity in the cylindrical coordinate system of a round jet

W

Lambert function

Wi

Molecular weight for species i

w

Azimuthal velocity in the cylindrical coordinate system of a round jet

XO2

Oxygen molar fraction

x

Axial direction in the cylindrical coordinate system of a round jet

Yc

Progress variable

Diffusion velocity vector for species i

Ẏc

∂Yc /∂t

Yi
Yeimax

Mass fraction for species i

Z
e
Z

Fuel mixture fraction
Mean fuel mixture fraction

002
g
Z

Fuel mixture fraction variance

ZM R

Most reactive fuel mixture fraction

ZO2

Oxygen mixture fraction

Zrms

Fuel mixture fraction root mean square

Zs
002
Zg
sgs

Saturation fuel mixture fraction

00
Zst

Characteristic fuel mixture variance at for the stoichiometric mixture

Maximum Favre-averaged mass fraction for species i in the domain

Subgrid fuel mixture fraction variance

Greek
α

Depending on the context, thermal conductivity or exponent that defines
the chemical source terms limitation for ADF model

β

Exponent for temperature in Arrhenius law

Nomenclature

ix

Γ

Depending on the context, diffusivity coefficient for a general variable or
gamma function

γ

Half-angle of the round jet

b
∆, ∆

Filter width

∆hf,i

Specific formation enthalpy for species i

∆t

Time step

(∆Z)F

For non-premixed flames, flame thickness in mixture fraction space

(∆Z)R

For non-premixed flames, reaction layer thickness in mixture fraction
space

ε

Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy

εφ

Rate of dissipation of a general scalar variable

η

Kolmogorov length scale

θ

Azimuthal direction in the cylindrical coordinate system of a round jet

ϑ

Integral velocity

κ

Wavenumber

λ

Thermal diffusivity

µ

Depending on the context, dynamic viscosity or parameter related to the
mean of the scalar dissipation rate for the log-normal function

ν

Kinematic viscosity

νe

Kinematic viscosity parameter in Spalart-Allmaras model

νi,j

00
0
νi,j
− νi,j

00
0
, νi,j
νi,j

Stoichiometric molar coefficients for species i in reaction j

ρ

Mass density

ρa

Air mass density

ρf

Fuel mass density

ρij

Autocorrelation coefficient for velocity components i and j

Σ

Flame surface density

σ

Parameter related to the variance of the scalar dissipation rate for the
log-normal function

σij

(i, j) component of the stress tensor

σk

Ratio between turbulent viscosities for velocity and turbulent kinetic
energy

σε

Ratio between turbulent viscosities for velocity and dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy

τchem

Characteristic chemical time

x

Nomenclature
τij

(i, j) component of the shear stress tensor

R
τij
sgs
τij

(i, j) component of the Reynolds stress tensor

τphysic

Characteristic physical time

τ (T, p)

Ignition delay for fixed (T, p) conditions

(i, j) component of the subgrid scale stress tensor

Φ

Dissipation function

Φij

(i, j) component of velocity spectrum tensor

φ

Depending on the context, it denotes a general scalar variable or
equivalence ratio

φnorm ,
φnorm,2
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Motivation of the study and background

The critical role that combustion plays in mankind development is
evidenced when considering how extended is in so varied purposes such as
electric power generation, propulsion systems, furnaces and other industrial
applications. Turbomachinery and internal reciprocating engines cover almost
all the spectrum of industrial devices designed to transform the chemical
energy contained in fuel molecules bounds into mechanical energy.
The limitations of turbomachinery for applications where variable regimes
and loads are required, apart from other aspects, relegates them from
these applications and leaves the internal reciprocating engines as the only
possibility for these practical purposes. The Diesel engine is clearly the most
competitive option for devices where very high power is demanded due to its
low specific consumption and, therefore, its high efficiency as well as its high
specific power.
Since its creation at the end of the nineteenth century by the engineer
Rudolf Diesel [1] it has expanded from industrial machinery to the automotive
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sector during the 80s of the past century, with indirect injection systems (IDI),
and the 90s, with a remarkable successful market penetration with the direct
injection technology (DI).
However, despite DI diesel engines unquestionable potentiality, they are
not exempt of issues related to pollutant emissions that engineers have been
facing during the last 30 years due to the social ever-increasing concerning.
The most important pollutants in diesel engines are nitrogen oxides, NOx ,
produced when reaching high temperatures in zones rich in oxygen, and
particles or soot, formed in an ambient where oxygen lacks and temperatures
are limited to intermediate values. Monoxide carbon, CO, and unburned
hydrocarbons, UHC, are generated in negligible amounts in typical working
conditions.
Regulations have become more stringent and since the first of them in the
80s, pollutant emissions have been reduced two orders of magnitude. Clearly
this is is a very remarkable reduction but unfortunately it is not enough.
Figure 1.1 shows the evolution of the maxima admissible pollutant emission
values of NOx and particle matter (PM) for Euro regulations for passenger
cars and heavy-duty diesel engines [2]. The difficulty to fulfil this regulation
is even greater when considering that for lots of strategies the reduction of
NOx increases soot formation and vice versa, that is, there exists a trade-off
between them.
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Figure 1.1. Maxima admissible values of NOx and PM for Euro regulations for
passenger cars (left) and heavy-duty diesel engines (right).

It is evidenced how the continuous search of engines that fulfil the
regulations with high efficiencies minimizing the penalty in consumption
requires a great effort in research. This research in experimental and numerical
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fields is expected to contribute to an understanding that will improve the
current technology or even lead to envisage new revolutionary concepts.
In the last years, there has been a remarkable improvement of the injection
systems and they have been combined with air management aspects as well
as other strategies in order to reduce drastically the pollutant formation and
emissions. Other parallel lines have focused on developing new combustion
concepts that face the same problem from a different point of view.
Regarding the improvements in conventional diesel combustion, it is worth
mentioning that the injection systems have been refined. The common-rail
technology, which allows reaching injection pressures of the order of 1500 bar,
that lead to a very fast spray atomization and evaporation, together with the
control of the injection rate, used to delay or split injection in several events,
are the most important achievements in the injection system related to the
improvement of spray mixing and soot formation reduction.
In addition, it is quite extended the use of Exhaust Gas Recirculation
(EGR) to decrease flame temperature due to dilution of air with burnt gases
avoiding the generation of NOx as well as the application of supercharging in
order to increase the specific engine power.
These strategies and technologies are used in conjunction with exhaust gas
after-treatment systems that catalyse reactions, like the Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR) to reduce NOx , and the particle filter that accumulates soot
until it is oxidised when the particle filter regeneration takes place. However,
all these after-treatment systems have some drawbacks that have prevented
from being imposed as the definitive solution, apart from the increase in pump
power that they produce and the consequent efficiency loss.
In parallel to these technologies other lines have appeared in the last
decades that intend to eliminate pollutant emissions formation by a drastic
modification of the combustion concept and open new paths in the research
field. They are known as Low Temperature Combustion (LTC) [3] and two
main types can be distinguished. They are all characterized by reducing the
flame temperature, avoiding NOx formation, and homogenizing the mixture
where reaction occurs intending to avoid rich mixture regions and preventing,
in this way, soot formation.
The first one is Mixing Controlled Low Temperature Combustion (MCLTC) where injection and combustion are superimposed in time. Fuel is
injected close to the top dead center (TDC) and high injection pressures are
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used in order to improve mixing and increase the lift-off length (LOL)1 that
entails a reduction of soot formation. In addition, high EGR rates are used in
order to drastically reduce NOx formation.
However, the extreme temperature reduction may lead to some operating
problems because chemistry might be slowed down, since it shows an
exponential relationship with temperature, preventing the total conversion
from CO to CO2 . This affects directly to the engine efficiency as well as CO
emissions while, although soot formation is decreased, its reduction may not
be enough.
The other type is the Highly Premixed Low Temperature Combustion (HPLTC) for which a strong mixing takes place for air and fuel before the start of
combustion (SOC) due to a premature injection during admission or start of
compression strokes avoiding local rich mixture regions.
Two main ways are found in the literature in order to apply this concept.
On the one hand, in the Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI)
[4] a very premature injection leads to highly homogenized mixture. Ignition
delay is controlled by chemical kinetics and is decoupled from injection. An
excess of air leads to low flame temperatures and prevents from NOx and soot
formation. However, there exist control problems related to CO and UHC
formation and knocking, limiting the work conditions to low and medium
loads.
On the other hand, the Partially Premixed Compression Ignition (PPCI)
[5] is in-between HCCI and conventional diesel combustion. The mixing times
are more moderate leading to a not completely homogeneous mixture although
fuel injection during compression stroke avoids to superimpose injection and
combustion events. It requires high injection pressures as well as massive EGR
rates. Knocking may occur if load is not limited to moderate values.
In order to prevent this, the previous concept combined with less reactive
fuels may lead to high efficiency and low NOx and soot formation. This
reduction of reactivity is accomplished blending fuels with different octane
number, like diesel and gasoline, and gives rise to concepts like dual-fuel [6].
Previous concepts are quite promising but although some of them are
found in a very advanced stage, they have not reached probably a complete
matureness degree and some issues still remain unsolved2 . It stems from this
1

Modern diesel flames are detached or lifted from the nozzle and the distance from the
nozzle to the base of the flame, that is the lift-off length, is one of the most important
characteristics of the flame. This concept is further explained in chapter 2.
2
Apart from the fact that drastic technological changes require usually some time to
expand and be adopted.
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that conventional diesel engines are going to remain as a solution for a large
spectrum of applications for the incoming years. Even if this spectrum is
narrowed in the automotive sector, heavy duty diesel engines, like those found
in trucks, will still presumably cover the market for high power applications.
Due to all the reasons above exposed it arises that research is required in
the field of DI diesel combustion. This can be done by experiments and/or
numerical simulations. The very high computational power achieved during
the last years has prompted numerical investigation to a place that could
not be envisaged some decades ago. More particularly, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) is a fruitful research field that has lead to an advancement
in the understanding of the fluid mechanics field and its application in the
design of aerofoils, burners, engines, turbomachinary, etc. is quite extended.
Although numerical simulations are subjected to numerical uncertainties
due to domain and equations discretization, resolution of the system equations
together with the physical models, that intend to describe the large range
of scales and flow and chemical interactions in the context of turbulent
combustion, it is unquestionable that they provide an extremely valuable
information. Fields for all the solved variables at every point and instant
are obtained and lead to ‘see’ and understand phenomena for which is almost
impossible to obtain information by any other way with a very reduced cost
compared to laboratory experiments. Notwithstanding, it is important to
emphasize that despite all these positive features one should not fall in the
mistake of believing simulation results without a critical spirit.
All this shows that, nowadays, experiments and numerical simulations
have become an inseparable binomial in the research field. And this spirit
is reflected in the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) [7] which combines the
most advanced experimental techniques with numerical simulations in order
to deepen in the DI diesel combustion understanding. In the frame of the
ECN several research institutions contribute and share information in order
to enrich the state of the art. In addition, experiments are carried out in special
vessels with optical accesses. The particular configuration of the experiments
leads to discard uncertainties that would be found in a real engine. Therefore,
it is intended to minimize the interaction with other phenomena that would
only darken the analysis in order to understand the own intrinsic nature of
the combustion process. Some experimental information used along this work
is found in the context of the ECN [7].
The aim of this work is to contribute to the current knowledge of DI
diesel combustion in these special ECN configurations by means of numerical
simulations as is further developed in next section.
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1.2

Objectives

Previous section gave a sketch of the state of the art and the current
research lines in diesel combustion. This thesis is developed in the context
of conventional diesel combustion and its main objective is to numerically
investigate and model in RANS and LES3 turbulence frameworks a diesel-like
spray by means of an advanced combustion model, assessing the boundary
condition effects as well as other critical modelling aspects.
The adopted combustion model in this work is based on the flamelet
concept which has been demonstrated to be extremely suitable for diesel
combustion [8–11]. However, an accurate description of the local conditions of
the turbulent flame together with the use of complex mechanisms required for
diesel sprays simulations may soar the computational cost when considering
wide ranges of boundary conditions. To give response to this issue a simplified
model, known as Approximated Diffusion Flamelet (ADF) [12], was suggested
some years ago and used along this investigation. Nevertheless, its validation
was not completely accomplished and, in consequence, its application to
further calculations requires to be assessed.
Therefore, the main objective of this thesis can be decomposed in several
steps required to reach the end of this work:
1. The ADF is first validated in order to sustain further calculations. To
encompass a great variety of configurations it is assessed for fuels of
different chemical complexity in steady as well as transient regimes.
2. The model is applied to the ECN spray A which is representative of
modern diesel-like sprays in the frame of RANS turbulence models. The
analysis is composed of three objectives:
(a) To investigate how the flame structure is modified when adding
new physical content to the auto-ignition process. For this purpose,
homogeneous reactors ignition are first described, followed by the
study of diffusion laminar flames where diffusion and convection
compete with chemistry. Finally, the turbulent flame is described.
In the case of the ADF, its flame modelling invites to carry out
this analysis that arises as a natural step of its workflow, as will be
described in chapter 3.
3

RANS stands for Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes while LES for Large Eddy
Simulation.
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(b) The effect of the boundary conditions is fundamental in order to
understand the reactive spray characteristics. This is accomplished
analysing different temperature and oxygen parametric variations.
In the light of this analysis the internal spatial structure as well as
the spray auto-ignition are described.
(c) In order to shed light on the effect of the chemical mechanism on the
flame structure several well-known oxidation schemes are modelled
at all the stages of combustion (homogeneous reactors, flamelets
and turbulent spray) to determine their similarities and differences
and how their solutions are modified when adding new physical
phenomena.
3. Spray A is modelled in the frame of LES turbulence models. Despite
the LES remarkable higher cost compared to RANS, it provides some
valuable information related to flow fluctuations impossible to obtain in
the RANS context.
It is thought that an analysis from so different points of view contrasts the
results providing a picture of the spray that complements and improves the
state of the art.

1.3

Document structure

Once the objectives have been posed the document structure and the
content of the following chapters can be described.
A bibliographical review is given in chapter 2. Due to the theoretical
character of the work but at the same its practical application a balance
between the underlying physical theories and the most prominent results for
sprays at typical diesel work conditions has been searched. Special emphasis
has been placed on the physical content of the theories and models to the
detriment of a highly mathematical description. In order to accomplish
this, the chapter first describes the main results of turbulence theory and
turbulence models after a brief description of fluid mechanics equations. It
follows with the explanation of combustion theory, starting from the chemical
kinetics and auto-ignition theory and the subsequent insight into laminar
and turbulent combustion theories for premixed, non-premixed and partially
premixed combustion. This gives rise to a description of the combustion
models available in the literature. Finally, and with all this background,
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the chapter is closed with a description of the general spray theory and the
characteristics of the reactive diesel spray.
Chapter 3 gives a more specific vision of the models based on the flamelet
concept and describes in detail the combustion model applied in this work.
After this, a detailed validation of the ADF model, which is used along this
work, is given by its comparison with the complete laminar flame solution for
different fuels and steady and transient regimes.
After this validation, chapters 4 and 5 explain the main results obtained
in this thesis for diesel-like sprays by the application of the ADF model
to spray A by means of RANS and LES turbulence models, respectively.
Not only the impact of reactivity on the flame structure by changing the
boundary conditions is analysed, but combustion structure at configurations
with different physical content (homogeneous reactors, flamelets and turbulent
spray) as well as the influence of the chemical mechanism are the goal of this
investigation. This last analysis is limited to the RANS description due to the
high computational cost involved in LES simulations.
Finally, chapter 6 gathers the main conclusions obtained along the work
as well as some recommended future works in order to increase the knowledge
beyond the scope of the present thesis.
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Introduction

Turbulent combustion is one of the most complex phenomena of fluid
mechanics that may be found due to the different physical and chemical
processes that appear and interact. Its extended use in industry as a way to
obtain work has prompted the need of the theoretical study of the underlying
processes appearing in industrial devices in order to optimize their design and
increase their efficiency while diminishing pollutant emissions.
A simple analysis of the reactive flow that may be found in industrial
combustion systems reveals the complexity of this scientific field:
1. The fuel may be found in solid (coal), liquid (gasoline and gas-oil) or
gas (natural gas) phase. As the reactions take place at molecular level
the first step is to pulverize or evaporate the fuel in order to be able to
obtain a fuel-air mixture. To do so, high velocities are induced with the
aim to gasify or vaporize the fuel in the minimum space.
2. A mixing process between fuel and air is required to burn fuel since
chemistry is only able to occur when there exists a mixing at molecular
level.
3. High velocities may be induced in order to create a turbulent flow that
generates high gradients enhancing and accelerating air and fuel mixing.
Turbulence is a complex phenomenon not completely understood even
for incompressible flows. Although there exists a vast theory, the
difficulties of facing a chaotic phenomenon have not been completely
overcome and extending results to a general flow is a matter not covered
yet.
4. Fuel chemical oxidation is other of the critical difficulties of combustion
description. The high number of species produced and consumed, of the
order of several hundreds, due to thousands of reactions gives a measure
of its complexity and makes almost an impossible task including all the
chemical steps in numerical simulations. Fortunately, not all the species
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are fundamental in determining fuel oxidation and minor species and
radicals may be omitted or considered in an equilibrium state with not
appreciable losses in the calculations.
When dealing with pollutants like soot, the difficulties are still more
evident since its formation and growth is described by both chemical
and physical processes.
5. Heat losses to walls, including radiative effects, are important since
they may decrease flame temperature or even quench the flame.
Radiation may be especially critical when predicting pollutants such
as NOx (nitrogen oxides) which show a sensitive dependence with high
temperatures.
6. In real devices impingement of the spray with the wall may be found.
This may induce critical heat losses and modify the spray structure
creating new vortexes that generate products recirculation.
This enumeration reveals the difficulty of constructing a complete
combustion theory that has the ability to describe the whole process with
a high level of physical content. Clearly this is a complex task, however, the
application of the theories formulated for the different phenomena, and having
in mind that they were constructed under restrictive hypotheses, may lead to
an approximated description. Notwithstanding, and as a consequence of the
several hypotheses introduced, results are expected to show some divergences.
A fundamental aspect that should be always born in mind when
understanding the different approaches or models proposed is that their
formulation intends to describe the physics with the more realistic vision while
reducing the computational cost. Probably, the most illustrative case for this
is the turbulence problem. At first glance it may seem paradoxical the need
of using models to describe a problem whose exact equations are completely
known. Nevertheless, its chaotic nature, although deterministic1 , forces to
adopt some kind of simplified approach where the flow is not solved at all the
scales.
These simplifications lead to a loss of the physics that has to be included in
some way since there exists an ‘exchange of information’ between the solved
and the unresolved parts. How the the unresolved part interacts with the
1

It is deterministic because physical laws are deterministic, however, it is chaotic because
small perturbations in the initial and/or boundary conditions may produce large changes in
the flow. Hence, it is almost impossible to predict the flow state after an amount of time
from the initial and boundary conditions because of measuring precision, uncertainties, etc.
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solved variables is what the turbulence model intends to describe assuming
some hypotheses.
The success of the model to predict the flow state depends on the physics
retained by the model and tends to occur when the level of abstraction is
high. From a practical point of view this has to be accompanied by a low
computational cost since in other case the benefits are not compensated by
the resources penalties.
In addition, except for simplified cases, no analytical expressions can be
developed forcing to apply numerical simulations for the resolution of the
problems. Numerical methods constitute a scientific field itself and which
methods and how they are applied are one of the cornerstones to obtain
successful calculations.
Consequently, improving the ability and performance of the models should
be understood as an asymptotic development that may lead to more refined
results when formulating more general models and when increasing the
computational power in order to include more phenomena with a more reliable
description.
The reacting diesel spray is an example where all the aforementioned
facts concur and, hence, its modelling is challenging and complex. A fuel
in liquid phase is injected a very high velocities of the order of 500 m/s and
Reynolds numbers of the order of 40000. The liquid vein has to atomize
and break-up into droplets that evaporate at states that transitionally may
reach supercritical conditions [1, 2]. Then, an intense mixing between fuel
and air occurs in a turbulent flow where high swirl is typically induced
and, subsequently, mixture auto-ignites. After a time a developed flame is
established. Soot is produced in the inner region of the spray while nitrogen
oxides are found on the border of the flame. In addition, it is highly probable
that spray impinges with the cylinder provoking high heat losses together with
local quenching of the flame.
This work is devoted to analyse numerically the auto-ignition process and
internal structure of a reacting spray at diesel-like conditions in the frame
of different turbulence approaches with an advanced combustion model. To
achieve this goal it is mandatory to expose the different physical and chemical
aspects that may influence in the study of such problem. This is carried
out along this chapter which only intends to condensate the fundamentals of
such rich theories like turbulence and combustion theories. First, the physical
grounds of the theory are described adding in each section new physical
aspects. Subsequently, the most extended models available in literature
are exposed. The interested reader may find in classical and indispensable
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books the grounds to understand fluid mechanics, turbulence and combustion
theories [3–10]. Finally, all this information is used as the basis to describe
and sustain the most relevant results for diesel sprays.

2.2

Fluid mechanics equations

Before starting to explain more advanced features of fluid mechanics it
is unavoidable to expose briefly the fluid mechanics instantaneous equations.
They are simply obtained by applying the physical conservation laws, namely,
mass conservation, Newton and thermodynamic laws, to a differential mass or
volume which is called volume control (VC). The border of the volume control
is the surface control (SC).
The direct application of the equations to the control volume leads to a
Lagrangian formulation where particles are tracked along their trajectories.
However, it is very extended and useful to obtain the equations on fixed
positions which may lead to an Eulerian formulation. The chain rule is the
basic tool that relates derivatives between both formulations. Equations in
differential or integral form may be obtained.
The concept of total derivative D/Dt is introduced, which determines the
total change per unit time that a variable φ 2 suffers for a VC. It is defined as
Dφ
∂φ
=
+ ~u · ∇φ
Dt
∂t

(2.1)

The first term on the right hand side (r.h.s.) of equation 2.1 is the temporal
derivative while the second expresses the inner product of velocity ~u and the
gradient (denoted by operator ∇) and is the convective derivative. From its
definition it is seen that D/Dt is a linear operator. Changes in the value of φ
are due to some external agents related by a physical law.
Multiplying equation 2.1 by density ρ and integrating, the total variation
of the volume control is obtained yielding to3
Z

Dφ
∂
ρ
dV =
Dt
∂t
VC

Z

Z
ρ φ dV +

VC

~
ρ φ ~u · dS

(2.2)

SC

where the first integral is extended to the volume control while the second
to the surface control. Therefore, the left hand side (l.h.s.) is composed of the
2

φ measures a variable per unit mass.
ρ and ~
u may be included inside the derivatives from equation 2.1 by virtue of the
continuity equation that is given in the following.
3
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temporal change in the volume control and the fluxes that go in and out of
the volume control through the surface control4 .
Apart from the convective transport (determined by ~u) the other
fundamental transport phenomenon is diffusion. Diffusion tends to reduce the
spatial inhomogeneities and generates fluxes proportional to the gradients. For
the momentum, in the case of Newtonian fluids, it is created by the strain rate
and produces a shear between the different layers of the fluid motion. Defining
the components of the strain rate tensor [s] as
1
sij =
2



∂uj
∂ui
+
∂xj
∂xi


(2.3)

the stress tensor [σ] is given by


1
σij = −p δij + 2µ sij − ∇ · ~u δij
3

(2.4)

where p is the pressure, δij is the Kronecker symbol and µ is the dynamic
viscosity. It is useful to define the kinematic viscosity, ν, given by ν = µ/ρ
with units of length2 /time. Diffusion for momentum is, hence, the second
term of the r.h.s. of equation 2.4 which is denoted as the shear stress tensor
[τ ].
For energy, diffusion flux is given by Fourier’s law and is provoked by
temperature gradients. With α the thermal conductivity, Fourier’s law takes
the form
~q̇ = −α ∇T

(2.5)

where ~q̇ is the heat flux and T is temperature. In the same way that
the kinematic viscosity was given, a thermal diffusivity may be defined as
λ = α/(ρ cp ) where cp is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure. Again
λ has units of length2 /time.
Finally, for the species diffusion, gradients in concentrations produce
additional velocities (different for each species) that are superimposed to the
~i where V
~i
mean flow. The total velocity for species i is then written as ~u + V
is the diffusion velocity for species i, that is, the additional velocity caused by
4

Equation 2.2 may be directly obtained by a balance of variable φ in the volume control
or starting from equation 2.1 and using Gauss divergence theorem.
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species gradients. As ~u is the mean velocity of the whole set of species it has
to be fulfilled by definition the condition
Ns
X

~i = 0
Yi V

(2.6)

i

where Ns is the total number of species and Yi is the mass fraction for
species i. The exact equation for diffusion velocities may be found from solving
a linear system of equations at each point and instant [8, 11] that may lead to
a high computational cost. In order to reduce its cost, Hirchsfelder and Curtis
approximation is used [12]. In other cases, Fick’s law is adopted although it
is only valid for binary mixtures. Although these two last approximations are
extremely useful one has to bear in mind that they do not necessarily conserve
~
mass. According to Fick’s law, species mass flux f˙i would be given by
~
~i = −ρ Di ∇Yi
f˙i = ρ Yi V

i = 1, . . . , Ns

(2.7)

where Di is the mass coefficient for species i and has units of length2 /time.
When applying the diffusion transport to a control volume there are fluxes
that enter while other exit from the volume control leading to a net flux given
by the divergence of the flux. Thus, assuming previous laws, the diffusion
term is the divergence of a gradient. In the case that the diffusivity (µ, α or
ρD) is constant the term becomes a Laplacian.
In addition, volumetric or surface sources5 may appear e.g. gravitational
force or chemical heat release and species mass production/consumption due
to chemical reactions.
The whole transport phenomena leads to write a general equation for any
specific variable φ with the following terms
ρ

Dφ
∂φ
=ρ
+ ρ ~u · ∇φ = ∇(ρ Γ ∇φ) + Sφ
Dt
∂t

(2.8)

where Γ is the diffusivity coefficient. The terms from the l.h.s. are the
temporal derivative and the convective transport. The first term from the
r.h.s. is the diffusion and the last term of the equation corresponds to the
source term.
5

In general, we will not distinguish between positive (source) and negative (sink)
contributions and will denote all of them with the word source.
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With these elements it is possible to write transport conservations
equations for mass, species, momentum and energy. With regards to energy,
different quantities may be considered depending on the problem that is
addressed. Three basic variables account for the energetic content of a fluid
particle: sensible, chemical and kinetic energies. The first two types of energy
may be expressed in terms of internal energy or enthalpy. In the following
lines only enthalpy is used due to its suitability for open systems. The sensible
enthalpy accounts for changes in temperature T and phase changes. If there
is no phase change the specific sensible enthalpy hs takes the form
Z

T

cp dT

∆hs =

(2.9)

T0

where T0 is a reference temperature. The chemical enthalpy for species i is
the formation enthalpy ∆hf,i which is the energy required to form a mass unity
of species i from its elements at a given temperature. If this temperature is
the standard temperature the formation enthalpy is denoted by ∆hof,i . Finally,
the kinetic energy is defined as K = 21 ~u · ~u = 12 ui ui .
Equations for the different combinations of energies may be easily obtained
and are explained in detail in [8]. In the following, only equations for the
kinetic energy and the total enthalpy h, that accounts for the sum of the three
energies, are given.
The instantaneous equations for continuity (2.10), species (2.11), momentum (2.12), total enthalpy (2.13) and kinetic energy (2.14) are the following:
∂ρ ∂(ρ ui )
+
=0
∂t
∂xi

(2.10)

∂(ρ Yj ) ∂(ρ Yj ui )
∂(ρ Yj Vij )
+
=−
+ ρ ω̇j
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂τij
∂(ρ uj ) ∂(ρ uj ui )
∂p
+
=−
+
+ Fj
∂t
∂xi
∂xj
∂xi

j = 1, . . . , Ns

(2.11)

j = 1, 2, 3

(2.12)

N

s
X
∂(τij uj )
∂(ρ h) ∂(ρ h ui )
∂p
∂qi
+
=
−
+
+ρ
(Yj Fij ui + Yj Fij Vij ) + Sh
∂t
∂xi
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

j=1

(2.13)
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N

s
X
∂σij
∂(ρ K) ∂(ρ K ui )
= uj
+ρ
Yj Fij ui
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

(2.14)

j=1

where Fj are external forces in direction j, Sh is the source term for total
enthalpy, ω̇j is the chemical source term for species j and Vij is the i-th
component of vector V~j 6 . In these equations Einstein notation has been
used7 .
Direct substitution of Newton’s, Fick’s and Fourier’s laws lead to obtain
typical fluid mechanics equations for Newtonian compressible reactive flows.
The momentum equation for a Newtonian fluid is known as Navier-Stokes
equation. It is worth mentioning that for flows where the variations of
density and diffusion coefficients are negligible, as most of the incompressible
flows, diffusion terms are remarkably simplified and become proportional to
Laplacians of the variables. In addition, from the continuity equation it is
observed that for incompressible flows the stress tensor for Newtonian fluid is
simplified to σij = −p δij + 2 µ sij .
Although energy equation has been written for total enthalpy it is
interesting to note that a term of paramount importance appears in equations
∂ui
for sensible enthalpy (similarly for sensible internal energy) in the form τij ∂x
.
j
For Newtonian flows it takes the form
2
∂ui
= 2 µ sij sij − µ
Φ = τij
∂xj
3



∂uk
∂xk

2
(2.15)

This is the dissipation function where the main contribution 2 µ sij sij
is non-negative since it is the sum of squared terms. It is an energetic
contribution that describes how energy is taken from the kinetic energy of
the flow and transferred into thermal energy due to viscous friction. With
the proper operations this term gives rise to the turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation that, as will be seen in section 2.3, is one of the most important
variables that characterize a turbulent flow.
Finally, to say that the previous coefficients ν, λ and D, lead to define
the following important dimensionless numbers which measure the intensity
of diffusion between different phenomena
Sci =
6
7

ν
Di

In equations 2.11 and 2.12 j is fixed.
Einstein and vectorial notations are used indistinctly along this text.

(2.16)
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Pr =

ν
λ

(2.17)

Lei =

λ
Di

(2.18)

where P r is Prandtl number and Sci and Lei are the Schmidt and Lewis
numbers, respectively, for species i. For gases their values are close to unity
since diffusion is a molecular process and, hence, the intrinsic mechanism for
diffusion is the same for all the quantities. This allows the calculation of fluxes
for different variables and is called the Reynolds analogy [5, 10].

2.3
2.3.1

Turbulence theory
Introduction and fundamentals

Turbulence is one the most complex phenomena that may be found in
physics and this is clearly patent when considering the tremendous effort
that engineers have done in order to understand its nature and the great
variety of models that may be found in literature. The intrinsic complexity of
the problem has made these models to be devised for specific configurations
and, hence, they lack generality. As was explained before, this may
seem paradoxical since the governing equations are completely known but
the practical impossibility of solving them forces the search of alternative
descriptions that may contain the most important aspects of the physics while
their equations resolution is still feasible.
To make more abstruse this matter, it is difficult to find a definition which
describes the intrinsic nature of turbulence. On the contrary, most of the
definitions only enumerate a set of characteristics of the turbulent flow [13].
Some features characterize turbulence [5, 13]:
1. Although the governing equations are deterministic they show a chaotic
nature, that is, they are extremely sensitive to any changes in the initial
and boundary conditions. This makes almost impossible the prediction
of a given flow since there are errors related to measurements and
experiments are non-repeatable 8 .
8

For the instantaneous initial and boundary conditions. Clearly they are repeatable in
terms of average values.
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2. Turbulence is caused by perturbations in the flow. When Reynolds
number is high inertial forces are large compared to viscous forces and
perturbations increase in magnitude. This leads to a fluid motion where
particles do not move along ordered layers as in a laminar flow.
3. Turbulence is three dimensional, time dependant, rotational and
intermittent.
4. Although the instantaneous flow may be chaotic it may not be chaotic
in statistical terms. Averaging between different samples of the same
experiment reveals that the variables show averaged values with a
deviation. Consequently, turbulence may be described in statistic terms
by soft profiles. This is the base of the (Unsteady) Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (URANS and RANS) models widely extended in the
modelling of turbulent flows.
5. A structure composed of vortexes or eddies of different lengths is
observed. This gives rise to the energy cascade description, which
explains that there is a transfer of energy from the largest eddies, for
which energy is provided, to the smallest ones where energy is dissipated
into heat.
6. Turbulence accelerates momentum, energy and species transport. This
transport is caused by a strong convection between the different spatial
regions producing highly inhomogeneous fields where there exist sharp
gradients. These high gradients provoke strong diffusion processes
leading to the homogenization of the fields. In a generalized meaning
of the concept of mixing, the strong gradients, created by the chaotic
and erratic flow motion, intensify the mixing process due to the high
diffusion fluxes.
This means that, in the case of momentum, its exchange is enhanced
due to high shear stresses. In the same way, homogeneous mixture
formation is accelerated due to the important mass fluxes established
between adjacent fluid layers with heterogeneous composition.
Similar to the intensified transport, the dissipation of the quantities,
which depends on the gradients of the fields, is augmented too.
7. This enhanced transport or exchange of quantities in the fluid motion
may be desirable as in the case of mixing or, on the contrary, may be
an inconvenient as in the pressure losses produced by the friction of the
fluid with a wall or in the quenching of the flame.
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8. The turbulent flow is rotational. The strain of rotation is measured with
the vorticity ω
~ defined by the curl of velocity, that is, ω
~ = ∇ × ~u. The
alignment of the strain rate with the vorticity increases the magnitude
of ω
~ producing vortex stretching.

The previous aspects highlight the most important characteristics of
turbulence. However, some of them should be emphasized due to the relevance
in subsequent results. In fact, the infeasibility of solving the instantaneous
equations has forced to adopt more simplified approaches which are build on
some simple observations.
The visual aspect of a turbulent flow shows that, as was previously stated,
the fluid motion is composed of eddies of different sizes and the range of sizes
depends on the Reynolds number. The largest vortexes, called the integral
scales, are the most energetic ones with the largest characteristic time scales9
and receive the energy from an external source. These eddies are unstable and
break up into smaller vortexes transferring energy to eddies of smaller sizes.
The kinetic energy contained in theses vortexes is transferred to smaller ones
with smaller time scales too and so on. Finally, there exists a critical vortex
size for which kinetic energy is dissipated into heat due to friction of adjacent
fluid layers. These eddies, known as the Kolmogorov scales, show the smallest
temporal scales. This vision corresponds to the energy cascade notion and was
first described by Richardson in 1922 [14].
The length of the integral scale is denoted by `0 while the symbol η is used
for the Kolmogorov scales. If the flow scale is L then `0 is of the same order of
magnitude. Another important length scale is Taylor scale, which, although
different to the previous length scales has not an easy interpretable physical
meaning, it is related to eddies for which dissipative effects are not strong. For
a general eddy its length scale is denoted by `.
For each length scale a Reynolds number is defined as
Re(`) =

` U (`)
ν

where U (`) is the characteristic velocity for an eddy of size `.
Kolmogorov scale Reynolds number is unity.

(2.19)
For

The energy cascade description of turbulence for very high Reynolds
numbers leads to define three main ranges where eddies may be found
depending on their size [6]
9

Sometimes understood as the turn-over time of an eddy.
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1. The energy-containing range corresponds to the largest eddies. External
energy is injected in this range. This energy (added at some rate) is
called production of turbulence ℘. The range is delimited by the scales
`EI and L.
2. The universal equilibrium range: corresponds to eddies with length
scales smaller than those belonging to the energy-containing range and
is divided in two subranges:
(a) Inertial subrange: in this region energy is transferred (without
losses) from larger to smaller eddies. It is limited between `DI
and `EI .
(b) Dissipation range: corresponds to the smallest eddies (Kolmogorov
vortexes) where kinetic energy is dissipated into heat due to viscous
stresses.
The ranges form a continuum in the size of the scales. A sketch of the
ranges is shown in figure 2.1.
Dissipation 𝜀𝜀

𝜂𝜂

ℓ𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

Dissipation
range

Production ℘
Transfer of energy

Inertial subrange

ℓ𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

ℓ0

Energycontaining
range

𝐿𝐿

Universal equilibrium range

Figure 2.1. Energy fluxes for the whole range of turbulent scales.

As in the inertial subrange there is only a transfer of energy without
sources or sinks, this means that for lengths ` in the inertial subrange it
holds ε = U 2 (`)/(`/U (`)) = U 3 (`)/` where ε denotes the rate of dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy, that is, the rate at which turbulent kinetic energy is
transformed into heat. A precise definition of this concept is given in 2.3.2.
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One of the most prominent advancements in turbulence theory is due to
A. N. Kolmogorov, who in 1941 published a set of papers [15, 16], which
constitute a theory sometimes known as K41, where he stated some important
laws related to the behaviour of turbulent statistics and the spectral content of
energy, that is, how energy is distributed depending on the size of the vortex
for high Reynolds flows. It is developed assuming homogeneous turbulence and
high Reynolds numbers. However, as a first step and previous to describing
these results, we provide the following definitions:
1. Homogeneous turbulence: it occurs when the statistics do not change
with position. It may occur in one or several directions.
2. Isotropic turbulence: it occurs when the statistics do not change with
rotations and reflections.
To describe turbulence Kolmogorov assumed the following hypotheses:
1. Hypothesis of local isotropy: at sufficient high Reynolds number the
smallest scales (`  `0 ) show statistical isotropy.
2. First similarity hypothesis: at sufficient high Reynolds number the
statistics at the universal equilibrium range are uniquely determined
by ν and ε.
3. Second similarity hypothesis: at sufficient high Reynolds number
the statistics at the inertial subrange are uniquely determined by ε
independently of ν.
The hypothesis of local isotropy explains that, although the large scales are
deformed by the domain geometry and the boundary conditions and, hence,
are anisotropic, this anisotropy is lost when energy is transferred to smaller
vortexes. This implies that the smallest eddies tend to be isotropic10 and,
consequently, in some sense, their statistics are universal. The similarity
hypotheses explain what these statistics depend on. With this description
and based on dimensional arguments expressions for different variables can be
obtained.
In the light of these hypotheses the names given to the different ranges are
clearly understood. They contain a deep meaning of the physics and the results
10

Isotropy has to be understood in statistical terms since it does not necessarily occur at
each instant even for the smallest eddies.
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deduced from them have been corroborated by a large number of experiments
[17, 18].
On the one hand, from the first similarity hypothesis it is deduced that
η = η(ε, ν) and the only product that may be formed between ε and ν (not
considering multiplicative constants) in order to yield a length is 11

η=

ν3
ε

1/4
(2.20)

Similarly we have
U (η) = (ν ε)1/4

(2.21)

On the other hand, from the energy cascade description we have that
ε ∼ U (`0 )3 /`0 12 . With the previous relationships it is obtained that
η
∼ Re(`0 )−3/4
`0

2.3.2

(2.22)

Statistical description of turbulence

Before proceeding with a deeper analysis of turbulence it is mandatory to
introduce the statistic concepts related to turbulence which play a fundamental
role in turbulence description since the origins of its analysis.
If velocity or other field signal is recorded at one given point the erratic
nature of turbulence is patent. Dealing with such functions is almost
impossible and the use of statistics arises in a natural way. Denoting the
mean value with an overline, φ, the signal, φ, may be decomposed into a mean
value and a fluctuating component φ0 as
φ = φ + φ0

(2.23)

If the flow is statistically stationary the statistics may be obtained
recording the signal during a temporal window. On the contrary, if the flow
11

It is typical in turbulence theory to use dimensional arguments in order to find
expressions and formulas.
12
This time it is used the symbol ∼ instead of = in order to clarify that the equality does
not necessarily holds but both members only scale, that is, they are proportional since the
expression is applied out of the inertial subrange.
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is not statistically stationary the statistics may be found for different samples
of the same experiment [6]. This is called Reynolds decomposition and gives
rise to Reynolds means.
Averaging equation 2.23 it is obtained that φ0 = 0. The value φ02 measures
the variance of the signal and it is one of the most important characterization
of
q a fluctuating variable together with the mean value. Standard deviation
φ02 may reach values of the 20 % of the mean φ.

Clearly, higher moments may be defined, such as φ03 and φ04 , which give
a measure of the skewness or asymmetry and the kurtosis or flatness of the
signal, respectively.
In the same way that different statistics have been defined from the
temporal signal or the values obtained from different samples, a probability
density function (PDF) may be defined for each point (and time for not
statistically stationary flows). Then the PDF may be written as f (φ; ~x, t)
where the semicolon fixes the point and time for which the PDF is obtained13 .
From this PDF all the moments may be easily written as
φn (~x, t)

Z

∞

φn (~x, t) f (φ; ~x, t) dφ

=

(2.24)

−∞

from which the values φ 0n are easily deduced.
Transport equations for the averaged variable may be easily obtained
from decomposing the instantaneous variables in a mean and fluctuating
components and averaging the instantaneous equations [6, 10]. As the
fluid mechanic equations are non-linear products between the different terms
appear. The terms that contain products of the mean and fluctuating
components vanish when averaging, however, the products of the fluctuating
components are not zero in general. These terms represent the flux of the
turbulent components due to turbulent convection and are of paramount
importance.
In incompressible flows turbulent fluxes only contain the product of the
fluctuating velocity and the fluctuation of any variable φ. However, for
compressible flows where the density shows a pulsating component new terms
appear complicating the equations. In order to avoid this issue densityweighted or Favre averages [19] are introduced
φ = φe + φ00
13

For statistically steady flows the PDF is f (φ; ~
x).

(2.25)
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with
ρφ
φe =
ρ

(2.26)

It is easily deduced that ρ φ00 = 0. With this definition to average,
transport equations are formally equal for incompressible flows (Reynolds
averages) and compressible flows (Favre averages)14 . In principle, both
averages provide different results when applied to a compressible flow and
we should not compare density-weighted averages when solving transport
equations with experimental Reynolds averages. Notwithstanding, this is a
quite extended practice since it is quite difficult to measure the density field
and, except for a little number of experiments [20, 21], this information is not
available.
Due to the formal similarity for the equations for both averages they will
be used indistinctly in the following. The concepts defined for one of them
may be easily extended to the other one.
The averaged equations (written for Favre averages) for a general flow are
written as
∂ρ ∂(ρ uei )
+
=0
∂t
∂xi

(2.27)

00 00
^
^
∂(ρ Y
∂(ρ Yej ) ∂(ρ Yej uei )
j Vij + ρ ui Yj )
ḟj
+
=−
+ρω
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

j = 1, . . . , Ns (2.28)

00 u00 )
∂(τij − ρ u]
∂(ρ uej ) ∂(ρ uej uei )
∂p
i j
+
=−
+
+ Fj
∂t
∂xi
∂xj
∂xi

j = 1, 2, 3

(2.29)

Ns
00 h00 ) ∂(τ u )
X
∂(ρ e
h) ∂(ρ e
h uei )
∂p ∂(qi − ρ u]
ij j
i
+
=
−
+
+ρ
(Yj^
Fij ui +Yj^
Fij Vij )+Sh
∂t
∂xi
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
j=1

(2.30)
As observed additional terms appear in the averaged transport equations
that correspond to the product of the fluctuating components of any variable
14

Although they may contain different source terms.
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00 φ00 ). Physically, they are interpreted as a turbulent
and the velocity (−ρ u]
i
transport, that is, the transport of a fluctuating component due to the
fluctuating velocity and are understood as additional stresses or fluxes to
which the averaged fields are submitted. It is worth mentioning that averaged
equations show that these terms may be written as divergences of the vector
g
fields −ρ φ0 u~0 and, consequently, they are transport terms15 .

More particularly, in the case of the momentum equation the products
0 u0 in compressible flows), are
]
of the fluctuating velocities, −ρ u0i u0j (or −ρ u
i j
understood as additional stresses that act on the averaged fields. For this
reason they are called Reynolds stresses τijR which lead to define the Reynolds
stresses tensor. In the context of incompressible flows and, depending on the
author, Reynolds stresses may denote −ρ u0i u0j or simply u0i u0j . In this text the
last nomenclature is adopted, that is, refer to u0i u0j as the Reynolds stresses16 .
These terms are unknown and require a closure model in order to solve the
averaged transport equations.
The fluctuating components of the velocity may lead to the definition of
the turbulent kinetic energy
1
k = u0i u0i
2

(2.31)

This is a very important variable and is the simplest characterization of
turbulence. Turbulent kinetic energy equation for incompressible flows is

∂
∂k ∂(ui k)
+
=−
∂t
∂xi
∂xi




1 0 0
0
0
0
u p − 2ν uj sij + ui k − u0i u0j sij − 2ν s0ij s0ij (2.32)
ρ i

From this equation the most important terms of the right hand side are
u0i u0j sij , which is the production term of turbulent kinetic energy ℘, and
2ν s0ij s0ij , denoted as ε, that represents the rate of dissipation of turbulent
kinetic energy. It is clearly seen that ε ≥ 0 and, hence, it is a sink term
15

In this context, transport refers to a redistribution of the variable if no external fluxes
feed the volume control. This is easily seen writing the divergence term as a flux by means
of the Gauss theorem.
16
As said before, Reynolds and Favre averages lead to formally similar equations, however,
equations for incompressible flows are remarkably simpler than for compressible flow. For
this reason and for the turbulence theory description, in the following, results correspond
to incompressible flows most of the times. This is done because adding compressibility
phenomena does not provide a deeper understanding in the context of this exposition and
adds a new degree of difficulty.
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in the turbulent kinetic energy equation. It represents the energy that is
transformed into heat due to viscous effects which, according to the energy
cascade description, occurs at the smallest eddies. Defining the characteristic
velocity for the integral scale as k 1/2 the integral scale is approximated as
L ∼ k 3/2 /ε 17 .
The production term ℘ appears in the mean kinetic energy equation
( 21 ui ui ) with opposite sign. Therefore it is an exchange of energy from the
largest scales to the smallest scales, that is, a conversion of mean kinetic energy
to turbulent kinetic energy and is a power caused by Reynolds stresses. In
general, it takes a positive value. At this point it is important to note that the
energy cascade should be understood as the description of a statistical process
and not a local process. This is, the energy is transferred statistically from
the largest eddies to the smallest although this does not mean that locally the
energy is not transferred from the smallest eddies to the largest ones. This
phenomenon may occur in the flow and it is called backscatter.
Note that the rest of the terms in the r.h.s. of equation 2.32 take the form
∂Mi /∂xi or ∂Mijj /∂xi . This implies that they are affected by the operator
divergence and, therefore, by virtue of Gauss theorem they represent a flux
of energy. If no external fluxes appear through the surface volume they only
redistribute energy inside the volume control.
From the previous description the turbulent kinetic energy equation has
an easy interpretation. Integrating over a volume control, it describes that
the volume control total turbulent kinetic energy variation is due to external
energy fluxes + ℘ − ε.
In a pure shear flow ℘ = ε [5] while, in shear free flows the equilibrium
between production and dissipation may be observed only in some regions. For
wall flows production equals dissipation in the near-wall region comprising the
log-law region [22].
In a similar way, the behaviour for the variance of a general variable18 φ02
is given by the following equation19
17
Note that the use of a variable such as ε related to the smallest scales to define an
integral scale is valid in the light of the energy cascade which argues that, for high Reynolds
numbers and with some additional assumptions, the energy taken from the mean flow (large
scales) equals the dissipation (small scales).
18
To simplify we assume that the variable has no source terms.
19
In the same way that for the turbulent kinetic energy this equation is written for
incompressible flow too.
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∂φ02 ∂(ui φ02 )
∂
=−
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

!
∂φ02
∂φ0 ∂φ0
∂φ
−Γ
+ u0i φ02 − 2u0i φ0
− 2Γ
(2.33)
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ∂xi

Again a scalar variance production term arises and is given by ℘φ =
0

0

∂φ ∂φ
∂φ
while the scalar dissipation rate is εφ = 2Γ ∂x
≥ 0. Similar
−2u0i φ0 ∂x
i
i ∂xi
considerations to those given for k about equation physical interpretation can
be established for scalar variance. In fact, it is observed that equations 2.32
and 2.33 are formally identical (this is clearly seen when developing the sij
terms in equation 2.32).

So far, the moments only provide information at a given point and time
but not about how the signal interacts with itself in the spatial or temporal
directions. This interaction is described by the autocorrelation function. For
homogeneous turbulence, the spatial autocorrelation for velocity is given by
Rij (~r, t) = u0i (~x, t) u0j (~x + ~r, t)

(2.34)

which may be normalized as
ρij (~x, t) =

Rij (~r, t)
Rij (~r, t)
= 0 0
Rij (0, t)
ui uj (t)

(2.35)

known as the autocorrelation coefficient20 . A similar definition may be
given for temporal autocorrelation. ρij is unity at the origin where it is
maximum and tends to vanish for distant points from the origin. In addition,
it has null slope at the origin.
Since according to Kolmogorov’s hypotheses vortexes depending on
their length show a particular behaviour and relationship with some
variables it is natural to inquire about the nature of turbulence in the
frequency/wavenumber domain. For this purpose Fourier transform is applied
to the temporal signals. It is interesting to do this with the autocorrelation
function applied to the velocity. This yields a Fourier transform pair defined
by the velocity autocorrelation function and the velocity spectrum tensor Φij
1
Φij (~κ) =
(2π)3

Z∞ Z∞ Z∞
Rij (~r) exp(−i ~r ~κ) d~r
−∞ −∞ −∞

20

Rij (~r, t) does not depend on ~
x due to homogeneous turbulence assumption.

(2.36)
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Z∞ Z∞ Z∞
Rij (~r) =

Φij (~κ) exp(i ~r ~κ) d~κ

(2.37)

−∞ −∞ −∞

where the symbol i in the exponential terms is the imaginary unity. The
rest of dependencies have been omitted for the sake of clarity. The notation
d~r means dr1 dr2 dr3 = dV where V is the volume.
κ is the wavenumber defined for a vortex of size ` as κ = 2π/` and ~κ is
the wavenumber vector. For nomenclature purposes we define κL = 2π/L,
κEI = 2π/`EI , κDI = 2π/`DI and κη = 2π/η.
The energy spectrum function is defined as
E(κ) =

I

1
2

Φii (~κ) dS(κ)

(2.38)

where the integration is carried out on spherical surfaces centred at the
origin.
From equation 2.38 it follows that
Z
k=

∞

E(κ) dκ

(2.39)

0

Similar definitions may be provided for the temporal autocorrelations [5].
Kolmogorov deduced that in the inertial subrange the energy spectrum
takes the form
E(κ) = Cε2/3 κ−5/3

(2.40)

where C is a universal constant called Kolmogorov constant and takes a
value of 1.5 approximately. This is the well-known Kolmogorov -5/3 spectrum
and has been experimentally confirmed [17]. Different laws have been
proposed for the dissipation range, such as Pao spectrum [23], but all of
them provide an exponential decay in this range. In the energy-containing
range, E(κ) is supposed to change with κ2 . These results are shown in figure
2.2.
As a final note it is important to insist that turbulence theory is an
asymptotic theory21 (for very high Re numbers) that intends to give a
21

Asymptotic theory refers to a theory developed assuming very large values for some
variables.
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Figure 2.2. Energy content as a function of the wavenumber.

qualitative picture (with some quantitative results) of a phenomenon that
otherwise would remain inextricable. Clearly it cannot substitute the physical
laws for the conservative variables and it has to be understood as a a guide
that provides an approximated vision of the problem. The asymptotic theories
have been applied successfully to the combustion theory too.

This is only a concise description of turbulence but contains the most
important aspects. For the engineer the main goal is solving the transport
equations. As was said before the resolution of the instantaneous equations is
unaffordable forcing to solve the averaged or filtered equations (as will be seen
later) as the best approach to the problem. However, these equations contain
extra terms related to the fluctuating components of the fields that require
to be modelled. The theoretical knowledge gained during the years for the
turbulence description leads to pose such models based on physical grounds
that are described in next section.
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Turbulence models
Introduction to the different approaches

This section is devoted to describe the most important approaches
proposed to solve turbulence, that is, how transport equations for a turbulent
flow are approximated. As was said before, solving the instantaneous equations
is almost an impossible task except for very particular problems. These
problems do not correspond to the modelling of industrial devices and are
purely academic. In these cases, the domain is taken small enough to maintain
the number of nodes and time steps inside the possibilities of the current
computational power [24].
The infeasibility of solving all the spatial and temporal scales is clear when
noting that the Kolmogorov scales are proportional to `0 Re−3/4 (`0 ). In an
engineering problem `0 may be of the order of some decimetres or metres
while η may measure some tens or some few hundreds of micrometres while the
temporal scales related to the Kolmogorov scales are of the order of some few
hundreds of microseconds [10]. This means that solving all the scales requires
a number of nodes (in the three spatial and temporal directions) that goes
further from the current possibilities. It is easy to see, from the proportionality
between the integral and Kolmogorov scales, that the computational cost
increases with Re3 (`0 ).
The resolution of the instantaneous equations is known as Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS) and, currently, is limited to small domains with lowmoderate Reynolds numbers [22, 24–26].
In a DNS almost all the
computational effort is used to solve the dissipative scales [6].
To tackle with engineering problems, in the literature two approaches have
been proposed that provide a feasible resolution of equations. They basically
consist of averaging or filtering the instantaneous equations in order to obtain
new equations where not all the scales are solved and, hence, the resolution
of these averaged or filtered flows does not involve so many computational
resources. However, due to the non-linearity of the fluid mechanic equations
the average and filter operations introduce new terms in the equations that
have to be modelled. These new terms express the interaction between the
not solved vortexes with the solved part of the flow. Their modelling is the
goal of the turbulence models.
The first approach is the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) for
statistically steady flows or the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
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(URANS) for not statistically stationary flows22 . They are based on the
concept of averaging the equations when the variables are decomposed in a
mean and a fluctuating part as was explained in the previous section. This
average may be performed with Reynolds or Favre averages and the averaged
equations are equations 2.27, 2.28, 2.29 and 2.30. The fundamentals of the
method were explained in section 2.3.2.
The second approach is known as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and
consists of filtering the fields in the vicinity of each point. This implies that
only the information of the field related to high frequencies is lost due to
the filtering process and, consequently, the largest eddies are solved while the
smallest are still modelled. This is different to the RANS approach where all
the scales are modelled since the averages extend over all the time or for the
complete set of possible samples. Consequently, RANS models have to describe
the whole set of scales what is clearly extremely complex since, different to the
small eddies, large vortexes are strongly affected by the boundary conditions
as well as the geometry and they are anisotropic.
It is expected that the universal behaviour of the smallest eddies, which
has to be modelled in LES simulations, leads to the formulation of easier and
more general models than those required for RANS, where the description
of the whole range of scales complicates this task. This explains the great
variety of models that may be found for RANS simulations and why it is
expected that the results obtained with LES simulations are more reliable than
those provided by RANS simulations. Notwithstanding, the more accurate
resolution of the flow for LES simulations is accompanied of a considerable
increase of the computational cost.
These features show how the increase in the ability to describe the flow
goes together with an increase in the required computational power.
It is important to note that all the flows are unsteady for LES and DNS
although being statistically steady. Only with RANS it is possible to make use
of simplifications in the equations or the domain when the flow to be solved
is statistically steady and/or homogeneous in any direction.
Coming back to the LES approach, the (low-pass) filtering is done by
means of a filter function G defined by a filter width ∆. In general, the value
of ∆ gives a measure of the size of the vortexes that are not being solved. For
a general field φ the filtering operation is defined as
22

In the following we will designate, in a general way, RANS to this approach even if we
are dealing with a statistically unsteady problem.
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Z∞ Z∞ Z∞
φ(~x, t) =

G(~x, ~r, ∆) φ(~r, t) d~r

(2.41)

−∞ −∞ −∞

If the filter does not depend on the origin i.e. it is of the form G(~r − ~x, ∆)
it is called a homogeneous filter. Note that filtering is a linear operation.
Moreover, ∆ is usually taken twice the size of the mesh23 .
Different filters have been proposed such as the cut-off filter in spectral
space, which only retains informations of the vortexes larger than 2∆, the box
filter in physical space, which averages the values in a cube of side ∆ and the
Gaussian filter.
The filter function has to verify the normalization condition, that is
Z∞ Z∞ Z∞
G(~x, ~r, ∆) d~r = 1

(2.42)

−∞ −∞ −∞

The instantaneous field may be written as
φ = φ + φ0

(2.43)

Moreover, density-weighted or Favre filtering, used for variable density
flows, may be defined in a similar way than those used for averages in RANS
φ = φe + φ00

(2.44)

ρφ
φe =
ρ

(2.45)

with

Again both decompositions are formally identical and the operations done
for one are easily extended to the other one.
However, different to the averaging approach, in the case of filtering it
occurs, in general, that φ0 6= 0 and φ 6= φ. In addition, commuting the filter
and derivatives requires the filter width to be spatially uniform which in turn
23

In any case it cannot be smaller than the mesh size.
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implies the mesh to be spatially uniform too24 . In practice, commutation
errors are typically neglected.
If the transport equations are filtered then the filtered equations for LES
are obtained. The filtering of the convective non-linear terms produces the
filtered quantities ui φ (or ρ ug
i φ). As the solved variables are ui and φ (or
e the non-linear terms require some type of modelling. In this way
uei and φ),
it is written ui φ = ui φ + (ui φ − ui φ) and then the term ui φ becomes the
convective term in the transport equation while ui φ − ui φ passes to other
side of the equality as a subgrid stress25 . If φ is the velocity, the subgrid scale
stress tensor [τ sgs ] is obtained, where each of its terms is τijsgs = ui uj − ui uj .
Note that different to RANS, τijsgs 6= u0i u0j since u0i 6= 0 and ui 6= ui
fact, τijsgs may be decomposed in the following way [27]

τijsgs = ui uj − ui uj = (ui uj − ui uj ) + (ui u0j + u0i uj ) + u0i u0j

26 .

In

(2.46)

The first term between parenthesis of the right hand side is the Leonard
stresses Lij caused by effects of the resolved scales, the second term between
parenthesis is the cross stresses Cij which expresses the interaction between
the subgrid scales and the resolved flow and, finally, the last term is the subgrid
scale Reynolds stresses.
00 u00 and
Substituting τijsgs (or u
]
ei uej ) in equation 2.29 instead of u]
i uj − u
i j
0
00 φ00 )
0
g
e
the corresponding fluxes ui φ − ui φ (or ui φ − uei φ) instead of ui φ (or u]
i
in equations 2.28 and 2.30, LES equations are obtained. It arises, then, that
LES equations are formally identical to RANS equations27 . Equations 2.47,
2.48, 2.49 and 2.50 are continuity, species, momentum and enthalpy written
in the LES frame.

∂ρ ∂(ρ uei )
+
=0
∂t
∂xi
24

(2.47)

If the ratio between the mesh size and filter width is constant.
Term ui φ − ui φ is due to not solved motions that have smaller characteristic length
scales than ∆. For this reason it is said that they act as a subgrid stress.
26
In RANS it is fulfilled u0i u0j = ui uj − ui uj .
27
As a consequence, in the following we will use the same notation for both RANS and LES
making no distinction between them and subsequent development applies to both approaches
unless otherwise stated.
25
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^
] ei Yej ))
∂(ρ Yej ) ∂(ρ Yej uei )
∂(ρ Y
j Vij + ρ (ui Yj − u
ḟj
=−
+ρ ω
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

j = 1, . . . , Ns
(2.48)

∂(τij − ρ (]
∂(ρ uej ) ∂(ρ uej uei )
ui uj − uei uej ))
∂p
=−
+
+ Fj
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xj
∂xi

j = 1, 2, 3
(2.49)

∂(ρ e
h) ∂(ρ e
h uei ) ∂p ∂(qi − ρ (ug
ei e
h)) ∂(τij uj )
ih−u
+
−
=
+
+
∂t
∂xi
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
Ns
X
(Yj^
Fij ui + Yj^
Fij Vij ) + Sh
+ρ

(2.50)

j=1

When comparing LES simulations with experiments this is done typically
in terms of average fields. In the LES context we will denote the averaging
process by the symbol hi. This averaging is usually carried out in time for
statistical stationary flows but sometimes it is useful to average in spatial
directions if turbulence is homogeneous. This is the case for round jets where
there exists homogeneity in azimuthal direction. In the case where the flow
is not statistically stationary and does not show homogeneity, average can be
done between repetitions of the same experiment [6] in the same way that
averages may be defined for URANS.
When computing scalar variance or subgrid stresses it is important to note
that the LES subgrid model only provides one part of these variables since
there exists a contribution from the solved motions. In order to calculate
it, we note that the variance of an instantaneous variable φ values hφ2 i −
hφi2 . Assuming that hφi ' hφi and hφ2 i ' hφ2 i the total variance of φ is
approximated as
2

2

hφ2 i − hφi2 ' [hφ i − hφi2 ] + [hφ2 − φ i]

(2.51)

The first term between brackets corresponds to the solved variance since it
is computed from the filtered field φ while the second term is the variance
contribution computed from the subgrid model that will be described in
subsequent sections.
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This reasoning may be applied to τijsgs assuming similar hypotheses

hui uj i − hui ihuj i ' [hui uj i − hui ihuj i] + [hui uj − ui uj i]

(2.52)

Again the first term in brackets is obtained from solved motions while the
second terms is modelled and corresponds to the subgrid scale stress tensor.

2.3.3.2

Turbulent fluxes modelling

In the previous sections RANS and LES equations, which are formally
identical, were presented. These equations contain new terms due to the
turbulent fluxes that represent new unknowns and require to be modelled.
This is the closure problem and since there are more unknown than equations
the system is said to be unclosed. The modelling of these terms is the goal of
the turbulent model and in order to tackle with it, different approaches have
been proposed.
It is important to remark again that RANS turbulence models have to
describe all the scales of the flow including the largest ones, which take the
energy from the mean flow and are affected by the boundary conditions and
the domain geometry and, hence, are anisotropic. Due to the great variety of
flows that may be found, these scales show different behaviour and it is almost
impossible to formulate a model of general purpose. For this reason there exists
a large number of them, each one addressed to specific flow configurations.
On the contrary, LES models are expected to be more universal since they
solve only the small vortexes which tend to be isotropic. Therefore, LES
simulations are in principle more reliable than RANS and this is one of the
strongest points in favour of them. Obviously, the success of an LES simulation
does not only depends on the model itself but on the quality of the mesh and
the boundary conditions. In fact, as part of the turbulent kinetic energy
is solved there exist recommendations in the literature that estimate that an
accurate LES simulation should solve at least 80% of the total turbulent kinetic
energy [28].
In addition, as the computational cost of an LES simulation is several
orders of magnitude higher than a RANS simulation, LES turbulence models
tend to be simpler with only one transport equation as much.
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For both frames there exist two types of models in order to describe the
turbulent fluxes28
1. Models based on the eddy viscosity hypothesis: they are based on the
Boussinesq or turbulent-viscosity hypothesis and the gradient diffusion
hypothesis which relate the turbulent fluxes with the solved quantities by
means of a turbulent viscosity/diffusivity. Then the problem is reduced
to find this turbulent viscosity/diffusivity.
2. Models not based on the eddy viscosity hypothesis: do not make use
of the Boussinesq and the gradient diffusion hypotheses. Instead they
pose equations for the Reynolds stresses or are based on scale similarity
arguments in order to solve the turbulent fluxes.
In the following the turbulent-viscosity and the gradient diffusion
hypotheses are explained since they have played a prominent role in the theory
of turbulence for more than one century and are the base for a great number
of RANS and LES turbulence models.
First, consider the anisotropic or deviatoric tensor of the Reynolds stress
tensor, (τijR )d , which is defined as
2
(τijR )d = u0i u0j − k δij
3

(2.53)

The turbulent-viscosity or Boussinesq hypothesis establishes a similarity
between Newton’s stresses law and the anisotropic part of Reynolds stresses
and states that
2
− ρ (τijR )d = −ρ u0i u0j + ρ k δij = 2ρ νT sij = 2µT sij
3

(2.54)

where µT is the turbulent or eddy viscosity and νT is the kinematic
turbulent viscosity29 . In principle, νT and µT depend on (~x, t).
In the same way, the gradient diffusion hypothesis extends Fourier and
Fick’s laws to the context of turbulent modelling assuming that the turbulent
flux of any variable φ (different from the velocity) is
28

It is important to note that most of the turbulence models were conceived for
incompressible flows although they are directly applied (or with slight modifications) to
compressible flows and, more particularly, to reactive flows.
29
00 00
^
For compressible flows Boussinesq hypothesis is rewritten as −ρu
u + 2 ρk δij =
i

2µT (f
sij −

f
1 ∂u
k
3 ∂xk

δij ). Note its similarity with equation 2.4.

j

3
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− u0i φ0 = ΓT

∂φ
∂xi

(2.55)

where ΓT is the turbulent diffusivity. In general, ΓT is a function of (~x, t).
Substituting equations 2.54 and 2.55 into averaged/filtered fluid mechanics
equations leads to diffusion terms of the form ∇ · (µef f ∇ui ) and ∇ · (Γef f ∇φ).
The subscript ef f refers to the effective diffusivity which is the sum of the
laminar and the turbulent ones, that is, µef f = µ + µT and Γef f = Γ + ΓT .
In RANS µ  µT and then, it may be approximated µef f ' µT . However,
for LES it is expected that µ is non-negligible compared to µT and both
contributions to µef f have to be considered. Idem for Γef f .
Assuming Boussinesq and gradient diffusion hypotheses leads to ℘ ≥ 0
and ℘φ ≥ 0, that is, these terms are source terms or equivalently they
produce turbulent kinetic energy and scalar variance30 . This means that these
hypotheses do not allow backscattering. This may be acceptable for RANS
approach but not always in LES context [29].
Dimensionless numbers for the turbulent viscosity and diffusivity are
defined in a similar way to those given previously in 2.16, 2.17 and 2.18 and
take values close to unity for gases.
It is worth mentioning that, for high Reynolds numbers, turbulent viscosity
scales with velocity and length characteristic scales of the flow [6].
Regarding the validity of previous hypotheses, it is important to note
that Newton, Fourier and Fick’s laws establish a relationship between fluxes
and variables at molecular level. On the contrary, Boussinesq and gradient
diffusion hypotheses assume similar laws for fluxes that gather the impact
of the whole range of scales and variables related to the largest scales. More
particularly, the turbulent-viscosity hypothesis assumes that Reynolds stresses
and the mean strain rate tensor are aligned. Similar considerations for
the gradient diffusion hypothesis between the turbulent flux and the mean
gradient.
In fact, Boussinesq hypothesis will be only valid when the flow evolves slow
enough to allow that such flow reaches an equilibrium with the local conditions
leading to a proportionality between mean strain rates and Reynolds stresses
30

To be rigorous ℘ ≥ 0 always occurs for incompressible flows. For compressible flows
production is the sum of a non-negative term 2µT seij seij and a term related to velocity
divergence that could be negative. Nevertheless, it is expected this term to be small compared
to 2µT seij seij in most engineering flows [10].
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as in the case of jets, wakes, boundary layers, etc. Again, similar considerations
are valid for the gradient diffusion hypothesis.
However, these hypotheses may fail in a general flow as some experiments
confirm [30]. Notwithstanding, they provide the easiest procedure to solve
the closure problem and, as said before, in some flows, like shear flows, the
hypotheses are fulfilled [6].
With all these tools it is possible to proceed to explain briefly the most
important RANS and LES turbulence models, as described in the following
section.
2.3.3.3

RANS turbulence models

Mixing length model
It is the simplest model based on the eddy viscosity hypothesis. This
model is only valid for two dimensional flows where only one of the Reynolds
stresses is important and, hence, there is only one characteristic length scale
in the flow. We call x1 the flow preferential direction and x2 its perpendicular
direction31 and u1 and u2 their respective velocities. Based on dimensional
arguments, it is established that
νT = C ϑ `0m

(2.56)

where ϑ and `0m are integral velocity and length characteristic scales,
respectively, and C is a constant. Writing ϑ as
ϑ = c `0m

∂u1
∂x2

(2.57)

where c is a constant it is deduced that
νT = `2m

− ρu01 u02 = ρ`2m
31

∂u1
∂x2
∂u1 ∂u1
∂x2 ∂x2

(2.58)

(2.59)

As the model is addressed to two dimensional flows, x3 corresponds to the spanwise
direction.
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`m is the mixing length and comprises the previous constants C, c and `0m .
`m is a measure of the flow characteristic length that is algebraically related
to the mean flow length scale.
The model provides excellent results for free shear flows as well as wall
flows with slow changes in the flow direction.
k − ε model
The k − ε model [31] is one of the most extended models because it
describes the dynamics of turbulence with two transport equations making
the model completely affordable from a computational point of view. Based
on similar arguments that those exposed for the mixing length model and with
previous relationships it is found that
νT = C ϑ `0m = Cµ

k2
ε

(2.60)

with Cµ a constant. The variables k and ε are modelled with the following
transport equations (standard k − ε model)

∂
∂(ρ k) ∂(ρ ui k)
+
=
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

∂(ρ ε) ∂(ρ ui ε)
∂
+
=
∂t
∂xi
∂xi




µT ∂k
µ+
+ 2µT sij sij − ρε
σk ∂xi

(2.61)




ε2
µT ∂ε
ε
(2.62)
µ+
+Cε1 2µT sij sij −Cε2 ρ
σε ∂xi
k
k

The transport terms (those written with a divergence) are modelled with
the transport gradient diffusion hypothesis. Due to this term equations are
elliptic. The other terms correspond to the production and the dissipation
of k and ε. Production and dissipation for ε are assumed proportional to
the corresponding terms for k by a factor ε/k (and the constant factors).
Physically, this intends to reproduce the fact that the variations of k and ε
are linked, that is, the increase/decrease of k produces an increase/decrease
of ε [10].
Table 2.1 gives the standard values for the k − ε model constants.
When dealing with wall flows wall functions are used and, consequently, it
is not necessary to integrate the equation in the boundary layer.
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Table 2.1. Standard values for the k − ε model constants.
Cµ = 0.09

σk = 1

σε = 1.3

Cε1 = 1.44

Cε2 = 1.92

The model provides accurate results for internal flows where Reynolds
shear stresses are the most important ones and there exists a balance between
production and dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy. However, there
exist discrepancies when dealing with free shear flows where the equality
between production and dissipation is not fulfilled in all the flow regions. In the
case of jets, the k−ε model overestimates the spreading rate and, consequently,
underestimates the spray penetration32 . In these cases, the model constants
are adjusted or new terms are introduced in the equations [32]. The model
fails when describing highly strained flows and swirling flows too.
Spalart-Allmaras model
It is a model based on the eddy viscosity hypothesis devised to calculate
external flows with an economical computational cost [33]. The model poses
a transport equation for the kinematic viscosity parameter νe and an algebraic
expression for a characteristic length scale. Then
νT = νefν1

(2.63)

where fν1 is a wall-damping function which modulates the ratio νT /e
ν from
0 to 1 depending on the Reynolds number.
The model gives accurate results for external aerodynamic applications. It
has been applied to turbomachinary calculations too.
k − ω model
This model solves the transport equations for k and ω, where ω is defined
as the turbulence frequency ω = ε/k [34]. Then the turbulent viscosity is
proportional to ρ k/ω.
This model does not require the use of wall-damping functions for low
Reynolds applications. However, it shows a high sensitivity to the value of ω
in the free stream boundary condition. To avoid these problems hybrid models
that solve k − ω model in the near-wall region and k − ε far from the wall have
been formulated [35, 36].
32

All these concepts will be explained in detail in section 2.5.
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All the models described so far make use of the Boussinesq hypothesis
which assumes some kind of isotropy for all the normal stresses that may lead
to some deviations. In addition, they fail when describing extra strain and
body forces. In order to solve these problems the Reynolds stress equation
model (RSM), which is described in the following, was devised.
Reynolds stress equation model
The Reynolds stress equation model (RSM) or the second-moment closure
model [37] is not based on the eddy viscosity hypothesis and has the ability
to describe anisotropy for the Reynolds stresses. Transport equations for each
of the Reynolds stresses (6 in total) together with one for ε are required.
These equations describe the total derivative of the Reynolds stresses as the
combination of production, dissipation, diffusion, transport due to turbulent
pressure-strain rate interactions and rotation for the Reynolds stresses.
This model involves a high computational cost, however, this drawback is
compensated by its ability to describe accurately a great deal of flows.
Algebraic stress model
The high computational cost involved in solving the transport for the
Reynolds stresses prompted the search of new approaches that while retaining
the ability of the model to describe the anisotropy of the Reynolds stresses
reduced drastically the use of computational resources. In the algebraic stress
model [38, 39] the convective and diffusive terms for the Reynolds stresses
equations are removed or modelled reducing the set of equations to an algebraic
system. This system is solved in conjunction with the transport equations for
k and ε.
Although this model may incorporate anisotropic effects for Reynolds
stresses it does not show a clear improvement compared to k − ε model [10].
Other models
There exist in the literature other models such as the non-linear k − ε
model. In this model it is assumed that turbulence does not depend only on
the local variables but on the rate of change of the mean strain rate of the
fluid particle [40]. Other models include additional quadratic terms written
as a function of the product of mean strain rate and vorticity [41].
In order to improve the results for highly strained flows models the
Renormalization Group (RNG) k−ε model was proposed [42]. However, there
does not exist an evident improvement of this model compared to standard
k − ε model for all flow configurations.
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LES turbulence models

Smagorinsky model
Proposed by Smagorinsky in 1963, it is the first and simplest model in
the LES context. It is argued that as the smallest scales tend to be isotropic,
then Boussineq hypothesis may provide good predictions of the flow since the
largest vortexes are solved. This leads to write33
1
u0i u0j = −2νT sij + u0k u0k δij
3

(2.64)

Notwithstanding, in practice, Leonard and cross stresses are included in
the previous expression leading to
1 sgs
τijsgs = ui uj − ui uj = −2νT sij + τkk
δij
3

(2.65)

Based on similar arguments that the mixing length model and taking the
characteristic length scale as ∆ this yields
µT = ρ (Csgs ∆)2 |s| = ρ (Csgs ∆)2

p
2 sij sij

(2.66)

p
|s| = 2 sij sij is the characteristic filtered rate of strain. The constant
value Csgs ranges from 0, for laminar flows, to 0.2 forcing to adjust this value
which depends on the flow configuration. To improve the performance of this
issue the dynamic model was proposed, as described in the following.
Moreover, as Csgs is always positive it is easily deduced that the production
term of the subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy ksgs (= 1/2 τiisgs ) 34 is always
positive. This means that energy is transferred from the filtered scales to the
unresolved scales, that is, the model does not allow backscatter. However,
this does not correspond with reality since it is known that small vortexes
may transfer energy to the large ones and, in this case, the production term
would be negative [29].
Dynamic Smagorinsky model
In order to improve the performance of the Smagorinsky model the idea
of the dynamic model [43] is to compute the value of Csgs at each point and
33
We will use the same nomenclature that that given for the turbulent viscosity in RANS
models, νT , to refer to the eddy viscosity of the residual motions for LES models.
34
From a rigorous point of view this is not a subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy.
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instant in the flow. For this purpose, the subgrid stresses are written for two
b
filters (related to the filter widths ∆ and ∆).
τijsgs = ui uj − ui uj

(2.67)

bi ubj
[
Tijsgs = u
i uj − u

(2.68)

Hence, subtracting previous expressions, Germano’s identity may be
obtained
sgs
b b
[
Lij = Tijsgs − τd
ij = ui uj − ui uj

(2.69)

Then, using the Smagorinsky model and assuming the same constant Csgs
for both subgrid stresses
c2 |b
[
Ldij = Csgs (2∆2 |s
|sij − 2∆
s| sc
ij )

(2.70)

where Ldij = Lij − 1/3 Lkk δij is the deviatoric part for Lij . Lij may
be understood as a Leonard stress and is computed from the solved filtered
velocity field ~u.
Combining subscripts equation 2.70 leads to five independent equations
where the only unknown is Csgs . In order to minimize the error of Csgs
computation, it is usual to find it from applying least-square calculation. This
procedure gives rise to large fluctuations of Csgs and unstable LES calculations.
To avoid this, the value of Csgs is averaged in time or space providing more
accurate results.
One eddy equation model
Another approach is to transport ksgs leading to a similar transport
equation to 2.32 [44]. Then
0
µT = ρ Csgs
∆

p
ksgs

(2.71)

0
with Csgs
a constant model.

It is clear that this model contains a higher physical level than the
Smagorinsky model since the dynamics of ksgs are solved. In addition, other
of the benefits of transporting ksgs is that it allows the use coarser meshes.
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This model may be used in conjunction with the dynamic model in order
0 .
to better adjust the constant Csgs
Dynamic structure model
Different to the previous models based on the Boussinesq hypothesis, the
dynamic model [29] was proposed as a way to improve results of models
based on the eddy viscosity hypothesis since such hypothesis is not completely
fulfilled in general. The dynamic model does not make use of Boussinesq
hypothesis and states that
τijsgs = cij ksgs

(2.72)

where cij are the elements of a tensor that has to be determined. Then, in
a similar way that other models, the subgrid stress tensor is written for other
filter size and it is assumed that cij does not change with the filter size
Tijsgs = cij Ksgs

(2.73)

where Ksgs is the subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy for this filter size.
Then, with the aid of Germano’s identity
sgs
^
Lij = Tijsgs − τg
ij = cij Ksgs − cij ksgs

(2.74)

If the coefficients cij are extracted from the filtering operation (fields not
depending strongly on position) algebraic equations are obtained. On the
contrary, if they are not extracted integral equations are found. In the first
case, it is easily deduced that
τijsgs = Lij

2 ksgs
Lmm

(2.75)

In addition, ksgs is transported expressing the budget of energy in a similar
way than in the one eddy equation model.
It is worth mentioning that the model fulfils some additional constrains
that would be desirable for any turbulence model such as frame invariance,
solvability, etc. This model has been successfully applied to the calculation of
diesel sprays [45–47] and is applied to the LES calculations of this work.
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Other models

In a similar way than the RSM model for RANS, the Reynolds stresses
may be transported in the LES frame. This type of models are especially
useful when dealing with flows that show a clear anisotropic behaviour.
Another approach is the scale similarity model [48] where it is assumed
that the subgrid stresses are controlled by the smallest resolved motions in the
same way that they are determined by the largest unresolved motions leading
to τijsgs = C(ui uj − ui uj ). Due to numerical instabilities a term in the form
given by expression 2.64 is added. It has been proved that this model provides
accurate results.

2.4

Combustion theory

This section describes the fundamentals of combustion theory. In a general
sense, combustion is the ignition of a fuel in a fluid medium. Fluid mechanics
and turbulence have been described in the previous sections while the chemical
aspects have been postponed for next paragraph 2.4.1. Subsequently, they will
be put all together in order to provide a theoretical background of turbulent
combustion most important aspects and models.

2.4.1

Auto-ignition

In this section a brief description of the chemical kinetics taking place
during auto-ignition is given. It is only focused on chemistry itself and no
additional processes (convection, diffusion, etc.) are considered.
Auto-ignition is the spontaneous ignition (no external sources) and burning
of a fuel for given thermodynamic conditions. Only systems with species
composed by atomic elements C, H, O and N are considered since they are the
most typical in engineering applications35 .
During auto-ignition molecular bounds are broken releasing an amount of
energy that increases the mean kinetic energy of the molecules and, hence,
augments system temperature. During this process hundreds of species are
produced and thousands of reactions occur, taking place with very different
time scales. It is apparent that the diversity of time scales complicates the
numerical resolution and, in general, the differential system of equations that
governs this process is stiff.
35

Clearly fuel may contain impurities such as S, additives like Pb and small concentrations
of Ar.
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A general reaction j may be written in the form
Ns
X
i=1

0
νi,j
Mi



Ns
X

00
νi,j
Mi

j = 1, . . . , Nr

(2.76)

i=1

This system is composed by Nr reactions and Ns species denoted by Mi .
0
00 are the molar stoichiometric coefficients. It is defined ν
νi,j
and νi,j
i,j =
00
0
νi,j − νi,j . The arrows in both directions indicate that the reaction may occur
in both directions, that is, it is reversible.
Each reaction develops at an instantaneous rate of progress q̇j . Then, the
reaction rate of species i, ω̇i , is easily obtained from the whole set of reactions
as

ω̇i = Wi

Nr
X

νi,j q̇j

(2.77)

j=1

where Wi P
is the molecular weight for species i. Clearly, by virtue of mass
s
conservation N
i=1 ω̇i = 0.
The objective of chemical kinetic theory is to predict the temporal
evolution of the set of species mass fractions Yi and thermodynamic variables
once the system of chemical equations 2.76 and the initial and boundary
conditions are known. For this purpose, equations for ω̇i and energy are
required.
If the pressure of the system is constant during the reaction then the total
enthalpy is conserved. Regarding the composition evolution, and denoting
molar concentration for species Mi as [Mi ], it is known from experimental
observations that the reaction rate for reaction j can be expressed as
Ns
Ns
Y
Y
00
0
νi,j
[Mi ] − kb,j
[Mi ]νi,j
q̇j = kf,j
i=1

(2.78)

i=1

where kf,j and kb,j are forward and backward specific reaction rates,
respectively. The most common approach is to describe kf,j and kb,j by means
of the Arrhenius theory which expresses any specific reaction rate k as


Ea
k = A T exp −
RT
β


(2.79)
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where Ea is the activation energy, that is, the minimum required energy for
the molecules to react, R is the universal perfect gas constant and A and β are
constants. From this expression an interesting observation is revealed, namely,
chemistry is strongly affected by temperature. In fact, it shows an exponential
dependence with T . This is the reason why chemistry is very slow at low
temperatures while once the reaction initiates, that is, substantial increments
of temperature are detected, it occurs in extremely reduced amounts of time.
When the chemical equilibrium is reached then q̇j = 0 and kf,j and kb,j
are related by the equilibrium constant keq

keq

00
QN s
νi,j
Ns
Y
kf
ν
i=1 [Mi ]eq
=
=
[Mi ]eqi,j
=Q
0
νi,j
Ns
kb
[M ]

i=1

i eq

(2.80)

i=1

keq is tabulated and may be computed from Gibbs free energy and
temperature.
Then the transient chemical evolution may be found solving the energy
equation, from which the temperature is obtained knowing the composition,
coupled with the ODE system36 dYi /dt = ω̇i , where the source term is
computed from equations 2.77, 2.78, 2.79 and 2.80.
For large times equilibrium is reached. In the combustion context,
equilibrium temperature is typically called adiabatic flame temperature when
there are not heat losses, that is, the temperature reached when all the energy
released during the complete reaction is converted into thermal energy. The
adiabatic flame temperature shows strong dependence with the equivalence
ratio, oxygen concentration in air, initial temperature, etc.
In general, during the auto-ignition process different types of reactions can
be distinguished. These groups of reactions may be written schematically in
the following form:

36

A → C·

(2.81)

A + C· → P + α C·

(2.82)

C· → P

(2.83)

Acronym stands for ordinary differential equation.
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where C· represents a radical or chain carrier, P are products and α is a
multiplicative factor. Reaction 2.81 is an initiating reaction where a radical
C· is produced from reactant A. Initiating reactions are the first that take
place and are very slow and endothermic.
Reaction 2.82 is a propagation reaction where new radicals are produced
from radical C·. When α > 1 the propagation reaction is known as a branching
reaction since several radicals are produced from one radical. These reactions
are fundamental during auto-ignition since they increase the radical pool and
lead to explosion. Moreover, they are not necessarily fast reactions.
Finally, termination reactions 2.83 recombine radicals to give stable
products or new radicals with low reactivity.
It is revealed the importance of achieving a radical pool or a critical
concentration of radicals in order to start ignition. As will be seen later,
Livengood and Wu integral is based on this observation in order to predict
ignition delay. In addition, this radical pool cannot be achieved for all the
thermodynamics conditions and compositions. On the one hand, for given
thermodynamics conditions the inflammability limits provide the minimum
and maximum values of the equivalence ratio for which the reaction may
propagate once ignition has been initiated. On the other hand, for a
given composition and pressure the ignition temperature is the minimum
temperature value for which combustion occurs and delimits the explosion
limits or the auto-ignition line.
In addition, from the description of the different reaction types, it is
revealed that, when boundary conditions are such that lead to explosion,
ignition is composed of different stages. First, a period where initiating and
some propagation reactions take place and negligible amounts of heat are
released occurs. This period of time is called ignition delay or induced time
and finishes when the radical pool reaches a critical concentration. Then,
explosion takes place where very fast reactions occur and release high amounts
of heat that lead to equilibrium conditions.
This behaviour is found in short hydrocarbons chains, however, for long
chains this process may be more complex since ignition proceeds in two stages:
after ignition delay a first ignition occurs, where temperature increases around
200 K, followed by a second ignition delay where chemical activity drops that,
finally, leads to a fast combustion where high temperatures are reached. The
state during the second ignition delay is known as cool flame due to the modest
temperature increment and the blue luminosity produced by formaldehyde
(CH2 O) which is accumulated during this stage [9, 49].
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For these long chain hydrocarbons, the auto-ignition line drawn in the
temperature-pressure or T − p representation is not decreasing in the whole
range of temperatures. In fact, it is decreasing for low temperatures, increasing
for temperatures around 900 K and again decreasing for higher temperatures.
The shape of this line explains why the ignition delay, when represented
against temperature, first decreases with temperature, then increases and
finally decreases again. This behaviour, higher ignition delays when increasing
the temperature (only for a range of temperatures), is known as the negative
temperature coefficient (NTC).
In order to understand why the two stage ignition and the NTC zone is
observed it is necessary to explain briefly the reactions that take place during
the auto-ignition process. More details are found in [9, 49, 50].
Depending on the initial temperature different chemical paths may be
followed. For low temperatures (T < 1400K) fuel (with generic composition
RH where R is any organic radical) oxidation is initiated due to an H atom
abstraction by the oxygen molecule. This abstraction may be carried out by
other radicals different to O2 once they are produced. For T < 900 K, R reacts
with O2 giving RO2 that transforms into alkyl hydroperoxid (QOOH) which
in turn reacts yielding OH radicals. This accumulation of radicals leads to
explosion.
However, at intermediate temperatures two relevant chemical paths take
place. In the first one, as happens for lower temperatures, QOOH reacts
with O2 and ketohydroperoxide + 2 OH + radical is obtained. This is a
branching reaction at intermediate temperatures. However, in the second one,
QOOH dissociation produces olefins, ether, HO2 , OH and other products.
These reactions do not branch and, hence, provoke a decrease in reactivity.
Therefore, for temperatures around 900 K there exists a competition between
these two chemical paths that induce a reduction of reactivity and generate
the cool flame as well as the the NTC zone.
The second path produces HO2 which reacts to provide H2 O2 , which is a
very stable species. When the temperature slowly increases and overtakes a
threshold value the peroxide H2 O2 decomposes into 2 OH (branching reaction).
OH concentration soars and this leads to the end of the cool flame and the
start of the high temperature combustion.
During the cool flame, the concentration of aldehydes, such as CH2 O, and
peroxides, like H2 O2 , increases. At the end of the cool flame these species are
consumed while OH concentration increases exponentially. Therefore, species
such as CH2 O and H2 O2 may be used as low temperature combustion tracers
while OH traces high temperature combustion.
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During the high temperature reactions, CH2 O combines with OH and
generates CO which in turn reacts with OH in order to produce CO2 .
Oxidation from CO to CO2 is one of the most important reactions in fuel
oxidation since great amounts of heat are released during this reaction.
At high temperature fuel decomposition is produced via thermal
dissociation yielding olefins which are very unstable at these high temperatures
and decompose or react with oxygen producing H2 O and CO. In the same way
that previously, CO oxidises into CO2 .
The two stage ignition is fundamental in order to explain how combustion
proceeds in diesel sprays and, hence, predicting both ignition delays is a
relevant issue. In order to illustrate previous process figure 2.3 shows the
temporal evolution for temperature and different species related to the low
and high temperature combustion.
6
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Figure 2.3. Temporal evolution for temperature and different species. Left figure
shows species related to low temperature chemistry while species in right figure appear
during high temperature combustion. Evolution corresponds to a stoichiometric
mixture of dodecane auto-ignition with diesel representative boundary conditions.

In figure 2.3 the two stage ignition separated by the cool flame period is
clearly distinguished. It is interesting to mention that during the first ignition
delay only small amounts of fuel are consumed. When the mixture ignites at
low temperature, fuel is almost depleted and species such as CH2 O, H2 O2 and
CO are produced. During the cool flame there exists an accumulation of these
species until a critical temperature is reached and OH is produced consuming
previous species and releasing high amounts of heat. At the second stage, final
species like CO2 are produced.
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In addition, during high temperature combustion for rich mixtures,
acetylene (C2 H2 ) is produced. It generates benzene which is a highly stable
molecule due to its resonant structure. This molecule combines with other
benzenes to form pyrene and other complex molecules. These molecules,
known as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), contain great amounts of
carbons and their coagulation form soot which is a characteristic pollutant of
diesel engines. Soot models are quite complex since chemical and physical
processes take place and they are not completely known. However, the
prediction of molecules such acetylene and benzene, which are soot precursors,
is important since they can provide qualitative information about the trends
of soot formation.
Therefore, soot, which is caused by fuel pyrolysis, is formed in the rich
mixture regions, since there exists an excess of carbon atoms, and temperatures
higher than 1300 K [51]. As will be seen later, in a diesel spray, soot
oxidation occurs when passing through the stoichiometric surface due to the
high temperatures. The characteristic yellow/orange colour of diffusion flames
is due to soot oxidation when crossing across the stoichiometric surface.
Other important pollutant formed during the last stages of combustion
are nitrogen oxides (NOx ). They are produced when there exists an excess
of oxygen (lean mixtures) and very high temperatures (around 1900 K and
higher) are reached. Different mechanisms explain its formation although the
thermal via described by Zeldovich [9, 52] is one of the most important,
especially in the diesel flame.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that when reaching high temperatures
dissociation reactions occur converting part of the thermal energy into
chemical energy (endothermic reactions) [9]. They may have noticeable effect
on the adiabatic flame temperature and some minor species concentrations.
The reactions and species appearing during fuel oxidation are gathered in
the chemical mechanism together with some properties. Due to the extremely
high number of reactions and species they are simplified by means of different
sensitivity techniques which mainly evaluate the relevance of each species and
reaction in order to decide if they should be included assuming a given degree
of accuracy. It is usual to impose equilibrium for fast reactions and radicals
that react in very short times.
Finally, and due to its relevance, Livengood and Wu integral is described.
Previously, the ignition delay concept was explained together with the autoignition curves. These curves are for constant thermochemical conditions and
cannot be directly applied when the mixture suffers a temporal evolution of
such variables as happens in a reciprocating engine.
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Livengood and Wu integral [53] provides an estimation of the ignition delay
for variable thermodynamic conditions. As ignition delay lasts until a critical
concentration of radicals is cumulated, say [X]crit , and chemistry advances
with a chemical reaction rate fixed only by the instantaneous conditions
(T (t), p(t)) 37 , it can be stated that, if τ is the ignition delay for given (T, p)
conditions, then
d[X]
[X]crit
= ω̇(t) =
dt
τ (T (t), p(t))

(2.84)

where the instantaneous reaction rate ω̇ is approximated as the mean
reaction rate found for constant conditions (T, p) during its ignition delay.
Equation 2.85 is easily integrated during ignition delay38

Z
0

[X]crit

d[X]
=
[X]crit

Z
0

tID

dt
→ 1=
τ (T (t), p(t))

Z
0

tID

dt
τ (T (t), p(t))

(2.85)

where tID is the ignition delay for the (T (t), p(t)) transient evolution.
Then, the value tID is computed as the upper bound of the curve that encloses
unity area for the function 1/τ (T (t), p(t)), where the evolution (T (t), p(t)) is
imposed.
This is an extremely useful and simple relationship that has been used not
only to predict ignition delays in diesel engines but to predict detonation in
gasoline engines [53]. Improvements to this approximation may be found in
[49].
With the whole theoretical background described along this chapter we
can proceed to the explanation of the fundamentals of general combustion.
Historically, combustion theory has been divided in premixed and nonpremixed combustion and, more recently, in partially premixed combustion.
Although the underlying physical and chemical processes are similar for all of
them, most of the models take advantage of the own characteristics of each
combustion type and, hence, are constrained to the combustion type for which
they were formulated. In this chapter we follow this traditional description and
sketch only the main aspects of premixed combustion while special attention
is devoted to non-premixed and partially premixed combustion due to their
37
It depends on composition too but previous to ignition only small radicals concentrations
are produced and, hence, this dependence is omitted.
38
[X]crit is assumed constant for all thermodynamic conditions.
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relevance in diesel sprays. Only combustion by deflagration, that is, for low
Mach numbers, is considered.
Additionally, due to the fundamental role played by scale separation
concepts and asymptotic theories in turbulent theories, the explanation is
first devoted to laminar combustion description which is the base of several
turbulent combustion models. Subsequently, turbulent combustion theory and
its modelling are described.

2.4.2

Laminar combustion

Laminar combustion is the cornerstone of several theories and models
applied to turbulent combustion. Consequently, a separated paragraph is
devoted to describe its most fundamental notions. First, and although this
work is focused on diesel flame description and, hence, on partially premixed
and non-premixed combustion, for the sake of completeness, premixed
combustion is explained too39 . Then, non-premixed laminar combustion
theory is described.
2.4.2.1

Premixed combustion

Premixed combustion occurs when fuel and air are mixed prior to
combustion. It is clear that in this case the limiting process is chemistry
since reactants are already mixed.
A very important dimensionless number in the context of combustion is the
Damköhler number which relates a characteristic physical time τphysic (related
to mixing) with a characteristic chemical time τchem
Da =

τphysic
τchem

(2.86)

From this it is observed that for premixed flames Damköhler number is
close to 0. One of the simplest devices based on the premixed combustion is
the Bunsen burner where fuel and air are mixed along a pipe. At the end of
the pipe they are homogeneously mixed and a conical flame front is established
which is first initiated by an external source. The flame front is a thin layer
that separates the fresh mixture from the burnt gases. Moreover, due to the
heat release there exists a drop in density between unburned and burnt gases
39

In addition, some concepts of premixed combustion are required to understand partially
premixed combustion.
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and, in order to fulfil continuity, such drop induces an acceleration of the flow
when passing through the flame front. The colour of the flame front is blue
for lean mixtures, due to CH radicals, while yellow/red for rich mixtures as a
consequence of soot oxidation.
The existence of a flame front that separates two flow regions with
different energetic content and species concentration implies heat and species
mass diffusion fluxes from burnt to unburned gases. This diffusion may be
conceptualized as an advancement of the flame front superimposed to the
flow velocity field and gives rise to the laminar burning velocity sL concept.
Therefore, sL is the relative velocity at which the flame front propagates
normal to itself with regards to the mean flow40 . Typically, it is referred
from fresh gases, that is, the flame front relative velocity seen from the flow
at fresh gases.
The laminar burning velocity is a very useful concept that simply expresses
the strength of diffusion and the different premixed combustion theories have
been developed in the light of this concept. It is part of the solution of the
transport equations and arises as an eigenvalue of the problem.
The laminar burning velocity is typically measured for plane flames
and then is denoted as s0L . However, the flame front may be curved by
hydrodynamic or Landau-Darrieus instabilities [54, 55] and/or thermophysical
instabilities. The first one occurs as a consequence of the density jump at both
sides of the flame front while the second one happens due to non-unity Lewis
numbers implying different fluxes for energy and species. Depending on the
flow these instabilities may reduce the flame front area or, on the contrary,
increase it.
The curvature induced by the flow or the instabilities affects the laminar
burning velocity. The corrected laminar burning velocity sL may be found
from s0L and a curvature term which depends on the flame front curvature
and a characteristic length known as Markstein length [56]. In the same way,
density differences at both sides of the flame front modify the velocity field
and induce new contributions known as gas expansion that may curve stream
lines.
Finally, note that the existence of a sustained flame front implies an equilibrium between chemical production and diffusion transport (characterized by
sL ). However, if diffusion fluxes increase in intensity too much, they cannot be
compensated by chemical generation and flame extinguishes. This is clearly
40

In the context of laminar combustion mean flow should be understood as the flow
resulting from all species velocities.
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seen near walls where heat losses quench flame. For this reason, the flame
front does not reach the nozzle rim in a Bunsen burner and such phenomenon
is also applied to mine lamps.
Until this point the flame front has been described as an extremely thin
layer and no attention has been devoted to its inner structure. However, its
analysis reveals that the flame front is composed of two main regions, namely,
a preheat zone or diffusion layer and a reaction layer. The first one does not
show chemical activity and delimits the region where diffusion is intense due to
heat release and species production/consumption taking place in the reaction
region. In the preheat zone diffusion and convection are of the same order of
magnitude. Chemical activity is limited to the reaction zone where chemistry
is balanced by diffusion. It is estimated that the reaction layer thickness `δ is
one tenth of the preheat region thickness which ranges between 0.1 and 1 mm
[57]. The sum of both thickness is the flame thickness `F .
Premixed combustion has been studied analytically by means of
asymptotic theories. The main objective of such theories is to estimate the
laminar burning velocity as well as describe the inner flame front structure.
These theories assume typically one step irreversible and infinitely fast
chemistry and for this reason the expressions correspond to an asymptotic
behaviour.
The first description of the premixed flame dates back to 1883 and
is due to Mallard and Le Chatelier [58]. It consists of an analysis
based on integral
p but provides a fundamental estimation of sL ,
√ quantities
namely, sL ∝ λ RR = λ/τchem , where λ is the thermal diffusivity and
RR is a characteristic reaction rate inversely proportional to the chemical
characteristic time τchem . However, the first theory were the asymptotic
concepts were applied is due to Zeldovich, Frank-Kamenetskii and Semenov
[59]. In this theory the different regions of the flame were solved and analytical
expressions were obtained for temperature as well as an expression for s√
L . The
physical content which expresses the proportionality between sL and λ RR
obtained by Mallard and Le Chatelier was confirmed.
2.4.2.2

Non-premixed combustion

The other type of combustion occurs when fuel and oxidant are not
mixed when entering in the combustion chamber and is called non-premixed
combustion. In this case, fuel and oxidant first mix and then they burn. This
type of combustion appears in candles or jets and sprays. One remarkable
advantage of non-premixed combustion compared to premixed combustion is
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that, since the flame cannot recede inside the nozzle, burners are safer (no
flashback).
Typically, the mixing process is slower than the chemical oxidation and,
consequently, these flames show high Damköhler numbers. Since mixing occurs
owing to diffusive fluxes and is the limiting process this type of combustion
is also known as diffusion combustion. In addition, as a consequence of the
limiting combustion rate imposed by the velocity at which fuel and oxidant
mix, it is said that is a mixing controlled combustion.
The most important configurations correspond to counterflow flames,
where fuel and oxidant streams flow in opposite directions, and reactive
mixing layers and sprays where they move in the same direction. Similar
to the premixed combustion the flame can be separated in a diffusion layer
and a reaction layer. However, different to the premixed flame, the diffusion
flame does not show a characteristic velocity although it can be strained with
different intensity. The more strained the diffusion flame is, the lower its
thickness is.
One of the most important concept in non-premixed combustion is the
mixture fraction. It can be defined for each atomic element and represents the
total mass for that element found at a given mixture. From this definition, it
is easily seen that it is given by
N

s
X
Zelem
Yk
nelem,k
=
Welem
Wk

(2.87)

k=1

where Zelem is the mixture fraction for element elem, W is the molecular
weight and nelem,k is the number of atoms of element elem in species k. The
interest of the mixture fraction is that although the species are generated and
consumed and, therefore, their masses change, the mass of the atomic elements
is conserved during the chemical reactions.
Combining the mixture fractions of the elements composing the fuel, the
fuel mixture fraction Z is obtained. Therefore, Z measures the mass coming
from the fuel for any mixture. As it does not change with chemical reactions
this means that it is a conserved passive scalar41 and is transported according
to
∂(ρZ) ∂(ρui Z)
∂
+
=
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
41



∂Z
ρD
∂xi

(2.88)

It is conserved because no source terms appear in its equation. It is passive because it
does not affect density neither diffusivity and, therefore, has no effect on the flow.
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If it is assumed that any reactive scalar ψ, that is, species mass fractions
or temperature, only depends on the coordinates (Z, t) in a reactive flow,
transport equations for these variables may be written in the mixture fraction
space instead of the physical space by means of Crocco transformation leading
to [7, 8]:
∂ψ
χ ∂2ψ
=
+ ω̇i
∂t
2 ∂Z 2

(2.89)

In physical terms this transformation implies assuming small changes in the
tangent directions to mixture fraction level surfaces compared to the normal
direction. In equation 2.89, χ is the scalar dissipation rate defined by
χ = 2D

∂Z ∂Z
∂xi ∂xi

(2.90)

Note its similarity with the scalar dissipation rate term from equation 2.33
that justifies the name given to χ. In addition, χ measures the strength of
convection and diffusion in the mixture fraction space since it is related to the
strain rate a to which the flame is submitted. Equation 2.89 applied to the set
of reactive scalars is used to solve the combustion structure in laminar flames.
This description of the laminar flames is applied to turbulent combustion
in the frame of the flamelet concept. A detailed description of this relevant
concept is given in chapter 3.
If chemistry is irreversible and infinitely fast (or extremely fast compared
to other physical processes, such as mixing), then it only occurs at the
stoichiometric mixture while at the rest of mixtures only products of this
oxidation plus air at lean mixtures and fuel at rich mixtures are found42 . This
means that combustion takes place only at stoichiometry while in the rest of
mixtures only diffusion happens. This situation was described by Burke and
Schumann [60]. The structure of this combustion is given in figure 2.4 and is
independent of χ.
In addition, this figure shows the chemical equilibrium solution, that
corresponds to a reversible infinitely fast reaction and forces χ to be null.
In this case fuel, oxidizer and products may coexist at the same location
and time. Note how in complex hydrocarbons Burke-Schumann and chemical
equilibrium solutions may differ significantly in the rich mixtures region.
42
Considering infinitely fast chemistry implies that air and fuel react instantaneously when
they meet. As combustion is supposed to occur at stoichiometry reactants cannot coexist in
the rest of mixtures.
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Figure 2.4. Burke-Schumann, chemical equilibrium and several strained flames
solutions as a function of mixture fraction. Vertical black dashed line indicates the
stoichiometric mixture fraction. Profiles for heptane at representative diesel engine
conditions.

However, if chemistry is not so fast, finite rate chemistry effects are
observed. Figure 2.4 gathers some examples of this situation where it is
revealed that the final state of the flame depends on how strained the flame
is (these solutions are referred as ‘upper stable branch’ and ‘unstable branch’
due to reasons given in the following). This strain rate is measured by χ and
may be related to Damköhler number. In these cases there exists a region
in the vicinity of the stoichiometric mixture fraction where combustion takes
place while, in the rest of the domain, only diffusion is observed.
If we consider all the possible strained flames and fix the value of Z, we
observe a relationship between temperature and Da with a S-shape as figure
2.5 shows. This curve is known as the S-curve. As the Damköhler number is
proportional for a given mixture to the inverse of the scalar dissipation rate
at stoichiometry, χst , the S-curve may be represented as a function of χ−1
st
too. The curve is sometimes directly represented as a function of χst and then
takes the shape of an inverted S.
Different branches are observed in this curve. For high Damköhler numbers
the steady temperature is close to the adiabatic temperature and defines a
region where the flame may evolve from inert conditions to the upper branch.

1
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Figure 2.5. S-curve composed by the whole set of temperature values as a function
of Damköhler number or χ−1
st .

However, when increasing the strain rate (reducing Da) diffusion may be too
large compared to chemical production leading to a possible extinction of the
flame or directly to the impossibility of igniting.
This is illustrated in figure 2.5. Points with Damköhler numbers higher
than that corresponding to point I, Dai , may evolve from inert conditions to
the upper branch and define the auto-ignition range. The interval from Daq
(Da at Q) to Dai is referred to as the reignition-extinction range. For points
with Da < Dai flames that start at inert conditions only evolve to branch PI,
where temperature increments are marginal.
In the region defined by Daq < Da < Dai three solutions or branches
are observed. The intermediate branch QI is said to be unstable since small
perturbations provoke that the flame ignites to the upper branch or quenches
to the lower branch [61, 62]. The lower branch is reached from the extinction
of a perturbed flame that starts from the unstable branch QI or from ignition
starting at inert conditions (although this ignition produces negligible changes
in temperature and composition). The scalar dissipation rate for point Q is
denoted by χq and represents the maximum scalar dissipation rate belonging
to the intermediate branch QI. For higher χ (or lower Da) the flame does
not show chemical activity. Solutions belonging to the auto-ignition range are
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shown in figure 2.4 as a function of Z and labelled as ‘upper stable branch’.
Likewise, solutions found in the reignition-extinction range are gathered in
figure 2.4 and referred as ‘unstable branch’. More details are found in next
chapter.

2.4.3

Turbulent combustion

In this section the physical grounds of turbulent combustion are first
explained and subsequently the most important models available in the
literature are described. It is quite extended in turbulent combustion theory
to describe the different combustion regimes by the comparison of laminar
flame scales with characteristic turbulent scales. In this way, the result of
this comparison leads to state how chemical and physical processes interact
between them.
Based on the scales comparison, the scale separation concept, that is, one
of the scales is much larger than the others, may be invoked to formulate the
model. Thus, one of the processes is dominant and the problem dimensionality
can be drastically reduced. The greater part of the turbulent combustion
models makes use of this concept [7] since it is a way to circumvent the
complex interaction between chemistry and turbulence. In addition, most of
industrial devices working conditions are found in combustion regimes where
these simplifications can be applied.
The main goal of any turbulence combustion model is to describe, on
the one hand, how chemistry modifies the flow due to gradients generated
by chemical reactions and, on the other hand, how turbulence influences on
chemical production due to the gradients created by the flow motion. This is
called turbulence-chemistry interaction (TCI) and describes the mutual action
between chemistry and turbulence.
It is worth mentioning that combustion occurs at the smallest scales of the
flow or even at scales smaller than Kolmogorov eddies. This means that in the
frame of RANS or LES simulations, it is unavoidable to use some kind of TCI
model since chemistry cannot be directly solved [28, 63]. Notwithstanding, it
is expected, especially in the context of LES, that the better the flow is solved,
the more accurate the simulation will be since some of the combustion model
hypotheses will have less impact.
In the following, a qualitative description of combustion regimes for each
of the three combustion modes is given.
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Premixed combustion

Borghi, Peters and other authors have introduced a taxonomy for
the regimes in premixed combustion [64, 65] by the comparison of the
characteristic length scales `0 and `F , where `0 is the integral scale and `F
is the flame thickness, and the integral velocity scale ϑ and the flame burning
velocity sL . Defining Karlovitz numbers as
Ka =

Kaδ =

`2F
η2

(2.91)

`2δ
= δ 2 Ka
η2

(2.92)

Peters classified the different combustion regimes in a diagram similar to
that shown in figure 2.6 [65]. In equation 2.92 `δ is the reaction layer thickness
and δ is `δ /`F . In general, it is estimated that δ ∼ 0.1.
𝜗𝜗/𝑠𝑠𝐿𝐿
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Figure 2.6. Turbulent premixed flame diagram.

Apart from the laminar regime, four turbulent combustion regimes (Re >
1) are identified:
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1. Wrinkled flamelets: of no practical interest due to the extremely low
turbulent velocities.
2. Corrugated flamelets: in this regime Ka < 1 and, hence, `F < η,
that is, the entire flame is embedded in the Kolmogorov eddies. As
a consequence, the flame structure remains laminar since the smallest
vortexes cannot distort the inner flame region. Thus, in this regime
the interaction between the turbulent eddies and the flame is purely
kinematic. The line Ka = 1 is called the Klimov-Williams criterion.
3. Thin reaction zone: in this combustion regime Kaδ < 1 and Ka > 1 and,
hence, `δ < η < `F . Thus, Kolmogorov eddies can enter in the preheat
zone and modify it but not the reaction zone which remains laminar.
4. Broken reaction zone: in this regime Kaδ < 1 and, therefore, η < `δ .
Turbulence can penetrate in the reaction layer and extinguish the flame
as a consequence of the intense heat and species fluxes.
The corrugated and thin reaction zones regimes are those where
combustion traditionally develops in industrial devices and, in consequence,
they have been extensively studied. In the same way that the laminar burning
velocity sL is defined, it is useful to define a turbulent burning velocity sT
which is the burning velocity observed when averaging/filtering and is defined
by
ṁ = ρu sL A = ρu sT AT

(2.93)

where ṁ is the mass burning rate, A is the instantaneous flame area, AT
is the averaged flame area and subscript u refers to unburned gases.
In 1940 Damköhler gave an estimation for sT for the corrugated and thin
reaction zone regimes [66]. In the first one, as the interaction between the
flame front and the turbulent flow is kinematic, Damköhler established that
sT
A
ϑ
=
∼
→ sT ∼ ϑ
sL
AT
sL

(2.94)

On the contrary, for the thin reaction zone regime, turbulence modifies
the intensity of transport phenomena in the p
preheat zone, that is, between the
fresh gas and the reaction layer. Since sL ∼ λ/τchem an analogy
between the
p
laminar and turbulent flows is assumed in the form sT ∼ λT /τchem where
λT is a turbulent thermal diffusivity and, hence
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sT
∼
sL

r

λT
∼
λ

r

ϑ `0
sL `F

(2.95)

where in the last expression it has been used that λ ∼ sL `F and λT ∼ ϑ `0 .
Combining expressions 2.94 and 2.95 it is seen that in general
sT
=1+C
sL
with 0.5 < n < 1
[7].
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ϑ
sL

n
(2.96)

A value around 0.7 is taken for general calculations

Non-premixed combustion

In the same way that for premixed combustion, a diagram describing
the different regimes in turbulent non-premixed combustion is given in the
following. It is less frequent to find this type of diagrams for non-premixed
combustion since these flames do not exhibit a characteristic velocity scale
like premixed flames. However, from the strain rate a, to which the flame is
submitted, a characteristic
p length scale, that measures the diffusion thickness,
may be found as `D ∼ λ/a. A flame thickness (∆Z)F in mixture fraction
space is given by
r
(∆Z)F = |∇Z|st `D ∼

χst
a

(2.97)

where subscript st refers to stoichiometric conditions. In addition, a
characteristic length scale measured in the mixture fraction space may be
defined for the reaction layer and is denoted by (∆Z)R .
00 /(∆Z) , where Z 00 = (Z
g
002 )1/2 ,
Then a diagram defined by the ratios Zst
F
st
st
that is, a measure of the mixture fraction variance, and χst,q /e
χst , where χst,q is
the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate for quenching conditions (see section
2.4.2.2), may be constructed [7]. The diagram is shown in figure 2.7.

Four regimes are distinguished:
43

For the corrugated flamelets it was obtained sT /sL = Cϑ/sL . However, in equation
2.96, 1 is added to previous expression in order to recover sT → sL when ϑ → 0.
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Figure 2.7. Turbulent non-premixed flame diagram.

1. Flame extinction: due to the high scalar dissipation rate (compared to
the quenching value) transport is so intense that the flame cannot be
further sustained.
2. Connected reaction zones: mixture fraction fluctuations are low
00 < (∆Z) ). This means an
compared to the flame reaction thickness (Zst
R
almost homogeneous mixture fraction field and, hence, the whole flame
is connected.
00 < (∆Z) and, in
3. Connected flame zones: in this zone (∆Z)R < Zst
F
consequence, only the diffusion layer is connected but not the reaction
layers.
00 flames are separated.
4. Separated flames: as (∆Z)F < Zst

In a turbulent diffusion flame, extinction regime may be found close to
the nozzle. When moving downstream, the flame is found in the separated
flames regime and far away from the nozzle the connected flame zones regime
dominates [7].
The role of the scalar dissipation rate in the context of turbulence (e
χ) is
of paramount importance. It arises in the mixture fraction formulation and
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is the dissipative term of the mixture fraction variance (see equation 2.33).
g
002 in a similar way as ε to k. Hence, accepting the energy
χ
e is related to Z
cascade hypothesis, it is deduced that χ
e is an invariant in the inertial subrange
of turbulence [7].
As a final remark, it is interesting to say that in practice, depending on
the flow velocities, some kind of stabilization mechanism is required in order
to burn the mixture since, in other case, combustion quenches or does not
proceed. The most extended mechanisms are the pilot flame where small
premixed flames burn close to the nozzle to accelerate ignition, heating one
(or both) air/fuel streams, creating a recirculation region of hot products
or inducing swirl flows that may decelerate the flow in some regions [8].
These stabilization mechanisms are required since the high velocities induced
in turbulent flames force to use them as the only way to develop and sustain
combustion.
2.4.3.3

Partially premixed combustion

Finally, the partially premixed combustion is reviewed. This is a
combustion mode where fuel and oxidant enter in the combustion chamber
initially separated and mix to some degree prior to ignition, leading to a
combustion that occurs in a stratified mixture. It is observed in gas turbines,
direct injection gasoline engines and diesel engines.
In the case of sprays, partially premixed combustion occurs when the flame
does not reach the nozzle and the flame is anchored at some distance. This
distance is known as the flame lift-off length (LOL). As will be seen later in
more detail, the flame is lifted when the velocity at the exit of the nozzle
exceeds a critical value. Lifted flames have the advantage that any thermal
contact between the flame and the nozzle is avoided, however, are less stable
than purely diffusion flames that are attached to the nozzle.
The fact that the flame is lifted and stabilizes at some distance indicates
that some kind of flame stabilization mechanism may exist in order to sustain
the flame. Different theories exist in the literature that intend to explain
this phenomenon although no one agrees with the whole set of experimental
information. Only the main theories, summarized in [67, 68], are here briefly
described.
1. Theory of the premixed flame [69–71]: this theory advocates that the
base of the flame is premixed and the lift-off length is found at the point
where the turbulent burning velocity equals the mean flow velocity. In
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consequence, according to this theory the stabilization occurs by flame
propagation. Although it is a very extended theory the scaling laws
derived from it do not predict correctly the lift-off length as a function
of the burning velocity for diesel flames [72].
2. Critical scalar dissipation rate concept [73]: according to this theory
the flame stabilization is controlled by the extinction of diffusion
laminar flames, that is, the lift-off length is established where the scalar
dissipation rate exceeds the critical value χq . This theory does not
account for the premixing upstream of the flame arguing that is not
significant and for this reason is not widely accepted by the scientific
community.
3. Large eddy concept [74, 75]: large vortexes recirculate hot products to
the flame edge upstream of the lift-off length which are entrained and
ignite reactants. This transport seems not to be totally confirmed by
experimental results [67].
4. Auto-ignition: it is supposed to be the one of key stabilization
mechanisms for diesel sprays [72, 76–78] and is due to a chemical activity
that starts developing in the path between the exit nozzle and the liftoff length as a consequence of the high temperature and pressures found
in the combustion chamber. In this case, the mixture spontaneously
ignites and hot pockets appear upstream and detached from the main
flame [72].
The triple flame is one of the most important type of edge flames that are
typically found in the context of partially premixed combustion and was first
observed by Phillips [79]. It is composed of two premixed flames, one at the
lean side and the other at the rich side, that propagate at the burning velocity,
and a diffusion flame found in-between, where intermediate products coming
from the premixed flames, such as CO and H2 , are oxidized. The closer point
to the nozzle is the triple point and is close to the stoichiometric mixture.
It is important to mention that there exist evidences that the flame
stabilization does not occur with the same mechanisms for atmospheric gaseous
flames and diesel flames [72]. This will be discussed in detail in section 2.5.4.
2.4.3.4

Combustion models

In previous sections the physical fundamentals of laminar and turbulent
combustion have been reviewed. With these physical grounds it is possible
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to describe successfully the most important combustion models, which make
extensive use of combustion theory results.
Historically, infinitely fast chemistry models were first developed and
applied to real calculations due to their very low computational cost. This
assumption is equivalent to assume that chemistry is extremely fast compared
to other physical processes. In addition, these models do not require any
information about how chemistry develops during auto-ignition. With the
increase of computational power transient effects were incorporated.
Some of the models presented in the following were explicitly formulated
for premixed or non-premixed combustion while others may be applied to both
regimes. However, as was mentioned previously, almost all of them assume
scale separation between chemical and physical processes [7]. This means
that they are addressed to specific combustion regimes, such as corrugated
flamelets or thin reaction zones regimes. Although this is a clear constraint in
terms of general purpose applicability, it is important to notice that industrial
devices usually work at these regimes.
The following paragraphs do not intend to describe the models in an
extensive manner. On the contrary, it is attempted to emphasize the physical
aspects of each model omitting the mathematical description when possible in
order to highlight their advantages, shortcomings and applicability.
1. Moment method for reactive scalars: the first attempt to tackle with
turbulent reaction rates is to average/filter the instantaneous reaction
rates. However, as the instantaneous reaction rate is proportional to
Ea
T β exp(− RT
) averaging/filtering implies to expand previous expression
00 n . This is a very
in Taylor series in order to write it in terms of Tg
expensive task since new relationships are required to calculate these
moments making almost infeasible the application of this method44 . In
addition, lots of terms have to be considered in order to obtain accurate
results.
Sometimes this method is applied neglecting the turbulent fluctuations
with some additional modifications. In this case, the mean chemical
reaction rate is directly calculated from the mean reactive scalar values
[80]. Clearly there are important losses of physical content when
neglecting fluctuating contributions and, in general, these simplifications
should not be applied since they may lead to spurious results [81].
44

m 00 n
In the complete expression crossed products of the form Yi00^
T
are obtained
complicating even more the application of this method.
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Since it is almost impossible to apply this method to real calculations,
new models based on physical grounds have to be posed as exposed in
the following.
2. Eddy break-up model (EBU): it is the simplest model for premixed
combustion and assumes infinitely rate chemistry (scale separation).
According to this model chemical reactions are controlled by turbulent
motions [82, 83]. This implies that the averaged chemical reaction rate
can be written in terms of only turbulent mixing variables yielding a
products reaction rate in the form (similar expressions for reactants or
heat release):
ė P = CEBU ε
ω
k

q
002
Yg
P

(2.98)

CEBU is a constant to be adjusted. Obviously, this model eliminates
the influence of chemical kinetics and represents a limit for very fast
chemistry.
3. Eddy dissipation concept (EDC): this model proposed by Magnussen
[84] makes use of concepts from EBU model but applied to non-premixed
combustion. A similar expression
to 2.98 is posed for the fuel reaction
q
g
002
rate but taking instead of Y the mean mass fraction of the deficient
P

species. Again it can only be applied when chemistry is very fast
compared to other flow scales.
This model, as the EBU, depends on two constants that have to be
adjusted ad hoc for each problem and may range in very wide intervals
making the model to lose generality. In addition, this model, as any
model based on infinitely rate chemistry, cannot predict ignition or lifted
flames since reaction occurs instantaneously once fuel and oxidant meet.
4. Flamelet model: this model describes the turbulent flame as a set of
strained laminar flames [85]. To apply this concept it is required
that the flame is thin enough to not be perturbed by the turbulent
flow and, therefore, remains laminar (at least the flame reaction
layer45 ). Corrugated flamelet and thin reaction zone regimes fulfil this
requirement since in both `δ < η (scale separation). In this model
laminar flames are typically known as flamelets.
45

The flamelet concept can be applied provided that the reaction layer thickness `δ is
smaller than the Kolmogorov eddy size η [7].
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The flamelet model is able to incorporate finite rate chemistry and may
be applied to both premixed and non-premixed combustion.
Different to other models, this approach is focused on the location of
the surface flame which is defined by the surface level for a non-reactive
variable. By virtue of the scale separation the model solves two flows at
distinct scales that are coupled: the first one is the turbulent flow (large
scales) while the second one are the flamelets (small scales). Chemical
information from flamelet solutions is used to solve the turbulent flame.
Flamelet equations are obtained deriving transport equations along
lines normal to surface levels for a specific non-reactive variable and
doing a coordinate transformation. This non-reactive variable is G
variable for premixed combustion and mixture fraction for non-premixed
combustion.
- Premixed combustion: the model can be based on two different approaches, namely, the progress variable or the level set approximation.
Progress variable
The progress variable is a variable that measures the advancement of
combustion and is defined as
c=

T − Tu
Tb − Tu

(2.99)

or alternatively, from a linear combination of species mass fractions. In
the same way that transport equations may be found for temperature
or species mass fractions, it is possible to derive a transport equation
for the progress variable:
00 c00 )
∂(ρ e
c) ∂(ρ uei e
c) ∂(ρ u]
i
ė c
+
+
= ρω
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

(2.100)

00 c00 and the chemical
The terms to be modelled in this equation are ρ u]
i
ė c .
source term ω
A limit case is the Bray-Moss-Libby model (BML) where the flame
is considered to be infinitely thin (infinitely fast chemistry) implying
that only c = 0 or 1 may be found in the instantaneous flow. In this
model it is shown that gradient hypothesis is not applicable due to the
expansion gas effects that generate a counter-gradient diffusion.
ė c may be defined proportional to the flame
Chemical source term ω
surface density Σ (flame surface per unit volume) which is modelled
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by an algebraic model or a transport equation as in the Coherent
Flamelet Model (CFM) [86]. This model belongs to the category of
the flame surface density models. Based on these ideas, it is possible
to extend flame surface density formulation to complex chemistry.
Level set approach
In the level set approach the flame surface is defined by the surface
level of a non-reacting scalar called G [7, 65]. Then, the flame surface
is given by G(~x, t) = G0 . Typically G0 is taken equal to 0. Since the
velocity at which the flame surface displaces in the flow is ~u + sL ~n,
where ~n is the normal vector to the flame surface pointing to fresh
gases and it can be written in terms of G as
~n = −

∇G
|∇G|

(2.101)

it is easily deduced that scalar G is described by the equation
∂G
+ ~u · ∇G = sL |∇G|
∂t

(2.102)

In principle, G is only defined on the flame surface but not in the rest
of the domain. In this sense, G may be arbitrarily defined although it
is sometimes taken equal to the distance from each point to the flame
surface.
sL may be expanded in different terms, namely, a non-stretched onedimensional laminar burning velocity s0L , a term that accounts for the
flame curvature and other that considers the strain rate (see section
2.4.2.1).
As scale separation is assumed, one-dimensional laminar flames
(related to the small scales) depending on (G, |∇G|, . . .) are solved
which are composed of a convective, diffusive and reaction term.
Solutions may be integrated according to presumed PDFs46 which
g
002 , |∇G|,
] . . .) in order to obtain
e G
are parametrized in terms of (G,
averaged/filtered solutions for the reactive scalars. Finally, expressions
g
002 , |∇G|,
] etc. In the case of
e G
or transport equations are required for G,
g
002 , averaged and filtered equations are obtained from equation
e and G
G
2.102. In these equations the turbulent burning velocity sT appears
and may be calculated from expressions like equation 2.96.
46

Probability density functions.
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- Non-premixed combustion: the flamelet concept for non-premixed
combustion applies similar ideas that the level set approximation.
Instead of using scalar G, the mixture fraction Z, that has a clear
physical meaning and is uniquely defined in the whole domain, is
used. When the flame thickness is small enough, the turbulent flow is
described as an ensemble of one-dimensional strained flamelets which,
for Le = 1, are described by equations in the form of equation 2.89.
The scalar dissipation rate χ, which plays a similar role to |∇G| in
premixed combustion, is a diffusivity in the mixture fraction space
and measures how strained the flame is.
As is assumed that all the reactive scalars depend on the instantaneous
mixture fraction field, the turbulent transport of reactive scalars is only
caused by the turbulent transport of mixture fraction. In addition,
reactive scalars may show a dependence with time if transient effects
are retained.
As in the BML model for premixed combustion, the limit of infinitely
fast chemistry leads to the Burke-Schumann solution, which used in
conjunction with presumed PDFs, gives raise to the Conserved Scalar
Equilibrium Model (CSEM). Clearly this model does not depend on
χ.
The use of steady strained flamelet solutions to solve turbulent
combustion is equivalent to assume that the flow characteristics change
slow enough that the flamelet is able to adapt to the local conditions.
The procedure to apply this model is similar to the previous described
g
g
002 by Z
002
e by Z,
e G
for the level set in premixed combustion replacing G
] by |∇Z|
] which in turn is proportional to χ
and |∇G|
e. As this model is
applied to the results of this work, a detailed description of the flamelet
concept for non-premixed combustion is postponed to chapter 3.
5. Conditional moment closure model (CMC) [87, 88]: it was initially
formulated for non-premixed combustion for finite rate chemistry. As
in the flamelet concept for non-premixed combustion, reactive scalars
fluctuations are assumed to be related to mixture fraction fluctuations
and equations for reactive scalars conditioned to specified mixture
fraction values Z ∗ are deduced, that is, equations for ρYi |Z ∗ are found,
where the symbol | represents conditioning.
It is a method with a high computational cost since an additional
transport equation is required for each combination of Z ∗ values and
species. Moreover, a large number of Z ∗ values are required in order
to obtain accurate results. Presuming the PDF for mixture fraction,
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P (Z), may lead to the calculation of different unclosed terms, such as
the averaged chemical reaction rate. Moreover, it is easily seen that
Z
ρ Yei = ρ Yi =

1

ρYi |Z ∗ P (Z ∗ ) dZ ∗

(2.103)

0

CMC equations are similar to those derived with the flamelet model [7].
This should not be a surprise if we notice that both models assume that
the reactive scalars depend directly on the mixture fraction and, hence,
the physics retained by both models is similar.
The model has been applied to diesel sprays
premixed combustion too [90].

[89] and extended to

6. Linear eddy model (LEM) [91]: it is a model that accounts for
finite rate chemistry effects and may be applied to both premixed
and non-premixed combustion. In a first step, the model simulates
one-dimensional molecular mixing (clearly at scales not solved in the
simulation). For such purpose, one-dimensional equations are solved for
reactive scalars. In a second step, solutions from these equations are
rearranged as a way to account for the smallest eddies that cause an
increase of shear stresses and fluxes in the flow.
The method has been extended to hydrogen-air flames [92] and premixed
flames [93]. However, it is important to note that is an expensive method
in computational terms.
7. PDF transport equation model: this model describes combustion with
finite rate chemistry and may be applied to both premixed and nonpremixed combustion. Instead of presuming the PDFs shape, joint PDFs
for velocity and reactive scalars are transported in the flow and computed
[6, 94, 95].
In the turbulent combustion context it is advocated that the main
advantage of this method is that, different to other combustion models,
the chemical source terms appear in a closed form and do not have to
be modelled. The closure problem is limited to model molecular mixing
and additional gradient terms due to pressure fluctuations and viscous
stresses.
In terms of computational cost it is a very expensive model that makes
almost prohibitive its use for industrial applications. In order to reduce
its cost it is used in conjunction with Monte-Carlo method, ILDM or
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ISAT 47 . Notwithstanding, it has been applied to the simulation of diesellike sprays [77, 96] with successful results.

Finally, there exists a group of methods that reduce the cost of
the simulations when using complex chemistry with previous combustion
models. It is important to note that these reduction methods are not
combustion models themselves but only some techniques devised to decrease
the computational cost related to the use of previous models. We do not
include here chemical schemes reduction techniques since such techniques
are applied to the chemical scheme, considered here an input, prior to the
calculation of the reactive flow.
The Intrinsic Low Dimensional Manifold (ILDM), devised by Maas and
Pope [97], is based on the idea that the thermo-chemical paths described
by a set of chemical systems with different initial conditions but identical
equilibrium solutions follow the same evolution (they overlap) after a small
amount of time. Hence, there exists an attracting surface, called lowdimensional manifold, where evolutions with same equilibrium conditions tend
to fall. This means that after a short period of time the chemical system
depends only on some few variables. The method identifies these variables, by
the analysis of the characteristic time scales of the system from the Jacobian
matrix, and tabulate the chemical evolution of the system as a function of
these variables.
This method provides good results for high temperature chemistry but
shows some deviations for low temperature chemistry [98]. For this reason
the ILDM has been applied together with the flamelet concept giving rise to
the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) [98] and the Flame Prolongation of
ILDM (FPI) [99] which improved substantially the results. In both models
flamelet equations are solved with complex mechanisms and solutions are
tabulated as functions of few input variables.
Another reduction method is the in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [100,
101]. The underlying idea of this method is that when applying pre-tabulated
models only a small region of the look-up tables is accessed during the CFD48
calculation, making superfluous the computation of the whole database. Then,
the computational cost would be drastically reduced if this look-up table was
generated during the CFD calculation as needed, that is, in situ. This method
has been applied in the context of transported PDFs leading to a reduction of
computational time of three orders of magnitude [8].
47
48

ILDM and ISAT will be described in next paragraph.
CFD stands for Computational Fluid Dynamics.
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Finally, table 2.2 classifies the turbulent combustion models previously
described.
Table 2.2. Turbulent combustion models.

Infinitely fast chemistry

Premixed combustion

Non-premixed combustion

EBU model

EDC model

BML model

CSEM

Coherent Flamelet Model
Moment method for reactive scalars
Finite rate chemistry

Flamelet model based on the
progress variable (Flame surface
density model)

Flamelet model based on Z

Flamelet model based on G
equation
Conditional moment closure
PDF transport equation model
Linear eddy model

2.5

Spray description and theory

The chapter is closed with the application of all the previous concepts
to the analysis of the spray and, more particularly, to the diesel spray whose
study in reactive conditions is the purpose of this work. A detailed description
of the spray theory is given in the following prior to the analysis of combustion
in the case of the diesel spray.
In a diesel spray, fuel is injected in liquid phase, vaporizes, mixes with air
and finally burns. Therefore, it is natural to study as a first step how mixing
occurs for a gas-gas jet49 and, then, add new levels of physical content and
complexity.

2.5.1

Gas-gas jet

Sprays or jets together with other flows such as wakes and mixing layers
belong to the category of free shear flows and have the characteristic that they
develop far from walls that confine the flow. Transfer of momentum is due to
streams that flow with different velocities and, hence, generate a gradient. In
49

Fuel is injected in gas phase.
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the case of wakes, velocity gradients are produced by the non-slip condition
on the wall of an obstacle that takes or adds (propulsion system) momentum
to the flow.
The turbulent round jet, that is, a jet with cylindrical symmetry for
statistical variables, shows the axial direction as preferential. Radial velocity
is one order of magnitude lower than the axial component and radial gradients
are clearly higher than gradients in axial direction.
It is composed of an initial core at the exit of the nozzle not perturbed
by the surrounding flow. Downstream and at some distance of this core,
once the turbulent jet is developed, experimental measurements show that
radial profiles for different variables are self-similar. This is one of the most
prominent properties of sprays and means that if the radial cuts are properly
normalized they all fall on a single curve. The minimum distance from which
this is observed hinges on each particular variable.
Taking a cylindrical coordinate system (x, r, θ), with the axial direction
coincident with the spray axis, and calling (u, v, w) the instantaneous velocity
vector in this coordinate system, applying the proper order of magnitude
analysis and neglecting high-order terms, continuity and momentum equations
in the axial direction for a developed and statistically stationary spray in the
RANS context are
∂u 1 ∂(r v)
+
=0
∂x r ∂r
∂u
∂u
ν ∂
u
+v
=
∂x
∂r
r ∂r




∂u
1 ∂
r
−
r u0 v 0
∂r
r ∂r

(2.104)

(2.105)

The analytical solutions for the round jet entering in a chamber with
quiescent air were obtained by Schlichting, who solved these equations in 1933
assuming the gradient hypothesis50 [4]. A similar equation to 2.105 can be
written for passive scalars and if both the velocity and the passive scalar have
similar boundary conditions their solutions are linearly related. This is the
case for the mixture fraction for which we have
u(x, r, θ)
= Z(x, r, θ)
u0

(2.106)

50
If we accept the gradient hypothesis, solutions for laminar and turbulent sprays
are

∂
the same substituting ν by νef f . This is easily seen since the term r1 ∂r
r u0 v 0 becomes

νef f ∂
r ∂u
. To do this we assumed νT approximately constant in the spray as deduced
r ∂r
∂r
from self-similarity.
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where u0 is the mean axial velocity at the exit of the nozzle51 . Naming
d0 the diameter of the nozzle it can be shown that the velocity on the axis
uax = u(x, 0, 0) falls following an hyperbola (∝ 1/x) for x/d0 > 30 [6]. From
Schlichting’s solution we have for a radial profile
u
1
=
uax
(1 + Ω2 )2

(2.107)

where Ω ∝ r/x. As a consequence, the spray spreading rate tan γ, with
γ the half-angle of the spray, is constant. Indeed if we define the limit of the
spray for each axial position as the radius r1/2 for which the velocity halves
the velocity on the axis, we have from equation 2.107

tan γ =

dr1/2
= constant
dx

(2.108)

This means that the sprays spreads linearly in a conical shape. The spray
spreads due to the mixing with the surrounding air which is dragged and
accelerated by the spray core. This mixing entrains air in the spray and dilutes
the fuel concentration. Then, the mass flow rate ṁ across normal planes to
spray axis depends on the axial position. From the previous solution it can be
deduced that
ṁ(x) = ṁf uel + ṁair = 8πµT x

(2.109)

As the momentum flow rate is conserved along all the sections normal
to the spray52 , air entrainment provokes an acceleration of the surrounding
air while decelerates the spray core, whose axial velocity falls following an
hyperbola, as was previously described.
Reynolds stress tensor is


51

u02

u0 v 0


u0 v 0

0

v 02
0

0




0 

02
w

(2.110)

This proportion between u and Z only happens if the Schmidt number is unity. In other
cases equation 2.106 is only approximated.
52
Since we assumed that there are no external forces and pressure is almost constant in
the domain.
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Due to symmetry reasons u0 w0 = v 0 w0 = 0 while u02 , v 02 and w02 are pair
functions and u0 v 0 is an odd function and, hence, is zero on the axis.
In a radial cut, v 02 and w02 are almost identical and decrease monotonically
with the radius. On the contrary, u02 shows higher values than the other
normal Reynolds stresses and when moving away from the axis, first, it
increases slightly and then decreases monotonically. The different values of
these stresses show that the spray is anisotropic.
In the same way that the average fields are self-similar, Reynolds stresses
show self-similarity too [5, 6, 102]. From this it is deduced that the turbulent
kinematic viscosity νT is in turn self-similar. In addition, νT does not show
strong variations along a radial cut between r = 0 and r = r1/2 [6].
Regarding the turbulent flux for passive scalars a turbulent Schmidt
number ScT = 0.7 has been experimentally found [6].
Finally, dissipation is dominant in the whole spray while production is
reduced near the axis and has its maximum at ∼ 0.7r1/2 . The mean flow
convection and the turbulent transport complete the turbulent kinetic energy
budget [103].
Turbulent spray visualization shows that there exists a sharp, irregular
and contorted surface that separates the region of turbulent flow, with large
vorticity, from the non-turbulent flow which is mainly irrotational. The surface
that divides these two regions is the viscous superlayer. Given a fixed position
the turbulent and the non-turbulent flow are seen to alternate with some
probability. The flow is said to be intermittent and the intermittency function
measures this probability. As for other variables the intermittency function is
self-similar.
Previous considerations have been explained for a developed and
statistically steady spray, however, in the context of diesel sprays it is
important to consider the transient evolution. Related to the transient regime,
the concept of the vapour penetration S is fundamental. It measures the
distance from the nozzle to the most distant point of the spray, which
is found
√
on the axis. It can be shown that it can be approximated S ∝ t, where t is
time, after a threshold time [104].
As was commented in section 2.3.3.3, it is worth emphasizing that the
vapour penetration is underestimated when applying the k − ε model with
the standard values [32, 105] since the spreading rate is overestimated. In
this case it is quite extended to increase the value Cε1 in order to improve
predictions [105].
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Liquid-gas spray

When the fuel is injected in liquid phase it has to vaporize prior to mixing
with air. The velocity at which the fuel stream exits from the nozzle and the
thermodynamic conditions in the air environment determine the velocity at
which vaporization takes place.
In order to vaporize, the first step is to break of the liquid vein into droplets.
This is called atomization and is produced as a consequence of the KelvinHelmholtz instabilities induced on the liquid vein surface. This break-up of
the liquid vein takes a distance called break-up length that depends on the
exit velocity u0 giving rise to different atomization regimes.
In modern diesel engines working conditions, experimental investigations
show that only the complete atomization regime is found in the spray [106],
for which the break-up length is independent of u0 and is of the same order of
magnitude than d0 .
Downstream of the break-up length, fuel is found in droplets that suffer
drag due to the relative velocity with the air environment entrained by the
spray. They suffer Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities as well as Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities caused by aerodynamic forces. When these forces are higher than
the internal forces, which maintain the cohesion of the droplet, that is, the
Weber number exceeds a critical value, the droplet breaks. This is the breakup process. In addition, droplets may suffer coalescence, collision, etc.
Once the droplets are small enough and show very high surface per
unit volume most of vaporization takes place. In order to understand the
evaporation process first the evaporation for a single droplet in a quiescent
environment is studied.
It has been experimentally observed that the droplet diameter dd follows
the law
d(d2d )
= −kv
dt

(2.111)

where kv is a positive constant. From equation 2.111 it is deduced that
evaporation mass flow rate ṁev,0 is proportional to dd . Spalding found an
analytical expression for kv assuming saturated vapour conditions in the
vicinity of the droplet surface [9].
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Once evaporation mass flow rate for a single droplet is known it can be
corrected for a droplet immersed in a convective stream by means of the RanzMarshall model which estimates the dimensionless Sherwood number Sh 53 as
1

1

Sh = 2 + 0.6 Sc 3 Re 2

(2.112)

With the aid of this expression it can be found that
1
1
ṁev
Sh
=
= 1 + 0.3 Sc 3 Re 2
ṁev,0
2

(2.113)

where ṁev is the evaporation mass flow rate for the droplet in the stream.
In addition, evaporation mass flow rate is increased if combustion develops
surrounding the droplet.
The previous relationships hold for a cloud of droplets if the droplets are far
enough to not interact between them. This is a basic hypothesis for different
models based on a Lagrangian description of the liquid phase available in the
literature, implying that they will only provide accurate results when the liquid
volume fraction is lower than a threshold value typically chosen equal to 0.1
[107].
In order to model the liquid phase it has been adopted historically a
Lagrangian description where droplets, grouped in parcels54 , exchange mass,
momentum and energy with the environment. This description of the liquid
phase gives rise to the Discrete Droplet Method (DDM) [108]. However,
as mentioned previously, this model fails when the liquid volume fraction
exceeds a critical value [107] and, hence, even being the most extended model
approach, it arises that its hypotheses are not fulfilled in a diesel spray close
to the nozzle. These shortcomings prompted the formulation of the Eulerian
Σ − Y model [109] which describes the liquid-gas mixture as a pseudo-fluid
and makes use of the fact that, as will be explained later in more detail, in
a diesel spray evaporation is mixing controlled, that is, air entrainment is the
limiting process. Comparisons between both models for a diesel-like spray
can be found in [110] where it is shown that the Eulerian approach is more
suitable for the simulation of such sprays although its computational cost is
higher.
Finally, to say that the distance from the nozzle to the point where the
fuel is totally vaporized is called the liquid length or liquid penetration. For
53
Sherwood number compares the total diffusion flux due to conduction and convection
and the diffusion flux due to only conduction in a fluid.
54
Statistical representations of sets of droplets with the same properties.
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diesel sprays, it increases with d0 but does not depend on the injection pressure
since, for typical work conditions, evaporation is controlled by mixing, that
is, the limiting process is air entrainment and not mass, momentum and
energy diffusion from the droplet to the environment [111]. This implies
that the increase of the liquid length induced by the higher velocities, as a
consequence of the increase of the injection pressure, is compensated by higher
air entrainment which tends to reduce the liquid length, and, therefore, liquid
length is not affected by the injection pressure.

2.5.3

General comments on the reactive spray

Once fuel has vaporized and mixed with air, the spray may burn if there
is high pressure and temperature in the environment. In a similar way to
homogeneous mixtures auto-ignition (see section 2.4.1) the time elapsed from
the start of injection (SOI) until the mixture ignites is known as the ignition
delay (ID). Once the flame stabilizes, a diffusion flame is found in the vicinity
of the stoichiometric mixture. Burke and Schumann were the first who solved
analytically the reactive spray assuming that combustion only happens at
stoichiometry independently of the rest of local flow conditions55 [60].
Combustion reduces air entrainment and, consequently, velocity on the
axis is higher for the reactive case compared to the inert one. This in turn
produces a faster penetration of the spray and a possible radial expansion,
that is, an increase of the spreading rate [112]. In the reactive case, spray
penetration is known as tip penetration instead of vapour penetration since
after combustion fuel is transformed into products.
The distance from the nozzle to the point on the axis where the mixture
fraction equals stoichiometric mixture fraction is the flame length Lf . It
can be shown from the analysis of section 2.5.1 that Lf ∝ Re0 d0 where
Re0 = d0 u0 /ν. From this, it is observed that Lf is proportional to u0 in the
laminar regime. In order to calculate Lf in the turbulent regime, it suffices
to substitute ν by νT . However, as the turbulent viscosity may be written as
the product of a characteristic length and a velocity scale, that is, νT ∝ d0 u0 ,
it is deduced that Lf does not depend on u0 in the turbulent regime. Both
regimes are connected by a transient regime.
In addition, if u0 exceeds a critical value the flame is not attached to the
injector and there exists a distance between the nozzle and the base of the
55
This implies that combustion always occurs if air and fuel meet in stoichiometric
proportions. Needless to say that this model cannot reproduce transient phenomena
including flame extinction or lifted flames.
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flame. This distance is known as lift-off length, described in section 2.4.3.3,
and shows a linear relationship with u0 [7]. In this case, apart from the
diffusion flame, a partially premixed combustion region is found in the vicinity
of the lift-off length. If the velocity u0 increases too much the flame blows-off.
The dependence of the flame length and the lift-off length is summarized
in figure 2.8. Lifted flames may be found in diesel sprays and gas turbines and
its modelling requires advanced combustion models that consider finite rate
chemistry.

distance
Transition

Turbulent
Blow-off

Laminar

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
LOL

𝑢𝑢0

Figure 2.8. Flame length Lf and lift-off length (LOL) as a function of the exit nozzle
velocity.

It is worth mentioning that upstream of the lift-off length the spray
shows an extremely reduced chemical activity and, in consequence, it can
be considered inert.

2.5.4

The reacting diesel spray

The previous section provided the grounds to explain any spray and,
in particular, the diesel spray that develops in a DI (direct injection)
diesel engine. However, the particular conditions of very high pressure and
temperature at which it occurs and the lack of visual images until the 90s made
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its description, at least, elusive for the scientific community during years. And
the proof of this is that during a long time there existed several misconceptions
which explained combustion in diesel sprays consisting of small diffusion flames
that were established surrounding individual droplets or a diffusion flame that
wrapped the periphery of the spray fed by the vapour of the droplets cloud.
However, spray visualization by means of optical techniques revealed a
quite different picture. From experimental information Dec [51] devised a
conceptual model of the diesel spray and its systematic investigation by means
of experiments and CFD has lead to deepen the nature of the whole process
[72, 76, 77, 111, 113–115].
According to Higgins [113], the temporal stages that compose the
diesel combustion event are initiated by an ignition delay where different
periods are distinguished. First, a physical induction period takes place,
where atomization, air entrainment and evaporation occur, as described
previously. According to Siebers [111], from the relationships that liquid
length shows with boundary conditions, it is deduced, as explained previously,
that evaporation is mixing controlled. Moreover, atomization, air entrainment
and evaporation are not only characteristic of this stage but extend during the
whole injection.
During the second period of the spray, ignition delay, and once fuel has
mixed with air, the first stage of ignition occur. Reactions crack fuel molecules
and produce radicals releasing extremely low amounts of heat. During this
stage and although possible sparse soot spots are observed, formaldehyde and
CH radicals chemiluminescence is observed extending either uniformly on a
wide region of the spray or in its periphery depending on the reactivity of the
mixture [113].
After these periods, the spray ignition delay stage concludes and a second
stage of ignition, that corresponds to the premixed-burn period, takes place.
Fast and exothermic reactions occur with high amounts of heat release detected
that produce an important pressure increase in the combustion chamber. A
great amount of the injected fuel mass, that has mixed during the ignition
delay period and is found inside the flammability limits, burns. This explains
why this period is known as the premixed combustion stage.
From this description it is observed that this stage is controlled by
the mixing air-fuel rate and the ignition delay. Sparse soot pockets are
visualized, however, the main combustion occurs in the volume of the spray
in a distributed region as chemiluminescence images show.
Finally, a diffusion combustion is established which is mixing controlled
since the burning rate is limited by the mixing rate and not by chemical
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kinetics. This stage shows more moderate burning rates than those found
during the premixed combustion stage.
Regarding flame spatial structure, a detailed picture of its morphology
during this period is given in the following according to Dec’s conceptual
model [51].
The diesel spray vaporizes in some few millimetres and suffers a strong
mixing with air due to the enhanced turbulence induced by the the high fuel
velocity. Downstream of the liquid length the diesel flame is established. It is
a lifted flame56 composed of a partially premixed combustion that develops at
rich mixtures, positioned in the vicinity of the lift-off length and a diffusion
flame that wraps the spray. In addition, some chemiluminescence is observed
upstream of the rich flame.
Visualization of the spray reveals that soot is formed in the central regions
of the spray implying temperatures of the order of 1300 K. The heat release
required to augment the temperature can be only caused by a flame which
develops in a region of equivalence ratios that range between 2 and 4 (this
flame corresponds to the aforementioned partially premixed combustion).
In the inner region limited by the rich premixed and the diffusion flames,
no oxygen is found since it is consumed by the rich premixed combustion
and the diffusion flame prevents from its entrance. Therefore, negligible
amounts of heat are released in this zone. Regarding species, only partially
oxidised products and not saturated hydrocarbons are found. These not
saturated hydrocarbons of short chain generate PAHs (polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons) and, therefore, act as soot precursors (see section 2.4.1). Soot
size increases when moving downstream in the spray due to the increase of
residence times as well as the increase of temperature owing to diffusion.
In the periphery of the spray a diffusion flame is found in the vicinity of
the stoichiometric mixture. This diffusion flame oxidises the products of the
partially premixed combustion and soot, which is attacked by OH radicals.
Finally, wrapping the diffusion flame at the lean side, there exists a sheet were
NOx are thermally produced since it is a region with excess of oxygen and
very high temperatures.
A sketch of the diesel flame according to Dec’s conceptual model is shown
in figure 2.9.
Regarding the influence of the main boundary conditions, ambient or air
temperature has a very remarkable impact on the ignition delay as well as
56

Common rail technology allows to reach extremely high injection pressures of the order
of 150 MPa. The fuel velocity at the exit of the nozzle is around 500 m/s.
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Figure 2.9. Sketch of a developed diesel flame according to Dec’s conceptual model.

the lift-off length since chemical activity shows a very strong dependence
with temperature (see Arrhenius law in section 2.4.1). The influence of these
parameters with oxygen concentration is moderate. Both ambient temperature
and air oxygen concentration play an important role in flame morphology as
well as in pollutants formation but do not determine air entrainment, although
ambient temperature influences in the evaporation process. Finally, it seems
that increasing the injection pressure may cause a modest decrease of the
ignition delay [116].
Other experimental and modelling works have corroborated and completed
the picture of how diesel combustion proceeds. Regarding auto-ignition, an
abundant set of experiments and simulations confirm that high-temperature
combustion kernels are first observed in rich mixtures with low scalar
dissipation rates and mixture fraction variances [77, 117]. In addition, a
recession of the lift-off length to the nozzle has been measured during the
transient flame evolution from auto-ignition until reaching statistical steady
conditions [81, 118].
Different works have emphasized the importance of the lift-off length in
combustion since it determines the maximum reactive mixture in the spray
and, therefore, this length is deeply connected with soot formation [119].
This is clear when considering that if the rich partially premixed flame is
placed in very rich mixtures high soot formation is expected. However,
moving lift-off length downstream (due to air and/or fuel thermodynamic
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conditions) increases air entrainment (dilutes fuel in mixture) and places,
hence, combustion at leaner mixtures. As a consequence of this combustion
displacement, soot formation is reduced. It has been observed that if the
equivalence ratio is lower than 2 at the lift-off length the flame is non-sooting
[120].
Concerning oxygen concentration in air it has been experimentally shown
that its decrease produces a first increase in soot mass formation and
a reduction of NOx mass due to the reduction of the maximum flame
temperature. This is the trade-off between soot and NOx . However, when
reducing oxygen concentration to very low values (of the order of 0.1), although
the averaged equivalence ratio at the lift-off length section shows negligible
changes, a stringent decrease of the soot mass formation is observed [114].
Regarding ambient temperature, its increase reduces the lift-off length and
augments soot formation [76, 121].
Taking advantage of this idea, advanced combustion techniques like dualfuel have been suggested [122]. In this technique, fuels with high and low
reactivity are mixed as a way to inhibit fast combustion shown by highly
reactive fuels. In this way, lift-off length is moved downstream to equivalence
ratios where only marginals amounts of soot are produced.
Another very interesting aspect related to the spray transient regime is
that the instantaneous fields rapidly stabilize around the averaged steady fields
once the spray passes through a region [123]. Once they stabilize it is said
that the quasi-steady regime has been reached in that region57 .
Finally, regarding the stabilization mechanism at the lift-off length,
experimental measurements show that pockets of formaldehyde appear
upstream and detached from the base of the flame [72, 124]. Different
numerical investigations have confirmed these observations [76–78, 115], as
well as simulations carried out in this work and described along this document
[125], which suggest that auto-ignition is important in the flame stabilization.
In addition, scaling laws found for lift-off length for atmospheric gaseous flames
based on flame propagation (premixed flame at the lift-off length) as the main
flame stabilization mechanism [7] are found not to be fulfilled in diesel flames
when changing some parameters as the nozzle diameter or the ambient oxygen
concentration [126].
In line with these facts, and regarding the relationship between ignition
delay and lift-off length, it is observed that decreasing the ignition delay by
57
The term quasi-steady refers to the fact that, in most cases, the modification of the
controlling factors is slow compared to the flow dynamics and, hence, the spray rapidly
adapts to the new boundary conditions.
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means of the boundary conditions or fuel reactivity the lift-off length decreases
too [72, 81]. This has been defended as an argument in order to indicate that
the diesel flame stabilization mechanism is probably not only determined by
flame propagation.
All these evidences seem to suggest that even if different stabilization
mechanisms may concur (see section 2.4.3.3) in the diesel flame stabilization,
auto-ignition plays an important role. However, it is worth noting that is
probable that flame propagation or even other mechanisms are still relevant
in diesel flame stabilization. The relative importance of each one is expected
to depend on the boundary conditions too.
Finally, it is emphasized that this description corresponds to a simplified
situation since in real engines other effects, such as swirl movement, sprays
interaction or wall impingement, omitted here, are usually relevant.
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Combustion model description and
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Introduction and overview to the flamelet
concept

This chapter deals with describing in detail the combustion model
implemented and used for the development of the current work. As was
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pointed out in previous chapters, it is based on the flamelet concept which has
been extensively applied to non-premixed and partially premixed turbulent
combustion occurring in devices such as gas turbines, furnaces and diesel
engines, and provides very interesting results as is found in the literature
[1–5].
Description of the different combustion models in chapter 2 made patent
that there exists a great variety of models that gather different physical and
chemical aspects with a wide range of computational cost. The choice of a
model based on the flamelet concept as the combusiton model applied to the
current calculations responds to a triple objective: to find a model with the
ability to manage complex chemistry while retaining transient effects and with
a low computational cost.
On the one hand, modelling a transient phenomenon as the ignition of a
spray that, in addition, is lifted precludes applying models based on infinitely
chemistry rate. On the other hand, not all the models that account for
finite rate chemistry seem suitable: CMC, PDF transport equation and linear
eddy models, despite their rich physical and chemical content, lead to a
high computational cost, especially with large chemical mechanisms which
are mandatory for accurate diesel simulations and, more particularly, for
pollutant predictions. The moment method is discarded due to its poor
description of turbulent fluctuations. However, the flamelet concept arises as
an approach for which a good balance between physical and chemical content
and computational cost is achieved. These reasons justify the choice of this
model for the present research work.
As was explained in chapter 2, the basic idea that underlies to any
flamelet model is to describe the turbulent flame as an ensemble of reactivediffusive laminar flames called flamelets [6]. This means that chemistry is
fast enough for not being instantaneously and locally affected by turbulence
or, in other words, the chemical characteristic time is small compared to the
physical characteristic time or, equivalently, Damköhler number is high. If this
happens, turbulence cannot modify the thin layer where combustion develops
and, hence, the structure of this layer remains laminar [7–9].
In general, this constrain is formulated stating that the thickness of the
combustion layer is smaller than Kolmogorov turbulent scale η. However, it
seems that the flamelet assumption is valid even if Kolmogorov eddies enter
in the diffusive layer provided that the reaction layer thickness is still smaller
than η [7].
Although the wide range of application where the flamelet concept is
suitable notice that, as the vast majority of combustion models, it assumes
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scale separation forcing chemistry to be fast compared to physical processes
(turbulence). Figure 3.1 shows a sketch of how a turbulent reacting spray can
be described by a set of flamelets in counterflow configuration with their axis
normal to the stoichiometric surface level.
𝑍𝑍 = 0
𝑍𝑍 = 1

𝑍𝑍 𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑍𝑍 = 1

Figure 3.1. Sketch of a turbulent spray described by a set of laminar flames according
to the flamelet concept.

The previous ideas provide the key to outline the model. Since the
turbulent flame is composed of laminar flames, it is necessary to compute
a set of laminar flames, previous or during the CFD, whose solutions are used
to solve the turbulent flame. Evidently, if a RANS or LES description of the
flow is adopted, part of the interactions between chemistry and turbulence
are not solved and flamelet solutions should not be directly used. As the
mixing process, chemistry occurs at the smallest scales of the flow 1 [10, 11]
and, therefore, cannot be computed from the solved motions of the turbulent
flow. On the contrary, these processes are related to the smallest scales
which are described by means of the flamelets. Flamelets and turbulent
flow interact mutually (TCI)2 and this interaction is described by means
of presumed probability density functions (PDFs) for RANS or presumed
filtered probability density functions (FPDFs) for LES [12]. These functions
in conjunction with flamelet solutions provide a vector of averaged/filtered
chemical source terms for the reactive scalars transport equations. It is worth
mentioning that as in none of the turbulence approaches (RANS and LES)
chemistry is solved3 , it is typical to use similar functions for both PDFs and
FPDFs.
1

Mixing is a consequence of diffusion processes and, hence, only occurs at the smallest
scales of the flow. Chemistry happens due to molecules collisions and, then, takes place at
the smallest scales of the flow too.
2
See section 2.4.3.
3
Chemistry is solved for the flamelet but not in the turbulent flow itself.
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Therefore, it is patent that the flow is solved at two scales: a micro-scale,
described by flamelet equations where the interaction between mixing and
chemistry is solved for a laminar flow, and a macro-scale, related to the large
eddies of the flow which are computed by means of RANS or LES turbulence
models. The PDFs or FPDFs are the bridge that connect the flow at both
scales.
Which laminar flames controlling variables are considered to describe the
flamelet depend on the problem to be solved, the accuracy of the calculations,
etc. Clearly, one of the key parameters is the fuel mixture fraction Z which
was defined in section 2.4.2.2 and follows equation 2.88.
Refined definitions for Z may be found in the literature when different fuel
streams are injected in the combustion chamber o non-unity Lewis numbers
are considered for different species [13].
Z is a conserved passive scalar, however, if it only accounts for fuel in gas
phase but fuel is injected in liquid phase, as is the case of diesel engines, a
source term that accounts for evaporation, SZ , has to be included in equation
2.88. Once the fuel is vaporized this source term is null. Therefore, in the
region where combustion develops mixture fraction equation does not usually
show any source term.
SZ is modelled by means of evaporation sub-models that describe the
liquid phase evolution and may have an important impact on the liquid length
estimation. In addition, in this case Z does not range from 0 to 1 but from 0 to
the saturation mixture fraction Zs defined as the maximum mixture fraction
value for which fuel does not condensate for given thermodynamic conditions.
Usually, it is considered that non-premixed turbulent combustion takes
place in a stabilized diffusion flame in the vicinity of the stoichiometric surface.
This was the basic hypothesis in the Burke-Schumann solution which is one
of the pioneer works in describing diffusion flames and dates from 1928 [14].
According to this solution and once a steady regime is reached, combustion
occurs only at the stoichiometric surface where fuel and oxygen are consumed
to generate products following an irreversible one-step reaction. This implies
that for the rest of the mixtures only a diffusion process takes place and,
therefore, the solution of a diffusion flame in the mixture fraction space is
composed of two straight lines with a jump in the slope positioned at the
stoichiometric mixture fraction. This was shown in figure 2.4 from chapter
2 and it is here reproduced for the sake of clarity in figure 3.2. This figure
includes the chemical equilibrium solution as well other curves that will be
described in the following.
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Figure 3.2. Burke-Schumann, chemical equilibrium and several strained flames
solutions as a function of mixture fraction. Vertical black dashed line indicates the
stoichiometric mixture fraction. Profiles for heptane at representative diesel engine
conditions.

It is important to distinguish between Burke-Schumann and equilibrium
solutions. The first one supposes a structure for the diffusion flame, that can
be strained, where only the stoichiometric mixture shows chemical activity
while the rest of mixtures are chemically inert. Different to this model, the
equilibrium solution is the profile obtained for an unstrained flame for steady
regime where there is no chemical activity for any mixture. Both solutions
show similar profiles for lean mixtures since in this region equilibrium solution
is well-described by a straight line, however, important differences may arise
for the rich mixtures where the equilibrium solution may show a curvature
that Burke-Schumann model does not exhibit.
The key role that mixture fraction plays invites to rewrite the reactive
scalars (species and temperature) transport equations in the mixture fraction
space by means of the Crocco transformation [7, 13] leading to equation
2.89. This coordinate transformation implies to consider negligible the
transport tangent to the mixture fraction level surfaces compared to their
normal direction. This equation is written here for species (equation 3.1) and
temperature (equation 3.2) assuming unity Lewis number and constant cp and
gives rise to the Unsteady Flamelet Model (USFM).

1
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∂Yi
χ ∂ 2 Yi
+ ω̇i
=
∂t
2 ∂Z 2

i = 1, . . . , Ns

∂T
χ ∂2T
+ ω̇T
=
∂t
2 ∂Z 2

(3.1)

(3.2)

where Yi denotes the mass fraction for species i and T the temperature.
Moreover, Ns is the total number of species appearing in the chemical
mechanism. Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are composed of a transient term, ∂/∂t, a
diffusion term χ∂ 2 /∂Z 2 and a chemical source term, ω̇i or ω̇T . As explained
in section 2.4.1, the chemical term is obtained from the solution of the ODE
chemical system. It is typical to conceptualize a flamelet geometrically in a
counterflow configuration and this disposition is adopted in the following.
Thus solving flamelet combustion implies solving for each of the species
appearing in the chemical mechanism as well as the temperature the transport
equations given by equations 3.1 and 3.2 together with the ODE chemical
system. As any PDE4 system, it is required to provide the corresponding
boundary conditions, defined at the fuel and oxidant nozzles, and the initial
conditions given by the profiles of the species mass fractions and temperature
prior to ignition, that is, the profiles defined by fuel and oxidant mixing.
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 show one clear advantage when compared to the
equations in physical space (~x, t), namely, that the convective term vanishes
since there is no relative velocity between the reactive scalars and the
mixture fraction [1]. However, not all the links with the physical space
have disappeared since the scalar dissipation term χ is retained. This is a
fundamental parameter that is defined as
χ = 2D

∂Z ∂Z
∂xi ∂xi

(3.3)

From this it is seen that χ measures locally the strength of convection and
diffusion normal to the mixture fraction surfaces. In addition, from equation
3.3 it is seen that χ is a non-negative value and is formally identical5 to the
dissipative term εφ from the scalar variance transport equation 2.33.
In a flamelet there exists a competition between chemical and diffusion
processes. Diffusion may contribute to the combustion of mixtures with low
reactivity accelerating their ignition while it may slow down the ignition of
4
5

Partial differential equation.
Omitting the average operation.
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highly reactive mixtures. If χ, or, equivalently, the diffusion intensity is too
high for the chemical advancement this may lead to the extinction of the flame
or the impossibility of the flame to ignite.
From equations 3.1 and 3.2 and cancelling the transient term (steady
regime) it is easily devised the Burke-Schumann solution for one-step
irreversible chemistry, advanced in previous paragraphs. In the same way,
the mixing line is obtained if chemistry is frozen, the transient term is null
and χ 6= 0.
An interesting feature of the Burke-Schumann solution is that it decouples
mixing from chemistry, that is, the reactive scalar fields are known once Z
field is solved. Assuming some additional hypotheses Burke and Schumann
obtained the analytical solution for a reactive jet by solving separately mixing
from chemistry [14].
It is worth mentioning that Burke-Schumann solution holds equations 3.1
and 3.2 except for the stoichiometric mixture. As it imposes frozen chemistry
in the diffusion regions (Z 6= Zst ) the value of χ may be arbitrary. On the
contrary, if we impose that equations 3.1 and 3.2 hold in the whole range
for steady regime and χ = 0, then ω̇i = 0. The only situation for which a
reactive mixture fulfils this condition is the chemical equilibrium. In general,
as was noted previously, Burke-Schumann and the equilibrium solutions are
close except in the rich region for complex hydrocarbons.
The behaviour of the flame with χ or, equivalently, the Damköhler number6
is summarized by the so-called S-curve shown in figure 2.5 from chapter 2. The
S-curve has been described by means of the asymptotic theory assuming a
one-step irreversible reaction and large activation energies and the well-known
Liñán’s paper [15] is a landmark in its study.
As was explained in section 2.4.2.2, two zones are distinguished: low (high)
χ (Da) values define the auto-ignition range where the flame may evolve from
inert conditions to a state close to the equilibrium. Increasing (decreasing)
χ (Da) enhances diffusion compared with chemistry and defines a new range,
known as reignition-extinction range, where there exists an unstable steady
branch which may ignite to high temperatures or extinguish to inert conditions
when χ (Da) is slightly modified [16, 17]. The reignition-extinction range
extends in the interval [χi , χq ] ([Daq , Dai ]). For χ > χq (Da < Daq ) diffusion
is so intense that combustion does not proceed.
6

χ may be interpreted as the inverse of a physical time. If the chemical time is considered
constant, Da and χ are inversely proportional.
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As was previously suggested, the appearance of χ in the flamelet equation
forces to link the mixture fraction space to the physical space. In order to avoid
solving the mixing process in physical space coupled with flamelet equations, it
is usual to prescribe χ (since it depends on Z) and impose the solution obtained
for a strained steady constant density counterflow configuration which is given
by the following expression [7]
χ(a, Z) =

a 2
Z exp[−2(erfc−1 (2Z/Zs ))2 ]
π s

(3.4)

a is the strain rate, which measures the gradient of the velocity field and,
hence, is an indicator of the strength of the convection process. It is usual
to approximate the strain rate by a constant value in the whole flame. Zs
corresponds to the saturation mixture fraction previously defined.
From equation 3.4 it is observed that χ can be written as the product of
the strain rate and a function depending on the mixture fraction F (Z), that
is, χ = a F (Z). Then, it is easily deduced that
χ = χst

F (Z)
F (Zst )

(3.5)

From equation 3.5 it is deduced that there exists a linear relationship
between the strain rate and the scalar dissipation rate for any fixed mixture
fraction and, in particular, for the scalar dissipation rate at the stoichiometric
mixture, χst .
At first glance, prescribing the profile for χ could introduce some important
discrepancies when comparing with the solution obtained by solving mixing in
physical space, especially for transient evolutions. However, different studies
show that slight differences are observed when applying equation 3.4 compared
to the complete solution in physical space [18]. In the literature, some
more refined profiles for χ for non-constant density flows may be found [19].
Nevertheless, in this work all the calculations have been carried out solving
flamelet equations in the mixture fraction space with the χ profile given by
equation 3.4.
At this point, the transient flamelets have been characterized by three
variables, the mixture fraction Z, which measures the part of mass coming
from the fuel, the scalar dissipation rate χ, an indicator of the strength of the
convective and diffusive processes normal to the mixture fraction level surfaces
and, finally, time t. Hence, denoting by ψ any reactive scalar or its chemical
source term the solution for ψ for the whole set of flamelets may be written as
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ψ = ψ(Z, χ, t)
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(3.6)

As χ shows a dependence with Z it is more useful to re-parametrize the
previous equation as
ψ = ψ(Z, χst , t)

(3.7)

Flamelet equations may consider additional effects such as flame curvature,
heat losses, etc. [7, 20, 21] that introduce new parameters in the equations.
Additionally, these equations could be formulated for non-unity Lewis numbers
[22]. It is obvious that considering new aspects depends on the problem to be
solved and, although they provide a more reliable description of the physical
processes, they increase the computational cost. This last aspect has prompted
the formulation of new hypotheses to simplify equations 3.1 and 3.2, as we shall
see in the following sections.
In fact, a lot of work developed during years has been carried out
considering only steady solutions, leading to the Steady Flamelet Model
(SFM), or transient solutions but only for one χst value. In general, this
decision is driven by the computational power available at each moment.
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 allow to solve the laminar flame structure and then,
apply the solutions to the calculation of the turbulent flame by virtue of the
flamelet concept. As was explained previously, the bridge between laminar and
averaged/filtered quantities ψe is given by PDFs in RANS and FPDFs in LES.
Additionally, the variables that define the flamelet solution (Z, χ, t) are not
further available in the RANS or LES solutions. Instead their corresponding
e χ
averaged/filtered values are solved in the flow, that is, (Z,
est , . . .). In this way,
equations for these averaged/filtered input variables are solved in the flow and
e which are gathered in a manifold that
then, the corresponding values for ψ,
e χ
depends on (Z,
est , . . .), are obtained.
g
002 is normally required
e solving mixture fraction variance Z
Apart from Z,
since PDFs and FPDFs are typically defined by an average value and a
variance. Regarding χ
e, although it can be transported [7], it is usual to
use some algebraic expression for its calculation as will be explained in section
3.2.
For time variable, if we consider unsteady flamelets, two approaches could
be considered. The first one is to solve the flamelet equations in situ during
the CFD calculation [1]. In this case the flamelet time is taken equal to the
CFD time. The second one is to solve the flamelet equations prior to the CFD
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calculation making use typically of the progress variable concept, as will be
further described in section 3.2.
According to section 2.3.2, ψe is obtained from presumed PDFs or PDFFs
as
Z Z
ψe =

Z
ψ(Z, χst , . . .) P (Z, χst , . . . ; ~x, t) dZ dχst . . .

...

(3.8)

Ω

where the multiple integral indicates that integration is extended to the
whole domain Ω defined by all the flamelet controlling variables (Z, χst , . . .).
The semicolon indicates that the shape of P depends on (~x, t).
g
002 , χ
e Z
If (Z,
est , . . .) are the moments of the different input variables at the
point (~x, t) equation 3.8 can be alternatively written as
Z Z
ψe =

Z
...
Ω

g
002 , χ
e Z
ψ(Z, χst , . . .) P (Z, χst , . . . ; Z,
est , . . .) dZ dχst . . . (3.9)

Hence equation 3.9 relates ψe with the the turbulent values of the variables
g
002 , χ
e Z
that define the flamelet, namely, Z,
est , etc.
If the variables that define the flamelet act at different scales, as the
mixture fraction and the scalar dissipation rate, it is possible to argue that
their PDFs or PDFFs are statistically independent [13] yielding
g
g
002 , χ
002 ) P (χ ; χ
e Z
e Z
P (Z, χst ; Z,
est ) = P (Z; Z,
st est )

(3.10)

Once integration has been performed a manifold in the form ψe =
g
002 , χ
e Z,
e Z
ψ(
est , . . .) is obtained and it is possible to couple the flamelet model

with the CFD. To do so there exist different approaches, as will be explained
in next section.
Additionally, different information from the flamelet may be used. One
method is to transport only the turbulent variables that define the flamelets
and then obtain ψe at each CFD cell from the manifold. The other method is
to transport the controlling manifold variables as well as the reactive scalars,
for whose equations the chemical source terms are in turn obtained from the
database or manifold [13].
The second one is a more general view although computationally more
expensive. It enables to account for acoustic waves or fuel evaporation and
other phenomena of interest that have not be considered in the flamelet
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formulation and, hence, this method is more suitable for problems such as
diesel engine simulations [13, 23]. This approach is the one adopted for the
current work.

3.2

Description of the model

The previous section provided a general vision of the flamelet concept,
describing its advantages, characteristics, etc. and sketched the coupling with
CFD. A great variety of ways to do this is found in literature. In most cases,
models have been formulated in function of the available computational power,
however, the increasing computational resources have prompted new proposals
aimed at better solving the combustion process.
On the one hand, the Representative Interactive Flamelet model (RIF)
and later, the multi-RIF where the first methods that integrated the flamelet
concept [1, 7, 24]. These models solve a set of flamelets in situ, that is,
together with CFD solution. However, in spite of their promising results,
there is a loss of accuracy when considering only some few flamelets to solve
the whole combustion. This is due to the fact that these models solve flamelets
that are representative of a certain spatial region and do not account for the
local conditions reached at each point.
On the other hand, the potential of the pre-tabulated methods has made
that these formulations received special attention in the last years. The
Intrinsic Low Dimensional Manifold (ILDM), suggested by Maas et al. [25]
(see section 2.4.3.4), describes a chemical system evolution in function of very
few variables. As the method is not suitable for low temperature combustion
it was improved obtaining the chemical information from premixed laminar
flames solutions giving rise to the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM)
[20, 21] and Flame Prolongation of ILDM (FPI) [26] models. These ideas
have been extended to non-premixed combustion too.
This last formulation is used for the implementation and calculations of
this thesis. As unsteady effects are considered by means of the progress
variable concept, this formulation is included in the category of Unsteady
Flamelet Progress Variable models (UFPV). Different to RIF approach, the
values provided by the model at each cell of the flow are found for the local
conditions.
As explained in section 2.4.3.4, progress variable c has its origins in
premixed combustion and is used as a variable which discerns between fresh
and burnt gases. An easy way to define this variable is
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c=

T − Tu
Tb − Tu

(3.11)

where Tu and Tb are the temperature of unburned and burnt gases,
respectively. Since this definition was typically used for models that considered
simplified chemistry and, hence, no dissociation effects, etc. were included, T
only ranged between Tu and Tb and, consequently, c was bounded between 0
and 1 7 .
The concept of the progress variable can be extended to other types of
combustion as non-premixed combustion [27]. It traces combustion evolution
and leads to re-parametrize equation 3.7 in the following way
ψ = ψ(Z, χst , c)

(3.12)

This change of variable imposes that a bijective relationship has to exist
between c and t. Since this bijection has to occur for all the mixtures and χst , it
is clear that finding a proper definition for c in the case of complex chemistry is
not a straightforward task. One option could be the use of previous definition
3.11, however, for long chain fuels the bijective relationship between time and
temperature does not necessarily hold. Other option could be to define c
in terms of enthalpy [28]. In this work, progress variable is described as a
linear combination of species mass fractions. A very extended definition of the
non-normalized progress variable Yc 8 is [29]
Yc = YCO + YCO2

(3.13)

As this definition provides a strictly increasing Yc variable with time, it is
deduced that c, given by

c=

Yc − Ycinert
Ycequil − Ycinert

(3.14)

ranges between 0 and 1. Ycinert and Ycequil are the values of Yc at inert
and equilibrium conditions, respectively. From the previous equation, it is
7

In fact, in different models, such as the Bray-Moss-Liby model, c could only take the
values 0 and 1 in the instantaneous field.
8
In the following, we shall refer to Yc as the progress variable and c as the normalized
progress variable. However, if it is not relevant to distinguish between both in the particular
context, we shall refer to c as the progress variable too.
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seen that the chemical source terms ω̇c and ω̇Yc for c and Yc , respectively, are
simply related by

ω̇c =

ω̇Yc
Ycequil

− Ycinert

(3.15)

Apart from the bijection that has to exist between time and the progress
variable, it would be desirable that c fulfilled other properties such as a soft
relationship with species in order to describe accurately the whole combustion
[30]. Optimisation algorithms have been applied to tackle with the problem
of defining proper progress variables [30].
With equation 3.12, evolution of the reactive scalars during combustion
is written in terms of intrinsic or internal combustion variables that provide
a clear structure of the process. These variables are more meaningful than
physical space variables (~x, t) 9 . The reactive scalars usually show softer
evolutions in (Z, χst , c) than in (~x, t) reducing memory resources to storage
them. In order to illustrate this, figure 3.3 shows the evolution with time and
c for some relevant species and temperature for a stoichiometric auto-ignition
of dodecane, which is a diesel surrogate that will be used in simulations in
next chapters. Figure 3.3 reveals that, except during the cool flame, very
high chemical reaction rates are observed when auto-ignition proceeds at
both stages in the temporal representation. This makes patent that very
fine meshes in temporal direction are required in order to suitably tabulate
chemical evolutions different to the tabulation in c, where changes are softer
and more gradual.
The more suitable description of combustion in terms of c instead of time
is a consequence of the disparity of chemical time scales found during autoignition and between mixtures. This was pointed out in chapter 2 and is one
of the motivations that prompted the formulation of some methods such as
ILDM.
With all these elements, we are in position to describe the particular
formulation of the model that has been developed and further applied along
this thesis. The description of the model is exposed in detail in the following
lines. First, an extensive description of the flamelets calculations is given and,
then, how TCI is accounted for is explained. Finally, the coupling between
CFD and the combustion database completes the model description.
9

However, the dependence c = c(Z, χst , t) has to be retained to be able to relate reactive
scalars evolutions with time.
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Figure 3.3. Evolution for temperature and several relevant species as a function of
time (left) and c (right). Profiles for a stoichiometric mixture fraction of dodecane
and representative diesel engine conditions.

3.2.1

Initial and boundary conditions

As in any transient flow problem, the first step is to provide the boundary
and initial conditions for the flamelets. In this case, the boundary conditions
are given by the particular conditions at the border of the domain, that
is, thermodynamic conditions and composition at the oxidant and fuel sides
together with the strain rate.
The initial conditions are defined by the mixing of fuel and air prior to
combustion and such conditions, consisting of temperature and composition,
have to be provided for each mixture fraction. The species mass fractions are
easily obtained since they show a linear relationship with Z. For this work, as
no heat losses are included in flamelet calculations, temperature is calculated
from the conservation of enthalpy and the composition by means of Raoult’s
law. Consequently, an adiabatic ideal mixing between fuel and air is supposed.
Fuel in gas phase and air are assumed to be real gases.
If fuel is injected in liquid phase, the enthalpy required to vaporise the fuel
has to be included in the energetic balance. After mixing, fuel is completely
vaporised for the mixtures Z ∈ [0, Zs ], where Zs is the saturation mixture
fraction, that, as defined in section 3.1, is the maximum mixture fraction for
which fuel does not condensate. When Z > Zs air and fuel in gas and liquid
phases coexist in the same mixture. This means that the adiabatic mixing
line is calculated assuming equilibrium between liquid and vapour and this is
justified for typical diesel engine work conditions in the light of the fact that
evaporation is mixing controlled [31], as explained in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.4.
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Flamelet equations
The DF model

The set of equations to solve the flamelet consists of the species and
enthalpy transport equations and the ODE chemical system (see section 2.4.1
for equations 3.18, 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21).
∂Yi
χ ∂ 2 Yi
+ ω̇i
=
∂t
2 ∂Z 2

i = 1, . . . , Ns

h(Z) = Z hf uel + (1 − Z) hox =

Ns
X

Yi hi

(3.16)

(3.17)

j=1

ω̇i = Wi

Nr
X

νi,j q̇j

(3.18)

j=1
Ns
Ns
Y
Y
0
00
νi,j
q̇j = kf,j
[Mi ] − kb,j
[Mi ]νi,j
i=1

(3.19)

i=1



Ea
kf,j = Af,j T βf,j exp − f,j )
RT

(3.20)



Eab,j
exp −
)
RT

(3.21)

kb,j = Ab,j T

βb,j

where h is the total enthalpy used to obtain temperature. The advantage
of using the total enthalpy is that if pressure changes, radiation, etc. are
neglected it has no source terms and, if unity Lewis number is assumed, then
the total enthalpy and the mixture fraction are linearly related. This means
that no PDE for the total enthalpy is required [7] since it is simply computed
from h(Z) = Z hf uel + (1 − Z) hox , where hf uel and hox are the total enthalpy
for fuel and oxidant, respectively.
Different flamelets defined by their stoichiometric dissipation rate χst or,
equivalently, the strain rate a are solved. Normally, the steady solutions are
first obtained leading to the calculation of the S-curve. Once the S-curve is
completely computed the unsteady or transient solutions are carried out. If the
strain rate belongs to the auto-ignition range the flamelet evolves from inert
conditions to the upper stable branch and, in this case, the initial solution
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corresponds to the mixing line. However, if the strain rate is in the reignitionextinction range several flamelets may be solved. If the mixing line is provided
as the initial condition the flamelet will only reach a state close to the mixing
line defined by the lower stable branch. Nonetheless, if the unstable branch
is given as initial condition, the flamelet evolves to the upper stable branch
or the lower stable branch if the strain rate is slightly decreased or increased,
respectively.
Once the flamelet equations have been solved in the whole range of strain
rates for the steady and unsteady solutions, it is usual to re-parametrize time
by the more suitable progress variable. This has several advantages since,
as was commented previously, the profiles of the variables adopt soft profiles
in the progress variable space. Consequently, to retain the flame structure,
only the progress variable is stored as a function of time, c = c(Z, a, t), or
equivalently, Yc = Yc (Z, a, t) and the rest of variables are re-parametrized
with c instead of t, that is, ψ = ψ(Z, a, c).
Important amounts of memory are saved when storing flamelet solutions
as a function of c since, in general, around 100 values are typically needed in
practice to trace most of the reactive scalars evolution accurately. In addition,
it is not necessary to store the evolution for the whole set of species for further
calculations since this would soar the computational requirements. Instead of
this, the most important species, which constitute almost the whole mass of
the mixture, are saved. The mass deficit generated by this procedure is later
treated during the CFD calculation as will be explained.
Additionally, it is required to save the source term for the progress variable
for subsequent CFD calculations. Since the progress variable is defined from
other variables of the system, in our case from a linear combination of species
mass fractions, it is easily obtained from the source terms of such species that
define Yc . If the chemical source terms ω̇i are used, the source term for the
progress variable is ω̇Yc . However, if the species flamelet transient terms ∂Yi /∂t
are used, we shall refer to their linear combination as ∂Yc /∂t or, equivalently,
Ẏc .
At this point, the generated flamelet database is composed of c = c(Z, a, t),
ψ = ψ(Z, a, c) and Ẏc = Ẏc (Z, a, c). In this work, we call this model the
Diffusion Flamelet model (DF). Figure 3.4 summarizes in a flowchart the steps
to solve the DF model.
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𝑇𝑇 𝑍𝑍, 𝑎𝑎 , 𝑌𝑌𝑘𝑘 (𝑍𝑍, 𝑎𝑎)
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𝑇𝑇 𝑍𝑍, 𝑎𝑎, 𝑡𝑡 , 𝑌𝑌𝑘𝑘 (𝑍𝑍, 𝑎𝑎, 𝑡𝑡)

Figure 3.4. DF model description flow chart.

3.2.2.2

The ADF model

DF model requires to solve a PDE system and a ODE system of Ns
equations each one. For complex hydrocarbons, hundreds of species may
appear during fuel oxidation and thousands of reactions may take place.
Additionally, when boundary conditions span over wide ranges as in the case of
diesel engines, a high number of flamelets have to be solved to cover the whole
set of strain rates, pressures, EGR, etc. The concurrence of these facts make
infeasible the calculation of the flamelet database with complex mechanisms
in a reasonable amount of time for diesel engine applications.
In this context, several years ago a new model of diffusion flamelets
was proposed in order to tackle with these issues. The approach is called
the Approximated Diffusion Flamelet model (ADF) [32] and assumes new
hypotheses on the combustion structure of the flame. It makes extensive use of
the progress variable concept for its formulation and is based on the following
hypothesis: the relationship between any reactive scalar ψ or chemical source
term and the progress variable Yc does not depend on the strain rate.
This means that in the ADF model the relationships ψ = ψ(Z, Yc ) and
ω̇i = ω̇i (Z, Yc ) are fixed for any strain rate. From this it is deduced that, as
the previous relationships do not show any dependency with the strain rate,
it would be enough to solve only one flamelet with the DF model to obtain
such relationships. The most economical way to accomplish this is to solve a
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flamelet corresponding to strain rate null or, equivalently, a set of homogeneous
reactors (HRs) since no strain rate implies no diffusion and no convection and,
hence, mixtures can be solved separately.
As each of the homogeneous reactors is solved separately (not coupled with
the rest as the whole set of mixtures are in a flame), their resolution takes only
a small amount of time compared to any flamelet (DF model) where the fastest
species for the fastest mixture fraction limits the time step for all the rest of
mixtures. In addition, no PDEs are solved.
Homogeneous reactors are computed imposing the same initial and
boundary conditions at fuel and oxidant streams than those used for the
DF model. In this work no heat losses are considered and, hence, adiabatic
evolution with constant pressure is imposed in order to solve their chemical
evolution [32].
Once the relationships ψ = ψ(Z, Yc ) and ω̇i = ω̇i (Z, Yc ) are calculated it
is not necessary to solve the PDE system 3.16 since their dependence with Yc
is known. Instead only a PDE for Yc is required to solve the flamelets for the
different strain rates. This equation is a linear combination of species mass
fractions equations and reads
∂Yc
χ(a, Z) ∂ 2 Yc
=
+ ω̇YHR
(Z, Yc )
c
∂t
2
∂Z 2

(3.22)

where the dependencies have been explicitly written.
In summary, solving the ADF model requires to compute
1. The set of homogeneous reactors with the corresponding boundary and
initial conditions (the same that those used to solve the DF model).
2. The PDE transport equation defined for the progress variable and given
by equation 3.22. ω̇YHR
appearing in equation 3.22 is the chemical source
c
term for the progress variable obtained from solving the homogeneous
reactors. From this equation Ẏc is obtained too.
3. The evolution for any reactive scalar ψ = ψ(Z, a, t) is obtained from
ψ = ψ(Z, Yc ), computed from homogeneous reactors calculations, and
Yc = Yc (Z, a, t), found from the flamelet solution.
Hence, a database in the form c = c(Z, a, t), ψ = ψ(Z, c) and Ẏc =
Ẏc (Z, a, c), as in the DF model, is stored for subsequent calculations. A
description of the steps of the ADF approach is gathered in the flowchart
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shown in figure 3.5. Finally, note that as the DF model converges to the
solution of homogeneous reactors when a → 0, both DF and ADF models
tend to provide the same solutions when a → 0.
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Figure 3.5. ADF model description flow chart.

It is clear that the ADF model makes an assumption that seems quite
strong and, consequently, requires a detailed validation. For this purpose,
section 3.3 assesses ADF model by means of the comparison of both DF
and ADF solutions in steady and unsteady regimes in the whole range of
strain rates for different representative fuels. It is emphasized that the ADF
model was conceived to solve the flamelet equations with complex chemical
schemes, necessary to reproduce pollutant emissions, lift-off length, etc. at a
diesel spray, while reducing drastically the computational cost. In the light
of this purpose this model has to be understood and the main objective
of the validation to be exposed in section 3.3 consists of showing that the
losses of accuracy are acceptable and largely compensated by the benefits in
computational cost.
For the moment, we will explain different aspects of the ADF model
that have been improved from other authors ideas or directly developed in
this thesis which are necessary to consider in order to perform successful
calculations. We will start with some useful definitions that we will use along
the work and can be applied to both ADF and DF models.
A flame progress variable cF normalized to the upper steady solution
instead of equilibrium (see definition 3.14 for the normalized progress
variable c) is expressed as

Ycsteady
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cF (Z, a, t) =

Yc (Z, a, t) − Ycinert (Z)
Ycsteady (Z, a) − Ycinert (Z)

(3.23)

cF range over the interval [0, 1] since all the flamelet states are limited by
the inert solution and the corresponding value for the upper branch of the
S-curve. In the auto-ignition range cF is monotonic with time.
Moreover, to trace the evolution of the whole flame another normalized
variable is useful. For that purpose, variable c2 , defined by the following
formula, is used:
R Zs
c2 (a, t) = R Z0s
0

(Yc (Z, a, t) − Ycinert (Z)) dZ

(Ycsteady (Z, a) − Ycinert (Z)) dZ

(3.24)

c2 expresses the ratio between the areas enclosed by the inert and the Yc
profile at each instant and the inert and the steady profile Ycsteady from the
upper branch. In the auto-ignition range, as cF is monotonic with time c2 is
monotonic too. Consequently, c2 shows a one-to-one relationship with time
for a fixed strain rate in such range10 .
In the following we will explain some methods developed in this work
to improve the ability of the ADF model to describe combustion. The first
aspect deals with the numerical treatment of the progress variable source term
obtained from the homogeneous reactors. As it is known, the auto-ignition
of a mixture may be separated in at least three main stages: a first period
corresponding to the ignition delay where slow reactions take place and a
radical pool is accumulated until a critical value is reached, a second period of
rapid and exothermic reactions that release high amounts of heat11 that lead
to the third stage, the chemical equilibrium. It is a recommendable practice,
when generating the homogeneous reactors database for the ADF model, to
calculate both the transient evolution as well as the equilibrium solution, which
is used to fill the values for the different variables related to c = 1.
In order to solve the ADF flamelet equation, first, it is necessary to
verify that, when integrating the chemical source term from the homogeneous
reactors database ω̇Yc (Yc ) 12 , the Yc = Yc (t) profile given by homogeneous
10

This relationship is different for each strain rate.
In complex fuels, this stage may be composed of complex processes such as those observed
during the cool flame.
12
In the following we will omit superscript HR used in equation 3.22 since in the ADF
context it is understood that the chemical source terms come from the homogeneous reactors
database.
11
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reactors auto-ignition is retrieved13 . We will refer to this integration as
reconstruction. It is clear that ω̇Yc tabulation implies some losses that may
provoke some deviations in Yc = Yc (t) curve between the one given by
homogeneous reactors auto-ignition and the reconstructed profile. However,
these losses have a very different impact on the reconstruction depending on
the value of ω̇Yc 14 .
In fact, as the chemical reaction rates are typically high during the
second stage there are no appreciable losses when tabulating and subsequently
reconstructing. However, the initial chemical reaction rate is critical to predict
accurately the ignition delay when reconstructing since small changes in its
values cause important deviations.
During ignition delay there is no appreciable progress variable evolution.
This means that the first tabulated progress variable chemical reaction
rate is extremely low (it may be several orders of magnitude lower than
the values reached during combustion)15 . Consequently, the initial value
provided by solving homogeneous reactors auto-ignition has no necessarily
real meaning and has to be adjusted a posteriori since small errors in this
value dilate/compress artificially the ignition delay of the reconstructed curve.
How such value is adjusted depends on the interpolation method followed
in the progress variable direction, that is, how the curve ω̇Yc is interpolated. In
this thesis, interpolations in all directions are performed by means of piecewise
linear interpolations, including the progress variable direction. In this way,
continuity is retained (not for the derivative). Although, at first glance,
higher order interpolations would provide more exact solutions, this is not
always the case for ω̇Yc . For example, if owing to the use of splines or other
polynomials, zero values or negative chemical source terms were provided by
the interpolation the reaction could not proceed further from an intermediate
state during its reconstruction. Finally, some authors use discontinuous
functions, such as step functions [23], however, this is deemed not to
be the proper solution since discontinuities may cause different numerical
disadvantages when solving flamelet equations. Consequently, it is though
13

In this discussion, as we assume the mixture fixed, we omit the dependence of ω̇Yc with

Z.
14
Note that ω̇Yc is saved in terms of the progress variable and not of time. This makes
the reconstruction sensitive to small changes in ω̇Yc when it shows very small values.
15
Even introducing fuel mass in the definition of the progress variable no appreciable
changes in its value would occur during ignition delay. Considering radicals in the progress
variable definition is an extremely complicated task due to the mathematical properties that
the progress variable has to fulfil. Therefore, it seems unavoidable the treatment of these
low chemical source terms.
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that the use of piecewise linear interpolations provides desirable properties to
solve the equations, namely, continuous and bounded functions.
The following method finds the necessary initial value for the progress
variable chemical source term ω̇Yc ,0 = ω̇Yc (c = 0) to reach a given value c1
in a time t1 when integrating ω̇Yc with a linear interpolation in the interval
[0, c1 ] 16 . In general, c1 corresponds to the first non-null tabulated value of
the vector c used for the chemical database. In addition, we will assume that
ω̇Yc ,1 = ω̇Yc (c = c1 ) is known from the homogeneous reactors calculation and
its value is reliable17 .
By virtue of the piecewise linear interpolation, we write ω̇Yc = mc + ω̇Yc ,0
for c ∈ [0, c1 ] with m = (ω̇Yc ,1 − ω̇Yc ,0 )/c1 the slope of the line. From the
definition of ω̇c and integrating in the interval [0, c1 ]

ω̇c =

ω̇Yc
Ycequil

−

Ycinert

dc
⇒
=
dt

t1

Z

Ycequil

0

Z

dt
−

Ycinert

c1

=
0

dc
=
ω̇Yc

Z

c1

0

dc
mc + ω̇Yc ,0
(3.25)

Solving
t1
Ycequil − Ycinert
Calling t01 =

=

1
ln
m



mc1 + ω̇Yc ,0
ω̇Yc ,0

t1
Ycequil −Ycinert

exp


t01
c1

t01
c1

ω̇Yc ,1



exp
=

ω̇Yc ,1


With the notation A =
written in the following form

16

=

c1
ln
ω̇Yc ,1 − ω̇Yc ,0



ω̇Yc ,1
ω̇Yc ,0


(3.26)

the expression is rewritten as

exp

−



t01
c1


t01
c1

t01
c1

ω̇Yc ,0


(3.27)

ω̇Yc ,0


ω̇Yc ,1

ω̇Yc ,1

and B =

t01
c1

the previous equation is

B
= −B ω̇Yc ,0 exp (−B ω̇Yc ,0 )
A

(3.28)

In this work interpolations are carried out in c instead of Yc since c may be defined on
an orthogonal mesh and, therefore, the domain (Z, c) is a rectangle.
17
With reliable it is meant that its integration leads to an increment of progress variable
in a time step that matches with the homogeneous reactor calculation. To fulfil this, it is
enough to be sufficiently high and this condition is usually achieved provided that chemical
reactions have initiated and produced some amount of heat.
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This equation is of the form M = z exp (z) where M is known (and
corresponds to −B/A) and z is the variable to be solved (and corresponds
to −B ω̇Yc ,0 ). The solution to this equation is given by the inverse of the
function f (x) = x exp (x) which is called Lambert W function and is shown
in figure 3.6 for real values.
xex
W
−1/e

−1

W0
W−1

Figure 3.6. x exp x and Lambert W functions.

W is a multivalued function (except at 0) and for real values ranges over
the interval [−1/e, ∞[. It is composed of two branches or solutions called
branches 0 and -1, W0 and W−1 , respectively. If x ≥ 0 the only image is given
by branch 0, W0 , however, for x ∈ [−1/e, 0[ is composed by branch 0, with
W0 ≥ −1, and branch -1, with W−1 < −1.
Observing equation 3.27 it arises that A, B > 0

18

and

 0

t01
1
t1
B
B
−
= − ω̇Yc ,1 exp − ω̇Yc ,1 ∈ Im (x exp x) → − ≥ −
A
c1
c1
A
e

(3.29)

where Im denotes the image of a function. Consequently, it is deduced that
−1/e ≤ −B/A ≤ 0 and, hence, the problem has always a solution defined by
W0 or W−1 . Notice that equation 3.28 has two solutions, the trivial one given
by ω̇Yc ,1 (replacing ω̇Yc ,0 by ω̇Yc ,1 the identity is obtained19 ) and a non-trivial
solution.
18

It is assumed that ω̇Yc ≥ 0.
In fact, from a rigorous point of view this is not a solution to the problem since in the
development to achieve equation 3.26, it is implicitly assumed that m 6= 0.
19
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As in the interval [−1/e, 0[ there is only one image per branch, it is deduced
that the non-trivial solution −B ω̇Yc ,0 and −B ω̇Yc ,1 are given one of them by
branch W0 and the other one by W−1 . Therefore, solution −B ω̇Yc ,0 is found
on the branch where −B ω̇Yc ,1 does not belong to. More explicitly, as W0 ≥ −1
and W−1 < −1, if −B ω̇Yc ,1 ≥ −1 then it belongs to W0 and, therefore, −B ω̇Yc ,0
is defined by W−1 and vice versa. In summary, ω̇Yc ,0 is obtained from the
following solution

ω̇Yc ,0

(
−W0 (−B/A)/B
=
−W−1 (−B/A)/B

−B ω̇Yc ,1 < −1
−B ω̇Yc ,1 ≥ −1

(3.30)

With the value ω̇Yc ,0 provided by equation 3.30 and a linear interpolation
in the progress variable direction, a value of c1 is reached in a time t1 with the
prescribed source term ω̇Yc ,1 .
In the case that time t1 is unknown or ω̇Yc ,1 is not reliable, previous steps
are applied to the first non-null tabulated c value with available information
and, then, chemical reaction rates in-between are linearly interpolated. Once
these rates are computed the corresponding values of time can be found from
equation 3.26. It arises that using a linear interpolation in the progress variable
provides a piecewise exponential curve when reconstructing the homogeneous
reactor solution (see equation 3.26).
A comparison between solutions c = c(t) provided by the homogeneous
reactor numerical solution and the reconstructed profile obtained from
applying previous adjustment is shown in figure 3.7. It is observed that an
excellent reconstruction is obtained.
With this method, the problems related to capture the ignition delay are
circumvented avoiding the use of very fine meshes which may not be so effective
and increase the computational storage.
In a similar way, the method is applied to the tabulation of ∂Yc /∂t at c = 0
for both DF and ADF models when solving the flamelets since otherwise an
artificial delay would be introduced too.
The second aspect related to ADF model improvements deals with a
phenomenon occurring during flamelet ignition when applying the ADF model
to long chain hydrocarbons. It was first described in a paper by Michel et al.
[32] where they suggested a correction in order to avoid this deviation. In
the following paragraphs this phenomenon is described and an alternative
adjustment, based on that given by Michel et al., is explained.
It is observed that for long chain hydrocarbons subjected to diesel-like
boundary conditions, rich mixtures show an artificially rapid ignition during
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Figure 3.7. Comparison between the tabulated and reconstructed profiles c = c(t).
Solutions for a stoichiometric mixture fraction of dodecane and representative diesel
engine conditions. Time step for the reconstruction equal to 2 · 10−7 s.

ADF flamelet combustion. Figure 3.8 compares a Yc (Z) profile for both DF
and ADF models for a flame with a strain rate of 200 1/s. For reference, the
steady solution is included too. Moreover, ω̇Yc (Z) curves corresponding to
previous Yc (Z) profile for both DF and ADF models as well as the chemical
source terms read in the homogeneous reactors database for the Yc (Z) DF
profile, labelled as ‘DF-HRs’, are represented. Figures correspond to heptane
flamelet combustion at representative diesel engine conditions.
As deduced from figures the ADF model predicts a remarkable faster
ignition for rich mixtures compared to the DF model. In addition, it is very
illustrative to compare ω̇Yc (Z) for the DF model and the profile ‘DF-HRs’ since
for the first curve the chemical source terms are extremely low for mixtures Z ≥
0.35. However, ‘DF-HRs’ profile predicts higher chemical source terms in all
the range of mixture fractions. This evidences that the artificial acceleration
of rich mixtures when solving the flamelet using the homogeneous reactors
chemical source terms (ADF model) has a physical ground and is not due, at
least in its totality, to numerical errors.
This fact is clearer seen in figure 3.9 where ω̇Yc is represented as a function
of c for strain rate 200 1/s and stoichiometric and rich mixtures for the
homogeneous reactors and the DF model. A zoom is made for low c values. It
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Figure 3.8. Yc (Z) profiles during flamelet ignition for a = 200 1/s for both DF
and ADF models (left). Steady solution is included in bold. ω̇Yc (Z) for both Yc (Z)
profiles and homogeneous reactors chemical source terms ω̇YHR
interpolated for Yc (Z)
c
DF curve and labeled as DF-RHs (right). Solutions for heptane at representative
diesel engine conditions.

is observed that the discrepancies for ω̇Yc between homogeneous reactors and
DF flamelets are moderate for the stoichiometric mixture but increase when
enriching the mixture leading to a substantial reduction of the chemical source
term given by the DF model compared to homogeneous reactors solutions.
Although not shown, these discrepancies are more important when increasing
the strain rate. This explains the artificial acceleration of the ADF flamelet
ignition, observed in figure 3.8, that requires some kind of limitation for the
homogeneous reactors reactivity in order to improve its results.
This behaviour should not be seen as an impediment for the application
of the ADF model. Deviations from the correct evolution are expected when
introducing simplifications. However, if possible corrections can be adopted in
order to retrieve the correct evolution and if the computational cost benefits
are evident, a simplified approach has still space for solving the problem it
was addressed to.
Based on the ideas presented by Michel et al. to mitigate this behaviour
[32], we explain a correction based on the Livengood and Wu approximation
[33], described in section 2.4.1. This correction moderates the chemical
reaction rates of the mixtures while they do not overcome the ignition delay
time and is composed of two aspects, the time for which it is applied and how
the chemical source term is reduced.
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Figure 3.9. ω̇Yc (Z) for the homogeneous reactors and the DF model for a = 200 1/s
as a function of c for stoichiometric (left) and rich (right) mixtures in the interval of
low c values. Solutions for heptane at representative diesel engine conditions.

The time for which the correction extends is deduced from the Livengood
and Wu integral which states that the ignition delay t∗ of a transient evolution
fulfils
Z
0

t∗

dt
~ (t))
τ (Z, T (t), Y

=1

(3.31)

where τ (Z, T (t), Y ~(t)) is the ignition delay for a mixture subjected
~ ), where Y
~ is the vector
to the fixed initial conditions given by (Z, T, Y
of compositions.
The dependence with flamelet time t in the term
~ (t)) has been explicitly introduced to remark that temperature
τ (Z, T (t), Y
and composition are a function of time during flame ignition.
Assuming that the local conditions of the mixture do not strongly
change until ignition occurs, a zero order approximation is adopted. Then,
~ (t)) ≈ τ (Z, T (0), Y
~ (0)) = τ (Z), that is, the ignition delay τ (Z) for
τ (Z, T (t), Y
the mixture fraction at the thermochemical conditions defined by the mixing
line. Substituting in equation 3.31, and as τ (Z) does not depend on the local
conditions, it is easily seen that the condition 3.31 becomes
t∗
=1
τ (Z)

(3.32)

The value τ (Z) is simply obtained from the database of the homogeneous
reactors evolutions. For this purpose, a threshold value of the progress variable
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c∗ is chosen and the ignition delay τ (Z) is defined as the time spent by a
mixture to reach the value c = c∗ . Then,
t∗ (Z) = τ (Z) = tHR (Z, c = c∗ )

(3.33)

where tHR is in fact the time spent by a mixture fraction Z to reach a
value c in homogeneous conditions. Consequently, the correction is applied
only while t ≤ t∗ (Z) for a mixture fraction Z, where t is the flamelet time. In
this work, c∗ has been chosen equal to 5 · 10−4 . It is not expected that the
choice of c∗ has a strong impact on the final results since once ignition delay
is overcome combustion develops in a very short time.
The second part of the correction deals with how the chemical reaction
rates are reduced. For this purpose, ω̇Yc (Z, c) is multiplied by a factor of
the form (t/t∗ )α with α ≥ 0. In this way, the intensity of the correction is
moderated according to the ratio between the flamelet time and the mixture
fraction ignition delay and continuity of ω̇Yc is retained. As the correction is
only applied for t ≤ t∗ (Z) and α ≥ 0 we have 0 ≤ (t/t∗ )α ≤ 1.
Therefore, the correction takes the final form
(
ω̇Yc (Z, t) =

t

t∗ (Z)

α

ω̇YHR
(Z, c(t)) t < t∗ (Z)
c

(Z, c(t))
ω̇YHR
c

t ≥ t∗ (Z)

(3.34)

where ω̇YHR
refers to the chemical source term from homogeneous reactors
c
database.
If no correction is applied it suffices to take α = 0 while α = ∞ leads to
(
0
t < t∗ (Z)
ω̇Yc (Z, t) =
ω̇YHR
(Z, c(t)) t ≥ t∗ (Z)
c

(3.35)

This last case generates discontinuous chemical reaction rate profiles and
is not recommended. On the contrary, using a finite and positive value for α
modulates the intensity of the correction with time and provides a continuous
ω̇Yc (Z, t) profile20 avoiding non-physical and numerical perturbations. The
greater the exponent α is, the more reduced the reactivity of the mixture is,
causing a more dilated flamelet ignition delay.
In practice, α is of the order of unity. The value of α may be adjusted
from one DF flamelet reference case or, if not possible, with experimental
20

Provided that ω̇YHR
is continuous as it is in this work.
c
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information from laminar or turbulent combustion. Moreover, from the
definition of this chemical source term limitation, it is clear that it only affects
flame transient evolution and has no influence on its steady regime.
In order to evaluate the influence of the limitation of the chemical source
terms on the ADF solutions, figure 3.10 shows a similar representation to that
appearing in figure 3.8 taking α = 2. It is observed that the premature ignition
of rich mixtures is inhibited providing a good agreement between both DF and
ADF solutions.
6
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Figure 3.10. Yc (Z) profiles during flamelet ignition for a = 200 1/s for both DF
and ADF models (left). Steady solution is included in bold. ω̇Yc (Z) for both Yc (Z)
interpolated for Yc (Z)
profiles and homogeneous reactors chemical source terms ω̇YHR
c
DF curve and labeled as DF-RHs (right). Chemical source terms are limited with
α = 2 for ADF calculation. Solutions for heptane at representative diesel engine
conditions.

The different features explained so far will be applied in section 3.3, devoted
to the validation of ADF model by means of a detailed comparison with
DF solutions. This comparison is carried out for several fuels of different
chemical complexity for steady and unsteady solutions in order to cover a
wide range of applicability of the ADF model. The boundary and initial
conditions correspond to different experiments widely diffused in literature
and considered to be relevant in practical applications.

3.2.3

Turbulent combustion database

Once the laminar flame database has been generated, functions that
account for the fluctuations of the turbulent flow have to be applied to the
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laminar solutions. As previously explained, these functions are presumed
probability density functions (PDFs) for RANS or filtered probability density
functions (FPDFs) for LES [12] and lead to calculate averaged/filtered values
for reactive scalars and/or chemical source terms. They are presumed since
they are defined by a family of curves known forehand that only depend
on some parameters given by the local values of the combustion controlling
variables solved in the turbulent flow.
In the context of LES the definition of the FPDF requires some additional
comments. Given a realization of an experiment we could define from an
instantaneous field ψ at each point and time a function that described the
subfilter state of the field according to
Z∞ Z∞ Z∞
G(~x, ~r) δ(ψ(~r, t) − Ψ) d~r

f (Ψ; ~x, t) =

(3.36)

−∞ −∞ −∞

where G is the LES filter function. This function f is the filtered density
function (FDF) [34] and has interesting properties such as
Z
e x, t) =
ψ(~

Ψ f (Ψ; ~x, t) dΨ

(3.37)

Property 3.37 and others are interesting when using models that solve the
reactive flow at two levels, namely, the flow at the micro-scales, where the
flamelet develops, and the flow solved in the LES simulation. However, the
FDF f is a a function that depends on each realization of the experiment21 .
Consequently, it may not be statistically representative and its shape may be
quite complex and cannot be presumed.
In order to solve this problem, the FPDFs are defined as the average of
the FDFs for a set of samples of the experiment. Therefore, the FPDF is
representative of such experiment, is feasible to presume its shape and can be
used to find the filtered values of the reactive scalars in the LES simulation
according to equation 3.9. The functions defined in the following describe the
FPDFs used in the LES context as well as the PDFs applied to RANS.
In this work the variables defining the flamelets are (Z, a, t) or, equivalently,
(Z, χst , t) and, hence, the corresponding presumed PDFs/FPDFs have to be
defined as a function of the moments of these variables. Thus, the values
of these moments, that is, the parameters of such presumed functions, are
21

In a single DNS the FDF would be the function obtained from applying equation 3.36
to the instantaneous field.
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solved in the CFD simulation in order to define the local shape of the PDFs
or FPDFs. Once they are defined the average of reactive scalars or chemical
source terms is then computed according to

Z∞ ZZs Z∞
ψe =
0

0

g
002 , χ
e Z
ψ(Z, χst , t) P (Z, χst , t; Z,
est , . . .) dt dZ dχst

(3.38)

0

In practice, only the two first moments for the combustion controlling
variables are retained, that is, the average value and its variance. Therefore,
g
002 , e
g
f
002 , χ
002
e Z
a function of the form P (Z, χst , t; Z,
est , χ
st t, t ) should be provided.
As was explained in section 3.1, it is a common practice to assume
statistical independence between the different controlling variables leading to
g
002
g
002 ) P (χ ; χ
002 ). This
e Z
write previous expression as PZ (Z; Z,
t, tf
χ st est , χst ) Pt (t; e
independence is justified advocating to the different scales that each of the
variables affects to [13].
In the following, the presumed function used for each of the variables is
described. The first variable to deal with is the mixture fraction. Since it is
a variable that appears in all the combustion models, even the simplest, it is
quite extended to apply a PDF or PDDF to account for its fluctuations. The
common function to describe these fluctuations is the beta function [7, 8, 13]
which depends on two parameters and, if it ranges over the interval [0, Zs ],
takes the form
PZ (Z) =

1
Z α−1 (Zs − Z)β−1
B(α, β)
Zsα+β−1

(3.39)

Function B appearing in equation 3.39 is the beta function defined by the
integral
Z
B(a, b) =

1

xa−1 (1 − x)b−1 dx

(3.40)

0

The beta function is related to the gamma function by the expression
B(a, b) =
Gamma function is defined by

Γ(a) Γ(b)
Γ(a + b)

(3.41)
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Z

∞

tx−1 exp(−t) dt

Γ(x) =

(3.42)

0

α and β, appearing in equation 3.39, are related to the two first mixture
fraction moments of beta function (average and variance) according to
Ze
α=
Zs

!
e s − Z)
e
Z(Z
−1
g
002
Z


β=α

Zs
−1
e
Z

(3.43)


(3.44)

As the maximum mixture fraction variance depends on the average mixture
e it is practical to define a new variable S, called segregation factor,
fraction Z,
that normalizes the mixture fraction variance in the following way.

S=

g
002
Z
e s − Z)
e
Z(Z

(3.45)

Equation 3.39 is a versatile function that may adopt a bell shape or one or
two asymptotes on the extremes of the interval. However, despite these diverse
morphologies it cannot reproduce two local maxima or one asymptote and one
local maximum [7]. Figure 3.11 shows several shapes for this function.
From a numerical point of view, the integration of this function poses some
difficulties as a result of the asymptotic behaviour that may appear in the
extremes. This behaviour may require more iterations to reach convergence
for the numerical integration than the rest of the domain. In this case, it
is recommended to split the domain in several intervals to accelerate the
convergence process.
With regards to the scalar dissipation rate it is typically used a Dirac δ
[35] or a log-normal function [36]. As the first one is straightforward we
shall focus on the second function. The log-normal function is defined by the
following formula


1
(lnχst − µ)2
√ exp −
Pχ (χst ) =
2σ 2
χst σ 2π
where µ and σ are related to the two first moments according to

(3.46)
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Figure 3.11. Beta function for different pairs (Z,



σ2
χ
est = exp µ +
2

(3.47)

g
002 = χ
χ
e2st (exp(σ 2 ) − 1)
st

(3.48)

This function is defined only for non-negative values and is an asymmetric
bell displaced to the origin. This means that it promotes low and intermediate
χst values while dampens the impact of the high χst values. Figure 3.12 shows
the shape of different log-normal functions.
The log-normal function is defined by two parameters, namely, µ and σ
g
002 , as shown in equations 3.47
which are related to χ
est and its variance χ
st
g
002
and 3.48. Transport equations for χ
e and χ can be deduced. However, it
is difficult to judge if the additional complexity introduced by the transport
equations for these variables is compensated by the increase in accuracy of the
calculations22 . For this reason, an algebraic expression for χ
e is normally used,
that can be related to χ
est as explained in section 3.2.4, and σ takes usually
22

As any equation in RANS or LES context these equations contain unknown terms
difficult to model.
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Figure 3.12. Log-normal function for different pairs (e
χst , σ).

√

q
g
002 /e
the constant values 1 or 2. This implies assuming χ
st χst constant and
√ 23
equal to 1.31 for σ = 1 or 2.53 for σ = 2 .
From figure 3.12 it is observed how in practice the bell is remarkably
displaced to the origin. As log-normal function promotes low and intermediate
χst values, it is recommendable not using linear distributions in χst when
generating the laminar flame database. Attending to log-normal definition a
logarithmic distribution is a suitable choice. Again splitting the interval of
integration in smaller intervals accelerates convergence.
Finally, in this work, the function related to time fluctuations is taken a
Dirac δ. It is considered that the use of PDFs or FPDFs in the other directions
retains enough physical content to provide accurate results. In addition, it
is difficult to define a suitable function for this variable based on physical
grounds.
Hence, equation 3.38 takes the following final form

23

The value σ = 0 transforms the log-normal into a Dirac δ.
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Z∞ ZZs Z∞
e Z,
e S, χ
ψ(
est , e
t) =

e S) Pχ (χst ; χ
ψ(Z, χst , t) δ(t−e
t) PZ (Z; Z,
est , σ) dt dZ dχst
0

0

0

(3.49)
which

becomes24
Z∞ ZZs

e Z,
e S, χ
ψ(
est , e
t) =

e S) Pχ (χst ; χ
ψ(Z, χst , e
t ) PZ (Z; Z,
est , σ) dZ dχst (3.50)
0

0

e Z,
e S, χ
ψ(
est , e
t ) is re-parametrized with Yec which is integrated too25 leading
e Z,
e S, χ
to write ψ(
est , Yec ).
In the current work, only reactive scalars and the chemical source term for
the progress variable are integrated while species chemical reaction rates are
obtained from their mass fractions as explained in section 3.2.4.
In the same way that the reactive scalars are integrated, χ has to be
integrated26 too and its integration yields

Z

∞ Z Zs

F (Z)
e S) Pχ (χst ; χ
PZ (Z; Z,
est , σ) dZ dχst
F
(Z
)
st
0
0

Z ∞

Z Zs
1
e
F (Z) PZ (Z; Z, S) dZ
=
χst Pχ (χst ; χ
est , σ) dχst
F (Zst ) 0
0
e S)
=χ
est J(Z,
(3.51)

χ
e=

χst

e S) and relates the value χ
J depends only on the coordinates (Z,
e found
in CFD with the value χ
est that defines the log-normal function and the
combustion manifold.
The whole set of integrations provides relationships of the form ψe =
e
e
ψ(Z, S, χ
est , Yec ), for the reactive scalars and the chemical source term for Yec ,
e S, χ
e S) which constitute the turbulent combustion
and χ
e=χ
e(Z,
est ) = χ
est J(Z,
database.
24

The dependence of ψe with σ is omitted since it is considered constant.
Yec is obtained directly applying its definition for the integrated species mass fractions.
26
Note that log-normal function is defined as a function of χ
est and not χ
e.

25
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In order to simplify calculations it is recommendable to use an orthogonal
mesh for the set of input variables that extends over a four dimensional
parallelepiped. For this purpose, vectors Zei , Sj , χ
est,k and dl are defined and
e
e
e
then, ψi,j,k,l = ψ(Zi , Sj , χ
est,k , dl ) is assigned at each of the nodes of such
parallelepiped. (i, j, k, l) takes all the possible combinations of natural values
for which the indexes extend. In this case, d is defined similarly to cF but
applied to the turbulent manifold, that is,

d=

inert
Yec − Y^
c
^
inert
Ycsteady − Y^
c

(3.52)

and is a normalization of the progress variable.
Apart from species mass fractions and other variables of interest, the
progress variable chemical source term has to be tabulated in order to obtain
the chemical advance during combustion. This source term may correspond
to the integration of ω̇Yc or ∂Yc /∂t from equation 3.22. The first one only
accounts for the chemical activity while the second compresses the chemical
reaction and the diffusion that occurs at the smallest scales where the laminar
flame develops. Since these scales are not solved in the CFD calculation,
the integrated value of ∂Yc /∂t is used as the CFD progress variable chemical
source term in this work in order to retain their effect.
Finally, to say that this database is generated prior to CFD calculation and
its values are retrieved during CFD simulation as explained in next section.

3.2.4

Flamelet model and CFD coupling

In this section the coupling of the flamelet model used in the current work
with CFD is explained. Once the turbulent flame manifold composed of ψe =
e Z,
e S, χ
e S) has been calculated, the turbulent flame can
ψ(
est , Yec ) and J = J(Z,
be solved as described in the following. Next equations are solved during the
CFD temporal loop and may require several internal loops in order to achieve
convergence. However, as this depends on the particular numerical algorithm
we will not focus on this aspect and we will only enumerate the equations in
the temporal loop to be solved. In the same way, the order for the resolution of
the equations could be different depending on the implementation of the CFD
solver. Finally, equations are written as they have been solved in this work
and, therefore, contain some simplifications including turbulent flux modelling.
Notwithstanding, an effort has been done in order to abstract the model as
much as possible with the purpose of providing generality. As a consequence,
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the explicit reference to the models used in this work to describe turbulence,
evaporation, etc. is omitted here and will be mentioned in the corresponding
chapters. In the same way, although ∂ Yec /∂t is used as the chemical source
term for Yec in this work, we shall refer to Yec chemical source term with the
ė Yc along this section since, as said previously, such
generic nomenclature ω
term can be obtained from different flamelet contributions and the way it is
computed depends on the author. Moreover, apart from the model used in
this work, alternative ways to couple flamelet model and CFD are sketched.
In the following, regarding diffusivity subscripts, no subscript refers to
laminar, T to turbulent in RANS context, sgs to subgrid in LES frame and
ef f to effective, that is, the sum of the laminar component plus the turbulent
one in RANS or the subgrid one in LES. Mass diffusivity is denoted by D. In
addition, in this model Le number is assumed unity.
The flamelet model and CFD coupling consists of the following steps:
1. Solve the models for the liquid phase and obtain evaporative source
terms, momentum exchange between liquid and gas, etc.
2. Solve continuity27 .
3. Solve Navier-Stokes equation.
e S, χ
4. For each cell take the 4-tuple (Z,
est , d) and find the chemical source
terms from the combustion model. To do this, there exist two ways:
- Strong coupling: find the chemical source term for the progress variable
ė Yc from the turbulent manifold and solve the transport equation for
ω
the progress variable (equation 3.62 written for Yec instead of Yei ). The
rest of variables (species, etc.) may be obtained during the poste S, χ
processing from the values (Z,
est , Yec ) for each cell and instant.
- Weak coupling: find the chemical source terms for all the species
and solve transport equations for these species.
This method
allows to consider some thermodynamic, chemical and dynamic
additional effects, such as fuel evaporation, pollutants formation or
compressibility, that have not been considered in the manifold [13, 23].
To do this, two methods may be found in literature:
Option 1: tabulate the chemical source terms as a function of
e S, χ
(Z,
est , Yec ) and use them to solve species transport equations (see
27
Since continuity, Navier-Stokes, energy equations, etc. were described in chapter 2 they
are not reproduced here. The same equations explained in chapter 2 are used in this context
but adding the corresponding source terms arising from the Lagrangian-Eulerian coupling.
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equation 3.62). With this method the particles thermochemical paths
may deviate due to numerical errors from the turbulent flame manifold
since there is no mechanism that forces to remain in the vicinity of the
manifold [23].
Option 2: tabulate species mass fractions and use them to find species
chemical source terms. This is the procedure adopted in the current
work.
To do this, first, we have to find which would be the species mass
fraction vector at next step if only chemical effects took place, that is,
‘advance’ through the turbulent flame manifold and compare it with
the current species mass fraction vector at the cell. In order to do this,
ė Yc , retrieved
the progress variable at next time step is computed from ω
28
from the manifold, according to
e S, χ
ė Yc (Z,
Yec (t + ∆t) = Yec (t) + ω
est , Yec (t)) ∆t

(3.53)

where ∆t is chosen equal to the CFD time step if it is small enough. In
e S, χ
previous expression, values (Z,
est , Yec (t)) correspond to those found
e S, χ
at each cell. How to obtain the values (Z,
est ) is described in the
following while Yec is found applying its definition from the species mass
fractions at the cell. Then we can find the chemical source term for
ė k as the following ratio:
each species ω
ftab e
fk cell (t)
est , Yec (t + ∆t)) − Y
ė k = Yk (Z, S, χ
ω
(3.54)
∆t
where superscript tab refers to the value tabulated in the turbulent
combustion database while cell to the CFD value at the current cell.
In addition, and as in this kind of approximations only a small set of
the species appearing in the mechanism is transported (of the order
of 10 species) additional species that act as mass sinks have to be
included in order to conserve atomic elements masses. These species
represent the mass that lacks in the system and it is assumed that they
have representative thermo-physical properties for the not transported
species. In these calculations, the only atomic elements that compose
the molecules are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. For each
element of the system we choose a species (except for nitrogen): C7 H14
for carbon, H2 for hydrogen and O2 for oxygen. Their mass is obtained
from equation 2.87 that is here reproduced.
28

ė Yc symbol for the progress
As previously said, for the sake of generality we use the ω
variable chemical source term although in the current work such term corresponds to ∂ Yec /∂t.
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N

s
X
Zelem
Yk
=
nelem,k
Welem
Wk

(3.55)

k=1

Zelem refers to the mixture fraction of the element (C, H and O), W
is the molecular weight, Ns is the total number of species and nelem,k
is the number of atoms of element elem in species k.
Once the mass fractions for the sink terms are computed from equation
fk tab (Z,
e S, χ
3.55 for instant t + ∆t from the species vector Y
est , Yec (t +
∆t)), their chemical source terms are obtained from equation 3.54
(these sink species are transported too). Equation 3.55 requires
transporting Zelem , however, some simplifications can be applied as
described in the following.
5. Solve fuel mixture fraction Ze equation. In this case, an additional
evaporative source term SZ has to be considered too since Ze only
accounts for the fuel gas phase.
e
e
∂(ρ Z)
∂(ρ uei Z)
∂
+
=
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

e
∂Z
ρ Def f
∂xi

!
+ SZ

(3.56)

eO for oxygen, similarly to
6. Solve elements mixture fractions, such as Z
2
29
equation 3.56 . Assuming similar laminar diffusivity for H and C 30
and Lewis unity (as in this work) leads to equations for ZH and ZC in the
form of equation 3.56. As their boundary conditions are proportional it
is deduced that ZH and ZC only differ by a constant of proportionality.
This constant is the ratio between the number of hydrogen and carbon
atoms in the fuel. Consequently, if fuel does not contain oxygen then
e = Z
eH + ZeC and Z
eH and Z
eC are proportional to Z
e and, therefore,
Z
there is no need to transport them.
eO , Z
eH and ZeC are used in equation 3.55 to find the mass fractions for
Z
2
the species that complete the atomic balance.
g
g
002 (RANS) or Z
002
7. Solve mixture fraction variance Z
sgs (LES) equation.
For RANS it takes the form
29

eO2 equation there is no evaporative term.
For Z
This is only necessary in LES since in RANS laminar diffusivity is very small compared
to turbulent diffusivity.
30
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g
g
002 )
002 )
∂(ρ Z
∂
∂(ρ uei Z
=
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

g
002
∂Z
ρ Def f
∂xi

!

002
∂ Zg
sgs
ρ Def f
∂xi

!

+ 2ρ Def f

∂ Ze ∂ Ze
− ρχ
e
∂xi ∂xi
(3.57)

while in LES is

002
002
∂(ρ Zg
∂(ρ uei Zg
∂
sgs )
sgs )
=
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

+2ρ Dsgs

e ∂Z
e
∂Z
−ρ χg
sgs
∂xi ∂xi
(3.58)

g
g
002 and Z
002
For Z
sgs we do not consider any evaporative source term but
it is deemed that this should not have a noticeable impact for typical
g
002 compresses the whole
diesel engine conditions. In RANS framework Z
mixture fraction variance while in LES it corresponds only to the subgrid
component.
DT and Def f may be computed from the thermal diffusivity (since Le
= 1) or from the kinematic viscosity by means of the Schmidt number.
To solve previous equations, it is necessary to compute the scalar
dissipation rate to which the flame is strained. Although a transport
equation may be obtained for this term [37], in this work, widely
accepted algebraic expressions are used. They are based on the idea that
the mixture fraction variance is transported and dissipated in a similar
way that the turbulent kinetic energy and, hence, a proportionality
between their characteristic times can be found.
- In RANS context, the turbulent kinetic energy characteristic time is
written as k/ε while the mixture fraction variance characteristic time
g
002 /χ. Then,
is Z
χ
e = Cχ

ε g
Z 002
k

(3.59)

where Cχ is a constant around 2 [38].
- In LES context, the turbulent kinetic energy characteristic time is
written as ∆2 /Dsgs leading to the following expression for the subgrid
scalar dissipation rate
χg
sgs = Cχ Dsgs

002
Zg
sgs
∆2

(3.60)
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where ∆ is the filter size. Then, the total scalar dissipation rate χ
e is
χ
e = χg
sgs + 2D

∂ Ze ∂ Ze
∂xi ∂xi

(3.61)

The last term represents the solved scalar dissipation rate.
On the one hand, once χ
e or χg
sgs is found, equations 3.57 and 3.58 can
be solved and the segregation factor S field is calculated using equation
g
g
002 for RANS and Z
002
3.45 and substituting Z
sgs for LES. On the other
e S).
hand, field χ
est is computed from Ze and S and function J(Z,
8. Solve species transport equations.
fk ) ∂(ρ uei Y
fk )
∂(ρ Y
∂
+
=
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

fk
∂Y
ρ Def f
∂xi

!
ė k + Sk
+ ρω

(3.62)

where Sk is the evaporative source term for species k (only for those
species contained in the fuel). As mentioned previously, an identical
equation is written but only for the progress variable when adopting the
strong coupling.
9. Solve energy equation.
10. Solve turbulence model equations.

3.3

Validation of the ADF model

The hypotheses assumed for the ADF model require to be tested in order
to validate it and find the ranges where it can be applied. This was done by
Michel et al. [32] in the work where they described the ADF model, however,
although the interesting results provided, it is considered that the validation
was not sufficiently detailed and extensive. A more systematic comparison
between DF and ADF models is required and this is carried out in this section.
Moreover, the ideas given in the previous section are applied and tested. The
following discussion can be found in the author’s works [39, 40].
In order to widely validate the ADF model, several fuels covering a
practical range of hydrocarbons used for different industrial devices with
boundary conditions corresponding to well-known experiments are assessed.
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Table 3.1. Boundary conditions for the hydrogen set of flamelets.
Fuel (Z = 1)

Hot coflow (Z = 0)

Temperature (K)

305

1055

Mole fractions

XH2 = 0.25

XO2 = 0.1474

XN2 = 0.75

XN2 = 0.7537
XH2O = 0.0989

Table 3.2. Boundary conditions for the methane set of flamelets.
Fuel (Z = 1)

Hot coflow (Z = 0)

Temperature (K)

320

1350

Mole fractions

XO2 = 0.15

XO2 = 0.12

XN2 = 0.52

XN2 = 0.73

XCH4 = 0.33

XH2O = 0.15

Table 3.3. Boundary conditions for the heptane set of flamelets.
Fuel (Z = 1)

Oxidant (Z = 0)

Temperature (K)

373

1000

Mole fractions

XC7H16 = 1

XO2 = 0.21
XN2 = 0.79

These fuels are hydrogen, methane and heptane and the boundary conditions
of the experiments are gathered in tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
Hydrogen is the simplest fuel and has the advantage that its chemistry is
well-known. The mechanism used for its simulation is composed of 9 species
and 21 reactions [41]. Increasing in chemical complexity, methane, which is
the simplest hydrocarbon, is found. The GRI mechanism was chosen for its
calculation with 53 species and 325 reactions [42]. The boundary conditions
for the experiments considered for both fuels correspond to the nominal cases
of the laboratory flames analysed by Cabra et al. from the University of
Berkeley [43, 44] which develop at atmospheric pressure.
Finally, heptane is a long chain hydrocarbon typically used as a diesel
surrogate and is described by Zeuch et al. chemical mechanism which is
composed of 110 species and 1170 reactions [45]. In this case, boundary
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conditions correspond to spray H experiment from the Engine Combustion
Network (ECN), widely used for diesel spray models validation [46].
For these boundary conditions, the stoichiometric mixture fraction values
are 0.479 for hydrogen, 0.176 for methane and 0.062 for heptane.
The following comparison for ADF validation is carried out in terms of
the steady (S-curve) and unsteady solutions provided by both DF and ADF
models. In addition, in order to analyse the impact of the progress variable
definition on ADF solutions, two progress variable definitions are used for
methane and heptane, assessing their results in steady and transient regimes
too. It is clear that this comparison does not proceed for the DF model where
the definition of the progress variable does not affect results since it is only
used for tabulating purposes.
On the one hand, the progress variable used for hydrogen is defined by
Yc = YH2 O + 10YHO2 + 3YH2 and was suggested by Naud et al. to simulate
the hydrogen Berkeley flame [18]. On the other hand, methane and heptane
calculations are performed with two progress variable definitions. The first
one, abbreviated as PV1, is the commonly used Yc = YCO + YCO2 [29] while
the second one, PV2, is given by Yc = YCO + YCO2 + YH2 O + 10YHO2 + 3YH2 and
is obtained from the sum of PV1 plus the progress variable used for hydrogen.
PV1 is a progress variable definition composed of an intermediate species,
such as CO, and the final product CO2 . Although in most of the cases it is
enough to accurately describe homogeneous mixtures auto-ignition and flame
evolution, it is believed that introducing species appearing in the first steps
of combustion is convenient. This is accomplished by defining an alternative
progress variable (PV2) that includes species such as HO2 .
It has been checked that these definitions fulfil progress variable constrains
for the set of boundary conditions. In general, PV2 is used for methane
calculations while PV1 is applied to heptane solutions unless otherwise stated.
In order to discard any possible numerical uncertainty related to solving
equations, fine grids have been chosen for the different variables although it is
feasible to use coarser meshes for practical calculations. For the homogeneous
reactors mixture fraction tabulation, 201 points were taken for hydrogen, 251
for methane and 338 for heptane. In the case of heptane, mixture fraction
distribution is not equally spaced, as in the other cases, since its grid spacing
depends on the richness of the mixture. Evolution of mixtures auto-ignition
is stored in a mesh, common for all the fuels, of 504 points for the normalized
progress variable c which is equally spaced except for low c values. In the case
of the DF model, 201 points were taken for hydrogen and 501 for methane and
heptane in mixture fraction direction to solve properly flame equations.
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Hydrogen and methane are injected in gas phase but heptane in liquid
phase, however, and in order to use similar ranges for the combustion
controlling variables, mixture fraction extends from 0 to 1 for all the cases.
This simplification implies that evaporation is neglected in the case of heptane
as if this fuel was injected in gas phase. However, it is important to
emphasize that for the purpose of this comparison between flamelet models,
this assumption is acceptable as it does not affect the main conclusions
extracted from this validation.
The limitation for chemical rates described in section 3.2.2.2 is only applied
to heptane as shall be explained. As will be discussed later, the start of ignition
in the very lean mixtures and the reduced chemical reaction terms until
reaching high values of c for hydrogen and methane flames make unnecessary
the application of this limitation.
The solutions for the DF model are obtained by means of LFLAM code
developed at CIEMAT 31 by Dr. Naud [18, 47] while the ADF model was
developed by the author of this work.

3.3.1

Steady regime

The solutions for the steady regime are typically obtained with the NewtonRapson algorithm. With this method, the flamelet equation for a given strain
rate is solved taking as initial guess the solution of another strain rate which
is close to the one that is desired to calculate. Proceeding in this way the
whole S-curve is obtained. When the algorithm is applied for the first time,
it is useful to take the equilibrium solution as the initial guess for the lowest
strain rate.
First the surfaces (Z, χ, Yc ) for the steady solutions are shown. From these
surfaces the S-curve for a mixture fraction Z ∗ is obtained cutting the surface
by the plane Z = Z ∗ . These surfaces are interesting because they delimit the
region of possible physical states for the flame during its ignition32 . Figure
3.13 shows these surfaces for the three fuels and both DF and ADF models.
Each branch is represented with a different colour. Scales are common for
both figures corresponding to the same fuel.
31

CIEMAT stands for ‘Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y
Tecnológicas’ and is a Spanish public research center.
32
Since the S-curve delimits the region of possible physical transient solutions for each
mixture fraction. Regarding flame extinction, the transient evolutions are outside of the
volume enclosed by these surfaces although the projection of such transient evolutions on
the plane (Z, χ) remain inside the corresponding projection of the surface (Z, χ, Yc ).
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Figure 3.13. Steady solutions for hydrogen (left), methane (center) and heptane
(right). DF solutions at top row and ADF solutions at bottom row.

The main differences are related to the quenching scalar dissipation rate
χq , given by the maximum χ value where blue and red surfaces join, which
is markedly greater in the case of the DF model than in the ADF approach.
This implies that combustion may be sustained at higher strained flows when
calculating with the DF model.
The other important discrepancy is related to the two unstable branches
appearing for heptane in the case of the ADF model (red and green lines).
This second χq reaches very high values (approximately three times the value
of the other χq value) and is not predicted by the DF model. It is generated
by the chemical kinetics as will be explained in a later discussion.
In order to have a more quantitative vision of the steady regime solutions,
S-curves are plotted in figures 3.14 for hydrogen, 3.15 for methane and 3.16 for
heptane considering lean, stoichiometric and rich mixtures. The strain rate a
is used for the abscissa axis since, for a given mixture fraction, χ and a are
directly proportional.
It is observed that for hydrogen case, values for ai and aq 33 are both greater
in the DF model than in the ADF. For the DF model they reach values of 2000
and 10365 1/s, respectively, while for the ADF their values are 850 and 6550
1/s. This manifests how diffusion processes affect chemistry activity especially
33

The values of a corresponding to χi and χq . See section 3.1 for their definition.
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Figure 3.14. S-curves obtained with DF and ADF models for hydrogen at lean (left),
stoichiometric (center) and rich (right) mixtures.
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Figure 3.15. S-curves obtained with DF and ADF models for methane at lean (left),
stoichiometric (center) and rich (right) mixtures.

in the reignition-extinction range. However, it is also observed that divergences
between models in the auto-ignition range are reasonably small.
Figure 3.15 shows the steady solutions for methane. In this case aq is still
greater for the DF model, with a value of 5550 1/s, than for the ADF model,
where it reaches only 3200 1/s. However, and different to the hydrogen case,
ai is lower for the DF model, 360 1/s, than for the ADF, 570 1/s.
Thus, one of the most important conclusions to be extracted from this
comparison is that the validity of the ADF model is limited to the auto-ignition
range, since, even for low molecular complexity fuels, there exist important
differences in the reignition-extinction range which are not well-reproduced by
the ADF model.
Finally, to close this analysis figure 3.16 gathers the steady solutions for the
heptane case, where due to the wide range of strain rates where combustion

6000
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Figure 3.16. S-curves obtained with DF and ADF models for heptane at lean (left),
stoichiometric (center) and rich (right) mixtures. Linear scale for top figures and
logarithmic scale for bottom figures.

develops it has been represented in both linear and logarithmic scales. With
regards to ai and aq values, the same comments to those pointed for methane
are still valid in this case. DF model shows greater value for aq , 155550 1/s,
but lower ai , 2990 1/s, than the ADF model, where the values are 120000 1/s
and 13400 1/s, respectively. In addition, and as was pointed out before, ADF
approach predicts a second quenching point for low Yc values that extends
until very high strain rate values as shown in figure 3.16 with a zoom for
better visibility.
The reason for this behaviour is found in the chemical source terms
provided by the homogeneous reactors calculations. In order to analyse these
terms, figure 3.17 shows in colour maps the fields ω̇YHR
(Z, c) obtained from the
c
homogeneous reactors solutions for the three fuels, with some level curves for
reference.
Only for the heptane case two relative maxima are observed, one at high
c values in the vicinity of stoichiometry, as in the other fuels, and other in
the region of low c values and very rich mixtures. Considering equation 3.22
for the steady regime (transient term cancelled) and figure 3.17 for heptane,
the appearance of the second peak of the S-curve can be explained: noticing
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Figure 3.17. Homogeneous reactors chemical source terms ω̇YHR
(Z, c) for hydrogen
c
(left), methane (center) and heptane (right). For reference, several level curves are
included too.

that the whole set of steady solutions covers all the possible states between
inert and equilibrium solutions it arises that an increase of the chemical source
term has to be compensated by an increase, in absolute value, of the mixing
term when moving close to a maximum of ω̇YHR
. The mixing term is the
c
product of the scalar dissipation rate χ, which is the product of the strain
rate a and a fixed function that uniquely depends on Z, and the second
derivative ∂ 2 Yc /∂Z 2 . As the increase of the chemical source term is not fully
compensated by the increase of ∂ 2 Yc /∂Z 2 this forces an increase of the strain
rate34 . This generates the different quenching points in the S-curves for the
ADF model and, particularly, two quenching points for heptane with a very
high strain rate value for the peak appearing in the low c region due to the
very low values that ∂ 2 Yc /∂Z 2 takes.
Therefore, this second peak is observed as a consequence of the low
temperature chemistry which is in deep connection with cool flames. Even
if it is expected that the ADF model introduces non-negligible discrepancies
in the flamelet solutions for very high strain rates it is worth mentioning that
other numerical studies have found double S-curves when solving complex fuels
with the DF model [48].
This behaviour is clearly observed in figure 3.18 where several profiles
corresponding to the different branches of the heptane S-curve for the ADF
model have been represented in the (Z, Yc ) coordinates. In addition, some
level curves of the ω̇YHR
(Z, Yc ) map have been included in order to confirm that
c
34
In a first approximation this second derivative can be associated to the curvature of the
profile, especially for steady solutions close to the inert line which are those related to the
second peak in the case of heptane.
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the change of the branch occurs in the region of the local minimum/maximum
chemical source term. It is seen that the low curvature of the profiles forces the
decrease/increase of the strain rate in order to compensate the chemical source
term. In general, the number of relative maxima composing the chemical
source term gives the number of pairs of stable-unstable branches of the Scurve.
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Figure 3.18. Steady solutions (Z, Yc ) for the ADF model superimposed over the level
curves of the chemical source field ω̇YHR
(black lines) for heptane. Each type of line
c
corresponds to a different branch of the S-curve. The values of the legend indicate the
strain rate (1/s) of the represented solutions.

Effect of the progress variable definition
In contrast to the DF model, the ADF model is based on solving only
a transport equation for the progress variable. Therefore, its accuracy relies
on the representativeness of the progress variable to describe the different
combustion stages. It arises as a natural question to ask about the effect of
the definition of this variable on the final solutions. To answer this question,
the two progress variables defined previously for methane and heptane are
compared in this section in terms of the steady solutions.
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the S-curves for methane and heptane with
the progress variables named as PV1 and PV2 for lean, stoichiometric and
rich mixtures. Again for heptane the representation is shown in linear and
logarithmic scales due to the wide range where the strain rate spans. The
comparison is performed in terms of temperature instead of progress variable
due to the different used definitions.
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Figure 3.19. S-curves obtained with PV1 and PV2 definitons for ADF model for
methane. Figure gathers solutions at lean (left), stoichiometric (center) and rich
(right) mixtures.
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Figure 3.20. S-curves obtained with PV1 and PV2 definitons for ADF model for
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Conclusions established when comparing DF and ADF models are ratified
since the auto-ignition range is similarly reproduced by both definitions while
the reignition-extinction range is the most affected by the choice of the progress
variable. Additionally, the impact of the definition of this variable is more
evident for rich mixtures than for lean or stoichiometric mixtures.

1e6
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For heptane both definitions show a second quenching peak although the
strain rate to which this unstable branch extends is different. In fact, for
this fuel the main discrepancies between solutions given by PV1 and PV2 are
mainly found in the region of the second peak.
The main conclusion of this detailed analysis is that the range of validity of
the ADF model is limited to the auto-ignition range independently of the fuel
complexity since in the reignition-extinction range this model does not describe
the solutions provided by the DF model. This conclusion is in agreement with
intuition since both models tend to provide the same solution as a → 0 and,
hence, it is deduced that in the vicinity of the homogeneous reactors solutions
(a = 0) both models predict close solutions. It is worth mentioning that in
industrial devices, and particularly in thermal engines, the combustion process
usually develops in the auto-ignition range and the relevance of the reignitionextinction range is smaller [49]. Consequently, the ADF model may be applied
to the simulation of diesel engines, gas turbines, etc. with a suitable level of
accuracy.
The following section completes this analysis describing the transient
solutions of the flames for the different fuels and validates the ADF model
in this regime.

3.3.2

Unsteady regime

To solve the transient solutions with the DF model the DASSL algorithm
[50] is used with second order for derivatives in mixture fraction and a
variable order for temporal derivative that ranges between one and fifth order.
The solutions are obtained by means of the program LFLAM developed at
CIEMAT [18, 47].
In the case of the ADF, an implicit algorithm with adaptive time step is
applied. For ADF calculations the time step is computed from the maximum
transient term ∂Yc /∂t from previous time step and a desired maximum
advancement in the normalized progress variable direction. Additionally, this
algorithm is complemented with another one which doubles or halves the time
step if the advancement for the progress variable is too small or too large,
respectively. Mixture fraction derivatives are calculated with a second order
approximation while temporal derivatives are discretised following a first order
scheme.
The main motivation of the ADF model, as was explained in section 3.2.2.2,
is to develop a model with the ability to manage complex chemical schemes
and solve the flame structure in small amounts of time while still retaining
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complex physical aspects. Then, in order to validate the ADF model it is not
enough to show its ability to reproduce the flame structure in a range relevant
to simulate industrial combustion systems, but it is necessary to show that
the reduction in computational time justifies its adoption.
This section opens with a comparison of the computational cost required
to solve both DF and ADF models for the same combustion problem. The
comparison is carried out in terms of the time spent to solve the transient
evolutions for a set of strain rates that cover the auto-ignition range of heptane.
The time required to find the steady solutions is not included since it is in
general negligible. Since the ADF model takes its complete meaning when
being applied to complex chemical schemes the comparison is only performed
for heptane.
Table 3.4 gathers the computational time required to solve the transient
evolution for heptane with DF and ADF models. It arises that ADF reduces
by at least one order of magnitude the time spent to calculate these flamelets.
In fact, if the flamelet database is composed by 30 flamelets and an average
time of 55 minutes is taken to solve the transient evolution of one flamelet
with the DF model, it is obtained that solving the whole set of flamelets takes
1650 minutes (= 55 × 30). However, for the ADF approach, if an average time
of 4 minutes/flame is assumed and the time to solve homogeneous reactors
calculation is 45 minutes, the time is reduced to 165 minutes (= 4 × 30 + 45).
This means that the computational cost is reduced one order of magnitude.
Table 3.4. Comparison of the computational time for DF and ADF models for
heptane. Strain rate units in 1/s. Computational time units in minutes. Machine
characteristics: RAM memory of 64 GB, clock frequency of 2.5 GHz. All the
calculation launched at one core.
HRs

a=1

a = 10

a = 50

a = 100

a = 200

a = 1000

DF

-

107

74

55

48

39

23

ADF

45

6

8

3

3

2

2

The previous calculations show that the ADF model is justified in terms of
the reduction of the computational cost. When dealing with the modelling of
diesel sprays in engines, that due to the boundary conditions requires solving a
large flamelet database composed of hundreds of flames, the ADF model arises
as a feasible approach. If the transient evolution of the ADF model is proved
to predict DF results in the auto-ignition range, it will be concluded that the
ADF approach has been validated and its use will be completely justified.
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The analysis of the transient regime is carried out in terms of ignition delays
and flame structure in mixture fraction space. A final section comparing the
effect of progress variable definition on flame structure closes the study.
In this analysis, ignition delay is defined as the time spent for a mixture to
reach a given value of the flame progress variable cF . The cF values considered
for this comparison are 0.05, corresponding to the beginning of combustion
(low temperature combustion), and 0.3 representing a more developed stage
that corresponds to the high temperature chemistry [32, 51]. Due to the
multiplicity of solutions in the reignition-extinction range this analysis is
limited to the auto-ignition range.
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 gather results for hydrogen and methane flames
for both values of cF and three strain rates covering the auto-ignition range.
Scales are common for figures corresponding to the same strain rate.
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Figure 3.21. Ignition delay for hydrogen until reaching cF = 0.05 (top row) and 0.3
(bottom row) at strain rates a = 10 (left), 100 (center) and 600 (right) 1/s.

From the figures it is observed that ADF model reproduces the shape of
the profiles predicted by DF model and only for the highest strain rate, close
to the value ai , the discrepancies may be considered important. Again this is
a consequence of the equality reached in the solutions between both models
when a → 0. Additionally, the agreement between the curves show that there
is no need of limiting the chemical rates for hydrogen and methane flames.
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Figure 3.22. Ignition delay for methane until reaching cF = 0.05 (top row) and 0.3
(bottom row) at strain rates a = 1 (left), 50 (center) and 250 (right) 1/s.

Finally, increasing the strain rate flattens ignition delay curves due to the
intensification of diffusion fluxes that tend to smooth the ignition advancement
between mixtures.
On the contrary, ignition features for heptane are different and make
necessary including the chemical reaction term limitation for the transient
flame development. In this case, this limitation is applied to the whole set
of mixture fractions. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show the ignition delays for
several strain rates spanning on the auto-ignition range for cF 0.05 and 0.3,
respectively. In order to analyse the influence of exponent α appearing in
the definition of the chemical rates limitation (see equation 3.34), the ignition
delay for several values has been drawn. Clearly when increasing the value of
α the ignition delay is extended.
It is observed that differences in ignition delay between DF model and
ADF solutions with no limitation are more relevant when increasing the strain
rate and, consequently, the importance of incorporating the chemical rate
limitation is greater for high strain rates. Moreover, limiting the chemical
source terms is necessary for rich mixtures for all the strain rates but when
increasing a, it turns out that lean and stoichiometric mixtures have to be
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Figure 3.23. Ignition delay for heptane until reaching cF = 0.05 for strain rates
a = 1 (top left), 10 (top center), 50 (top right), 100 (bottom left), 200 (bottom center)
and 1000 (bottom right) 1/s. The dashed line corresponds to the DF solution. The
solid lines correspond to the ADF solutions with the following legend: circles for no
limitation, asterisks for α = 1, crosses for α = 2, squares for α = 3 and diamonds
for α = 10.

limited too. In addition, ignition delay sensitivity to α augments when
increasing a.
From figures 3.23 and 3.24 it is observed that α = 2 is the exponent which
best fits the DF ignition delay curves even for very high strain rates and is
the chosen value for further calculations. With the use of this limitation it is
shown that the ability of the ADF model to reproduce combustion structure
of complex fuels, such as heptane, improves significantly.
Continuing with the analysis, figures 3.25 and 3.26 show the combustion
structure for hydrogen and methane flames. In both figures the transient
evolution for four strain rates has been included, belonging the two first
strain rates to the auto-ignition range and corresponding to the top figures,
while the other two figures, on the bottom, are for strain rates in the
reignition-extinction range. In this representation, profiles for DF and ADF
models correspond to the same c2 values (including inert and steady profiles),
however, this does not imply that they correspond to the same instants.
Therefore, the following analysis is focused on combustion structure by means
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Figure 3.24. Ignition delay for heptane until reaching cF = 0.3 for strain rates
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of the description of the profiles defined by variables (Z, Yc ) during ignition
propagation across the flame. It is important to note that part of the
discrepancies between the transient profiles are due to differences in the steady
regime between models since the profiles shown correspond to the same c2
values.
Profiles similarity between both models reveals how combustion structure
is well-reproduced by the ADF model even for very high strain rates belonging
to the reignition-extinction range. For high strain rates diffusion processes
tend to smooth the curves provoking a synchronized advancement of all the
mixtures as was observed in the ignition delay curves where the increase of
the strain rate made the curves flatter.
From figures 3.25 and 3.26 it is observed that due to the boundary
conditions, first ignition kernels appear in the very lean mixtures, which are the
mixtures with the highest initial temperature for these hydrogen and methane
flames in the auto-ignition range. The ignition kernels propagate across the
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Figure 3.25. (Z, Yc ) profiles for hydrogen for c2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 at strain
rates a = 10 (top left), 100 (top right), 1000 (bottom left) and 5000 (bottom right)
1/s. Inert (c2 = 0) and steady (c2 = 1) solutions are included in bold.

mixtures and promote the ignition of richer mixtures until the flame reaches
a complete developed state. Finally, to say that the similarity between the
profiles for both models corroborate, as shown in the ignition delay analysis,
that no chemical rate limitation is required in these flames.
In a similar way, profiles for heptane comparing the morphology of the
curves (Z, Yc ) for both models are shown in figure 3.27. ADF model is
computed with a value α = 2 for the exponent of the chemical limitation
since this value was the one that best fitted the ignition delay curves (see
figures 3.23 and 3.24). All the flamelets appearing in figure 3.27 correspond
to strain rates belonging to the auto-ignition range.
Figure 3.27 reveals that this limitation avoids an artificial generation of
progress variable in the rich mixtures. Curves (Z, Yc ) provided by both models
for the different strain rates are remarkably similar leading to the important
conclusion that the ADF model has the ability to reproduce the combustion
structure of a laminar flame in the auto-ignition range, independently of the
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fuel molecular complexity, if the suggested chemical rate limitation is applied
when necessary.
Finally, solving the whole set of flames where the S-curve extends
allows to represent the transient flamelet term ∂Yc /∂t in the coordinates
(a, Yc ) once mixture fraction is fixed. ∂Yc /∂t accounts for diffusion and
chemical contributions and is a variable of paramount importance since,
as was explained in section 3.2.3, it is the source term to advance in the
turbulent manifold in the current formulation of the model. This source
term is represented in figures 3.28 and 3.29 for hydrogen and methane flames,
respectively, for both DF and ADF models.
From figures 3.28 and 3.29, it is observed that the maximum ∂Yc /∂t value
is found at intermediate values of Yc as a consequence of the fact that the
maximum chemical source term for these fuels is found at intermediate/high
values of c, as seen from figure 3.17. In addition, the figures show how for
lean mixtures the highest ∂Yc /∂t values are found for low strain rates. This
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Figure 3.27. (Z, Yc ) profiles for heptane for c2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 at strain
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stems from the appearance of the first ignition kernels at very lean mixtures,
as was explained previously. When a is low almost all the production of the
progress variable is used to advance in the completeness of combustion for the
mixture where production occurs and very small amounts of Yc are diffused
to the adjacent mixtures. However, when increasing the strain rate, greater
fractions of Yc are diffused to other mixtures reducing the term ∂Yc /∂t for
lean mixtures since they are very reactive. On the contrary, rich mixtures
are not very reactive and the transport of Yc from lean mixtures favours their
combustion development making the highest values of ∂Yc /∂t to be found at
intermediate strain rates for these mixtures.
Finally, to say that DF model shows systematically higher ∂Yc /∂t values for
both flames compared to ADF model indicating a more vigorous combustion.
Effect of the progress variable definition
In the same way that in section 3.3.1 there was a paragraph devoted to
study the impact of the progress variable definition on the ADF results for
steady regime, in the following lines a brief analysis intends to understand
similar effects for the transient evolution. This is done in figures 3.30 and
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Figure 3.28. Contour plot of ∂Yc /∂t for hydrogen using DF (top) and ADF (bottom)
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3.31 comparing combustion structure in terms of (Z, T ) profiles 35 for both
progress variables PV1 and PV2 for methane and heptane flames. In the case
of heptane, calculations have been carried out with α = 2 (exponent for the
chemical rate limitation) for both progress variables. In the case of methane,
top figures are for flamelets with strain rates belonging to the auto-ignition
range while bottom figures are for strain rates in the reignition-extinction
range. For heptane all the flamelets are found in the auto-ignition range.
Profiles correspond to the same c2 values.
For both fuels an excellent agreement is observed for all the strain rates
between the profiles given by both progress variables even for those belonging
to the reignition-extinction range in the case of the methane flame. Part of
the discrepancies are due to the fact that profiles correspond to the same c2
values and there exist slight differences between the steady solutions for both
progress variables.
Thus, the flame structure provided by ADF model does not strongly
depend on progress variable definition, especially in the auto-ignition range.
35

Again the temperature is used as the variable to compare results.
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Figure 3.29. Contour plot of ∂Yc /∂t for methane using DF (top) and ADF (bottom)
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3.3.3

Conclusions

The analysis performed so far has lead to the formulation of several
conclusions.
1. Depending on the boundary conditions and the chemical development
of combustion it may be necessary to use some kind of chemical rate
limitation. Based on the work of Michel et al. [32] a limitation in
the chemical source terms has been suggested and it has been proved to
provide excellent results.
2. The validity of the ADF model is limited to the auto-ignition range even
for fuels with very low chemical complexity. Along this chapter it has
been shown that the S-curve, ignition delay and combustion structure
are well-reproduced by the ADF model in this range.
Although the transient evolution of the flame may be properly
reproduced even for strain rates belonging to the reignition-extinction
range, the important discrepancies observed for very high strain rates in
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Figure 3.30. (Z, T ) profiles for methane using PV1 and PV2 for c2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
and 0.8 at strain rates a = 10 (top left), 100 (top right), 800 (bottom left) and 2500
(bottom right) 1/s. Inert (c2 = 0) and steady (c2 = 1) solutions are included in bold.

the S-curve limit the application of the ADF model to the auto-ignition
range.
3. The results of the ADF model depend slightly on the progress variable
definition in the auto-ignition range. This means that if the progress
variable has the ability to trace the different stages of combustion it can
be considered that ADF results are quite independent of the definition
of this variable.
The previous conclusions validate the ADF model and allow to apply this
model to industrial devices, such as diesel engines, since in most of these
devices the main combustion develops in the auto-ignition range. Together
with these conclusions, the computational economy related to the ADF
approach (see section 3.3.2) justify the use of this model as an alternative
to the complete DF model when the use of complex mechanisms and the wide
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Figure 3.31. (Z, T ) profiles for heptane using PV1 and PV2 for c2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
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ranges for the boundary conditions arise as requirements for the problem to
be solved.
Finally, it is important to highlight again the advantages of the ADF model:
1. It has a very low computational cost (one order of magnitude lower than
the DF model).
2. Due to its low computational cost a better discretization of the
controlling variables can be achieved, e.g. strain rate, leading to a local
description of the turbulent flame.
3. It can manage chemical schemes of any complexity since the homogeneous reactors calculation is very fast avoiding the use of skeletal
mechanisms as a way to keep suitable computational times. This is
relevant in diesel spray for parameters like ignition delay or lift-off length
and pollutants, which are highly dependent on chemistry.
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4. Attending to the high impact of the strain rate on the ignition delay and
the combustion structure ((Z, Yc ) profiles), as shown in section 3.3.2, it
seems that the losses related to neglecting the effect of diffusion on the
chemical source terms in the auto-ignition range36 are probably not so
critical as other possible alternatives like solving a very reduced number
of flamelets with the DF model which act as ‘average’ flamelets in the
CFD calculation.

3.4

Conclusions

In this chapter the flamelet concept has been thoroughly reviewed. The
equations derived for this model have been explained and the different
approaches found in the literature have been sketched. The chapter has
followed with a detailed description of the developed model in the current
work. To do so, first the complete DF model has been explained and the
simplifications that lead to the ADF model have been developed. In addition,
some corrections related to the chemical source term have been described in
order to improve the ability of the ADF model. The theoretical part of the
chapter has been closed with the description of the generation of the turbulent
combustion manifold and its coupling with CFD.
In the second part of the chapter the ADF model has been validated by its
direct comparison with the DF solutions. The steady and transient regimes
have been assessed for a set of fuels of different chemical complexity. In
addition, the effect of the progress variable in the ADF solutions has been
investigated.
It has been shown that the ADF model reproduces solutions provided
by the DF model in terms of ignition delay and combustion structure in the
auto-ignition range if the corrections explained in the chapter are applied when
necessary. Moreover, in this range the progress variable has no sharp effect on
ADF solutions.
The positive results obtained in the validation in conjunction with the
considerable decrease of computational cost leads to confirm that the ADF
model is of great interest when the auto-ignition range predominates during
the combustion process.
36

The comparison with DF solutions shows that the effects of such simplification are very
limited in terms of ignition delay and combustion structure.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of the diesel spray in the
RANS framework
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Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to analyse and understand how combustion occurs
and develops in a diesel-like reactive spray, that is, how spray auto-ignites
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and which are the morphology and internal structure of the spray at quasisteady conditions. To reach this goal, the developed advanced combustion
model, based on the flamelet concept and with the simplifications that the
ADF approach introduces, as described in chapter 3, is applied in the frame of
RANS and LES turbulence models. This chapter deals with the simulation of
a diesel spray using a RANS model to describe turbulence while its description
in the LES context is postponed to next chapter.
To achieve this objective the problem is analysed in the light of different
aspects:
1. The influence of the boundary conditions on the spray structure. It
is intended to understand how the reactivity of the mixture, modified
by means of the ambient temperature and/or the oxygen concentration,
impacts on auto-ignition and spray morphology.
2. The influence of the chemical mechanism. It is clear that the oxidation
scheme is one of the major uncertainties in combustion modelling,
especially for long chain alkanes where it is necessary to simplify
the number of species and reactions in order to obtain manageable
mechanisms. Although the mechanism is experimentally assessed, it is
important to note that little or non-existing information is available for
rich mixtures and high pressures ignition, where combustion typically
occurs in diesel sprays.
3. How combustion is modified when adding different layers of physical
content. The homogeneous reactors solutions, where only chemistry
occurs without any kind of transport, are first analysed. Subsequently,
the laminar flames solutions, where transport phenomena are introduced
and coexist with chemistry, are assessed. The impact of the interaction
between diffusion and chemistry is evaluated based on previous
homogeneous reactors solutions. Finally, the turbulent spray is described
in the light of the homogeneous reactors and the laminar flames solutions.
The description of the turbulent flame solution based on the behaviour
of laminar flames, or in this context flamelets, arises as a natural step
when a flamelet based combustion model is applied since it describes the
turbulent flame as an ensemble of strained laminar flames. In addition,
the application of the ADF model invites to carry out this gradual
description from the homogeneous reactors to the turbulent spray, where
in each stage new physical and delimited content is added and, in fact,
it corresponds to the own model workflow.

4.1. Introduction
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It is considered that each of the previous points complements each other
and adds relevant information that is necessary in order to provide a complete
picture of the combustion process.
Regarding the diesel spray, it is clear that lots of processes concur in a
direct injection diesel engine. These can be summarized in the following:
1. Liquid vein atomization and droplets break-up.
2. Turbulent flow including additional flow movements like swirl usually
induced in order to enhance mixing.
3. Fuel and air mixing.
4. Fuel oxidation.
5. Heat transfer due to conduction, convection and radiation.
6. Wall impingement and flame extinction.
7. Pollutant emissions formation. In a diesel spray the most important are
soot and nitrogen oxides (NOx ).
8. Several injections. Interaction between them.
9. Several injectors and interaction between sprays.
10. Piston movement.
This makes patent that measuring in a real engine is a task far from being
straightforward and that the detailed study of combustion in such complex
configuration by means of experimental techniques may derive in uncertainties
whose cause is not easily devised.
If the objective is the understanding of the intrinsic nature of diesel
spray combustion, it would be desirable to conceive some kind of simplified
experimental configuration in order to minimize additional and undesired
effects that do not add relevant information but only distort measurements. In
addition, simplifying the experimental set-up leads to obtain a greater diversity
and more accurate measurements.
The need to achieve a deeper insight of diesel sprays due to the reasons
advocated in chapter 1 has prompted that the Engine Combustion Network
(ECN) [1] designed a set of experiments to be performed in specific combustion
chambers in order to measure diesel-like sprays. For this purpose, special
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facilities with fixed walls positioned far from the diesel spray, in order to reduce
heat transfer by radiation and avoid wall impingement, are used. Two types
of installations exist, namely, constant-volume pre-burn combustion vessels
(CVP) and constant-pressure flow rigs (CPF) [2, 3].
In the first one, the spray is injected in a combustion chamber of constant
volume. High temperature and pressure conditions, as those found close
to the top dead center (TDC) in a diesel engine, are generated by means
of a previous premixed combustion with a specified composition. Then,
combustion products cool down due to heat transfer to the walls during a
long period of time (around 1 s) and, when the desired temperature and
pressure conditions are achieved, fuel is injected and auto-ignites in diesellike conditions. Injection extends 5 ms at most in order to achieve the quasisteady regime. On the contrary, in the CPF rig, a constant flow of compressed
and pre-heated air, at the desired thermal conditions, is supplied into the
combustion chamber where fuel is injected and auto-ignites.
The ranges of the boundary conditions that may be covered depend on
the facility too. In general, higher ambient temperatures and pressures are
achieved with a CVP in comparison with a CPF. However, the CPF allows a
higher frequency of injections and does not contain in the supplied air products
from a previous combustion as it happens in the CVP. Notwithstanding,
contrarily to the CVP, heat release cannot be measured in the CPF since
it works at constant pressure.
Comparisons of measured data in different chambers confirm that they
provide very similar spray parameters and variables [4, 5], although some of
such parameters show slight differences depending on the type of facility.
From the ECN set of experiments, one of the spray configurations that
has attracted greater attention in the scientific community is the so-called
spray A. It is a single nozzle spray with boundary conditions corresponding
to modern diesel-like sprays. The ranges over which the parametric sweeps
extend comprise large variations of the most relevant boundary conditions,
that is, moderate/high injection pressures (between 50 and 150 MPa),
low/intermediate air temperature (between 750 and 1000 K), moderate/high
oxygen concentration (between 0.13 and 0.21), etc. Fuel for spray A is
dodecane, which is a diesel surrogate fuel. Nozzles used for spray A have
very reduced diameters of the order of 90 µm that improve atomization and
break-up of the liquid fuel.
A large amount of scientific literature in the experimental [2, 3, 6–10] as
well as the modelling fields [11–19] is found for spray A.
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The analysis and description of spray A, from the different angles exposed
at the beginning of this chapter, is one of the main objectives of this thesis in
order to contribute to the understanding of diesel flames. This is carried out
in the context of RANS simulations in the current chapter.
The results obtained in this chapter can be found in the author’s works
[16, 18, 20].

4.2

Boundary conditions

In this section the boundary conditions for the simulated cases in the
RANS framework are described. The nominal case for spray A is defined by
the boundary conditions given by an ambient temperature Tamb = 900 K, an
oxygen molar concentration XO2 = 0.15 and a density ρ = 22.8 kg/m3 . In
this work, three parametric sweeps are carried out, namely, two in the ambient
temperature direction from 750 to 900 K keeping XO2 = 0.15 and 0.21 while a
third study spans in the oxygen concentration direction (simulating the effect
of EGR) from 0.13 to 0.21 with an ambient temperature fixed at 900 K. In
all the cases density is kept at ρ = 22.8 kg/m3 , injection pressure, pinj , at a
value of 150 MPa and fuel temperature at 363 K. Fuel is injected in quiescent
air only composed of oxygen and nitrogen.
In addition, a fuel injection rate, obtained from a virtual injection rate
generator [21], which lasts for more than 4 ms is imposed in order to reach
quasi-steady state in an extensive region of the spray. The nozzle injector,
with ECN reference nozzle code 210675 [1], has a nominal diameter of 90 µm
and an estimated discharge coefficient of 0.9 [22].
Table 4.1 gathers the boundary conditions for the simulated cases, where
pamb is the pressure in the combustion chamber, Zst is the stoichiometric
mixture fraction and Zs is the saturation mixture fraction. Experimental
results correspond to those measured in a CPF rig at CMT - Motores Térmicos
unless otherwise stated [7, 8, 21].

4.3

Mesh and model description

To solve turbulence a standard k − ε model was used adjusting Cε1 to
1.52 in order to reduce the spreading rate overestimation found for round jets
[23, 24] described in section 2.5.1. For the other parameters, standard values
appearing in table 2.1 were used.
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Table 4.1. Definition of spray A simulated parametric studies.
XO2

Tamb (K)

ρamb (kg/m3 )

pamb (MPa)

pinj (MPa)

Zst

Zs

0.13

900

22.8

5.98

150

0.040

0.326

0.15

750

22.8

4.97

150

0.046

0.251

0.15

800

22.8

5.3

150

0.046

0.278

0.15

850

22.8

5.63

150

0.046

0.303

0.15

900

22.8

5.96

150

0.046

0.326

0.21

750

22.8

4.93

150

0.063

0.250

0.21

800

22.8

5.26

150

0.063

0.277

0.21

900

22.8

5.91

150

0.063

0.325

Regarding the liquid phase, it was solved by means of the Discrete Droplet
Model (DDM). Atomization and break-up were solved modelling KelvinHelmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities by means of the Reitz model [25].
According to Desantes et al. [26], model constants were chosen equal to
B0 = 0.61, B1 = 40, Cτ = 1, CBU = 3. Ranz-Marshall model was used
for droplet evaporation with exponents equal to 1/2 and 1/3 for Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers, respectively. No collision neither coalescence were accounted
for in the simulation. The flow of parcels was taken equal to 5.4 · 107 parcels/s.
The ADF model, as described in chapter 3, has been adopted for the
calculations described in this chapter. For all the simulated mechanisms an
exponent of α = 2 has been chosen for the chemical source terms limitation
(see chapter 3), except for Yao mechanism (described in the following) where
a value of 10 was taken due to the extremely short ignition delays (see sections
4.4.1 and 4.4.3.2). Moreover, the chosen progress variable for these calculations
was defined by Yc = YCO + YCO2 , which has been already used in chapter 3.
To generate the flamelet manifold around 160 mixtures fraction values were
taken, depending on the boundary conditions, with 504 points in the progress
variable direction to describe very accurately the whole ignition process.
For results shown in this chapter, integrations were performed
√ with a beta
PDF for mixture fraction while a log-normal defined by σ = 2 for scalar
dissipation rate was used and a Dirac delta for time. The turbulent flame
e 17 for S and 35 for χ
manifold contains around 32 values for Z,
est depending
on the boundary conditions. Finally, 51 values with a parabolic distribution
were used for Yec (or equivalently d).
The transported species were H, OH, CO, CO2 , H2 O, C12 H26 , CH2 O,
C2 H2 , HO2 , H2 O2 , N2 , C7 H14 , H2 , O2 being the last three used as sink species
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in order to fulfil mass conservation [27] (see section 3.2.4). The coupling
between the manifold and the turbulent spray corresponds to a weak coupling
where species chemical source terms are obtained from tabulated species mass
fractions according to option 2 (see section 3.2.4).
Regarding the chemical mechanisms, whose influence is one of the
objectives of this work, three well-known dodecane oxidation schemes were
applied to spray A calculations. Narayanaswamy et al. [28] is the largest
one with 255 species and 2289 reactions while the Yao et al. scheme [29] is
a skeletal mechanism with a reduced number of species and reactions (54 and
269, respectively). Finally, Wang et al. [30] scheme, with an intermediate
extension, has 100 species and 432 reactions.
The CFD equations were solved in the open tool-box OpenFOAM
environment [31], which is a finite volume code, using an in-house code. A
cylinder of height 108 mm and radius 54 mm represented the domain but, as
cylindrical symmetry was imposed in the RANS frame, only a meridian cut
was solved. The mesh was structured with a constant cell size of 0.5 (axial
direction) × 0.25 (radial direction) mm [26]. The time step was fixed constant
and equal to 0.1 µs. As domain dimensions were large and spray was far from
border domain, typical boundary conditions were imposed at walls.
A PISO algorithm1 was applied to solve transport equations in CFD.
Gradients, divergences and Laplacians were calculated with second order
schemes while an implicit first order scheme was used for the temporal
derivative.

4.4

Results and discussion

This section is the principal part of the chapter and is devoted to analyse
the three previous described objectives, namely, the influence of the boundary
conditions, the impact of the chemical mechanism and, finally, how combustion
is modified when adding new physical content.
These paragraphs are structured following the own combustion model
workflow: a first analysis in homogeneous reactor conditions, a subsequent
description of the flamelet solutions where diffusion effects are added to the
chemical evolution and, finally, a study of the turbulent flame. In each of the
different parts of the analysis, special attention is devoted to the impact of
the boundary conditions and the chemical scheme on combustion structure.
1

PISO stands for Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators and is one of the most
extended algorithms to solve transient flows.
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4.4.1

Homogeneous reactor results

As in a turbulent flame there exists a diversity of possible uncertainties due
to the different hypotheses required to formulate the models, it is convenient
to carry out a previous evaluation of the response given by the mechanisms
in stirred or homogeneous reactor conditions in order to limit, in some sense,
which are the causes of latter discrepancies observed in the turbulent spray.
The ignition delay (ID) for the auto-ignition of a set of homogeneous
reactors is plotted in figure 4.1 as a function of the inverse of temperature
for the three mechanisms, including the experimental data measured in shock
tubes [32]. Auto-ignition in a shock tube is modelled as a homogeneous
reactor that evolves with adiabatic and constant volume evolution2 [32] with
an initial pressure equal to 20 atm and equivalence ratios of φ = 0.5 and 1 as
in the experiment. Then, ignition delay is defined as the time for which the
derivative of pressure is maximum, corresponding this definition to that used
in the experiment [32].
1

1

10

10

0

ID [ms]

ID [ms]

experiment
Narayanaswamy
Yao
Wang

10

experiment
Narayanaswamy
Yao
Wang

−1

10

0.8

0.9

1
1.1
1.2
1000 / T [1/K]

1.3

1.4

0

10

−1

10

0.8

0.9

1
1.1
1.2
1000 / T [1/K]

1.3

1.4

Figure 4.1. Experimental (crosses) and modelled (Narayanaswamy blue, Yao red,
Wang green) ignition delays as a function of temperature for φ = 0.5 (left) and 1
(right). Calculations for initial pressure p = 20 atm.

From figure 4.1, it is observed that Yao mechanism is the one that shows
greater differences compared with the experiment. For temperatures lower
than 1000 K it under-predicts ignition delay, especially for the stoichiometric
mixture, nevertheless, for temperatures higher than 1000 K it overestimates
ignition delay. On the contrary, Narayanaswamy and Wang schemes provide
2

Different to this, homogeneous reactors are computed at constant pressure in the ADF
combustion model.
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very similar ignition delays and their predicted values are quite close to the
measured ones.
It is worth mentioning that there exists a mild NTC region (see section
2.4.1) for temperatures in the interval of 800 and 900 K, which in spite of the
higher scattering, seems to be intensified when enriching the mixture (at least
in relative terms). Yao scheme predicts a very strong NTC region that is far
from fitting experimental data. On the contrary, Wang mechanism is the one
that provides a softer NTC region being non-existing for φ = 0.5.
It is important to note that the experimental data from shock tubes
is in general very limited in pressure and mixture richness. It is difficult
to have measurements for rich mixtures, which as will be seen later, are
the mixtures where ignition mainly develops in diesel-like sprays. However,
with the available data, it is expected that Yao predicts faster ignition
than Narayanaswamy and Wang since, at the simulated conditions, ignition
develops at initial temperatures lower than 1000 K. This is confirmed in the
following analysis.
With this previous evaluation of the capabilities of the chemical
mechanisms we can undertake the subsequent analysis of spray A. This
analysis is started describing the homogeneous reactors solutions from two
points of view, the ignition delays and the chemical source terms maps in
terms of Z and c. The understanding of the behaviour of the homogeneous
reactors is considered of paramount importance since they are the base of the
present combustion model. Notwithstanding, even for the DF model or other
flamelet approaches, their fundamental relevance is still evident since, even
diffusion may modify chemical evolution, they provide a global picture of the
most important features of chemistry in the auto-ignition range. Motivated
by these observations, the homogeneous reactors results for spray A nominal
conditions are shown in the following3 .
First, ignition delay is represented as a function of mixture fraction at
nominal conditions for the three mechanisms in figure 4.2. As long chain
alkanes ignite in two stages, two ignition delays are used to characterize the
mixtures: ID1 is the time spent by each mixture to reach its initial temperature
plus 30 K while ID2 is the ignition delay related to an increment of the
initial temperature of 400 K. Clearly, ID1 and ID2 characterize low and high
temperature ignition delays, respectively.
3
As these solutions are used for subsequent calculations, they are performed imposing
constant pressure, which is a boundary condition for homogeneous reactors calculations
used in the ADF model, as described in section 3.2.2.2
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1.5
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Figure 4.2. Homogeneous reactors ignition delays for low and high temperature
stages for Narayanaswamy (blue), Yao (red) and Wang (green) mechanisms at
nominal conditions. Vertical black dashed line indicates stoichiometric mixture
fraction.

It is observed in figure 4.2 that ID1 and its slope are increasing with
the mixture fraction. On the contrary, ID2 shows a minimum positioned at
the most reactive mixture fraction ZM R . Yao mechanism is the one that
predicts the most reduced ID1 , followed by Wang which in turn is followed
by Narayanaswamy. In fact, ID1 for Yao and Wang are remarkably similar
as they move parallel at a very short distance, different to Narayanaswamy,
which predicts a substantially more dilated ID1 that tends to diverge from
Yao and Wang solutions when enriching the mixture.
Regarding the cool flame period, that is the temporal interval for
which global species production freezes between low and high temperature
stages, it is almost non-existing for rich mixtures according to Yao scheme.
Narayanaswamy shows moderate cool flame periods but it is the Wang
mechanism which predicts the most dilated ones. For all the three oxidation
schemes, the longest cool flames are found at lean mixtures and this period is
reduced when enriching the mixture.
Finally, it is the Yao scheme the one which provides the most reduced
ID2 values for all the mixture fractions. Wang and Narayanaswamy show
similar ID2 for lean and slightly rich mixtures, in agreement with results from
figure 4.1 where it was shown that this agreement holds for a wide interval of
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temperatures. However, for Z > 0.06 Wang ID2 profile shows a completely
different evolution from that predicted by Narayanaswamy with even shorter
ID2 delays than ID1 Narayanaswamy solutions.
ZM R is found at similar rich mixture fractions for Yao and Narayanaswamy
(0.059 and 0.063, respectively) but it is very different for Wang, which provides
a richer ZM R (0.077). In addition, it seems that there exists an asymmetry
for ID2 at both sides of ZM R being the slope of the curve (in absolute value)
lower for Z > ZM R than for Z < ZM R .
Regarding how combustion proceeds, all the three mechanisms predict
that the first ignition kernels are found at lean mixtures since their higher
initial temperature promotes auto-ignition, as it is revealed by the reduced
ID1 compared with rich mixtures. However, the reduction of the cool flame
period when enriching the mixture favours the displacement of ignition to
rich mixtures, that is, as seen from figure 4.2, ID2 is lower for rich mixtures
indicating that these are the fastest mixtures to reach the high temperature
stage and, therefore, overtake lean mixtures during their auto-ignition [33].
This reason is argued in order to explain the displacement of ignition from lean
to rich mixtures observed in experiments and simulations for spray A [11].
These considerations reveal that the position of ZM R at rich mixtures as
well as the reduced ID2 for rich mixtures compared to lean and stoichiometric
mixtures have a clear influence on the combustion development and explain
where it takes place in terms of mixture richness as we shall see later in detail.
In order to gain more insight in the homogeneous reactors auto-ignition,
their chemical source term ω̇YHR
is represented as a function of (Z, c) for the
c
three mechanisms at the nominal spray A boundary condition. Figure 4.3
shows these maps represented in a logarithmic scale to better visualize the
different regions. In addition, several level curves for the chemical source term
have been added for reference.
All the maps show a region of intense chemical activity at low c values
in a wide region of rich mixture fractions which corresponds with the low
temperature ignition stage. Advancing in the map in the c direction, a strong
reduction of the chemical source term occurs which is caused by the cool flame
stage where chemical activity is almost frozen. In terms of c this reduction
of chemical activity lasts for a short interval since during the cool flame the
increase of temperature and progress variable are marginal. Then, the high
temperature stage initiates and the chemical source term increases again with
a strength that depends on the mechanism. Nevertheless, all of them predict
a region of very intense chemical source terms at high c values (around 0.8)
and slight rich mixtures (around 0.05).
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mechanisms. Level curves for values 1000, 5000 and 10000 1/s are represented. Scales
common for all figures.

Although the previous behaviour is similarly described by all the
mechanisms, important discrepancies in the morphology of the maps are
detected. Yao mechanism predicts a zone of extremely high chemical source
terms in the region of low c values in a very wide interval of mixture fractions.
Then, the chemical source term drops drastically and only reaches high
chemical source terms again for c values around 0.8.
On the contrary, Wang scheme provides a very different picture of
combustion. The chemical source terms for low temperature ignition are
extremely low compared with Yao solution as well as the source terms during
the cool flame. This is corroborated by the analysis of the ignition delays in
figure 4.2 where the longest cool flames were observed for Wang. However,
Wang shows a region of very intense chemical activity for c > 0.2 with two
maxima, different to Yao which after the first ignition stage predicted moderate
source terms and only high chemical terms were reached for very high c values.
Finally, Narayanaswamy scheme predicts an intermediate solution between
Yao and Wang solutions.
As will be seen later, the behaviour during the cool flame period is of
paramount importance when introducing additional transport effects, such as
diffusion. Low chemical activity during this period implies a frozen chemical
activity that limits, during the period it lasts, the advancement of combustion
to only diffusion transport. This is the case of Wang mechanism. However,
if chemical activity is moderate, as it is the case of Yao scheme, the flame
may advance, during the cool flame period, not only due to diffusion but to
chemistry too. Clearly, this has a strong influence on the mixtures where
combustion extends before starting the second ignition, that is, the high
temperature stage.
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It is worth mentioning that, although combustion is a complex matter due
to the very different phenomena that simultaneously occur, notwithstanding,
it can be characterized in its general trends with very few variables. Figures
4.2 and 4.3 gather and condensate such variables and give a general picture of
how combustion develops for laminar flames as well as turbulent flames as we
shall see in the following.
It is also relevant to analyse how species and temperature evolve during
combustion and compare them between the different chemical schemes. In
order to describe this evolution omitting the temporal dependence, figure 4.4
gathers the profiles for the temperature and mass fractions for several species
as a function of the normalized progress variable c during the auto-ignition
of several mixture fractions at nominal conditions. The chosen species are
formaldehyde (CH2 O), hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ), carbon monoxide (CO) and
carbon dioxide (CO2 ). Mass fractions are scaled with fixed factors in order to
share all the species the same axis. In addition, the c values reached for the
times ID1 and ID2 are indicated for reference.
From figure 4.4 it is clear that temperature and some intermediate and final
products, such as CO and CO2 , are almost identical for all the mechanisms.
However, initial and other intermediate species like CH2 O, which is a tracer
of low temperature combustion, and H2 O2 , that delimits the end of the cool
flame, are clearly affected by the choice of the mechanism since they show
non-negligible discrepancies in their profiles.
The differences for H2 O2 are related to the cool flame interval which
is differently predicted by each of the mechanisms. In line with this, it is
worth mentioning that Yao scheme is the one that generates the lowest H2 O2
concentrations and is the mechanism with the shortest cool flame interval.
On the contrary, Wang mechanism, which showed the most dilated cool
flames, predicts the highest H2 O2 accumulation. Narayanaswamy provides
intermediate production of H2 O2 as well as intermediate cool flame periods4 .
As a consequence, it is observed that there exists a strong dependence
between the low temperature combustion characteristics and the chosen
mechanism due to the large amount of radicals with small mass and the
variety of chemical paths that may be found at these low temperatures [20].
Therefore, care must be taken when comparing different mechanisms in terms
of global parameters, such as ignition delay, since their agreement does not
4
However, with this we do not intend to establish a relation of cause and effect between
the cool flame period and the maximum accumulated H2 O2 mass fraction since, to do this,
the chemical reaction rates of this species should be analysed too.
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Figure 4.4. Temperature and species mass fractions evolution as a function of c
for Narayanaswamy (left column), Yao (central column), Wang (right column) for
Z = 0.035 (first row), 0.046 (second row), 0.08 (third row) at nominal conditions.
Vertical lines correspond to the c values for the low and high temperature ignition
delays criteria from figure 4.2. Calculations for homogeneous reactor conditions.

imply similar evolutions for other variables, especially if these are related to
the low temperature stage.
Finally, it is meaningful to note that there exists a soft relationship
between temperature as well as the most important species and the progress
variable. This implies that the chosen progress variable has the ability to trace
accurately the auto-ignition process and, hence, it is suitable for the following
calculations. In addition, as it shows representative changes in the regions
where there exists important heat release it can be used or, if preferred, its
source term, to trace the different combustion stages in the turbulent reacting
spray.
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Flamelet results

Once homogeneous reactors auto-ignition has been described, it is natural
to follow this study with the analysis of the flamelets. In laminar flames
chemistry coexists and interacts with transport processes, like diffusion, whose
intensity is determined by the strain rate. In addition, the description of the
turbulent flame as an ensemble of laminar flames (flamelet concept) makes
almost prescriptive to devote some attention to flamelet combustion.
As described in chapter 3, flamelets are calculated according to the
ADF approach, which was shown to reproduce correctly the combustion
development in laminar flames, and, hence, solutions provided by this
approximation are analysed in the following.
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The structure of combustion during transient ignition is represented in
figure 4.5 in the Z − T map for strain rates 10, 100 and 1000 1/s, which cover
the auto-ignition range, for the three mechanisms at nominal conditions. The
represented profiles correspond to c2 values of 0.05 and 0.15 for strain rates
10 and 100 1/s while 0.1 and 0.3 were chosen for a = 1000 1/s. From the
profiles obtained for Yc , the temperature profiles were interpolated from the
relationship T = T (Z, Yc ) given by the homogeneous reactors calculations. In
the same way as the analysis carried out in section 3.3.2, the discussion is
focused on the propagation of combustion across the flame.
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Figure 4.5. Z - T flamelet profiles for Narayanaswamy (blue), Yao (red) and Wang
(green) mechanisms at nominal conditions. The figures correspond to strain rates
10 1/s (left), 100 1/s (centre) and 1000 1/s (right). Black dashed line indicates
stoichiometric mixture fraction.

According to figure 4.5, all mechanisms predict the start of combustion at
lean mixtures during the first stage of combustion followed by a subsequent
displacement to rich mixtures. This fact was revealed with the analysis of
the ignition delay in figure 4.2 where it is observed that the lowest ID1 values
are found at lean mixtures owing to their higher initial temperature [11, 17].
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However, lean mixtures show a very dilated cool flame period and, during this
period, rich mixtures have time to reach the first ignition stage and even burn
in the high temperature stage since the cool flame tends to disappear when
enriching the mixture.
The initiation of the second ignition stage occurs close to ZM R [34] and
this second stage leads to the steady solution. It is a very fast ignition that
generates strong gradients in the mixture fraction space between mixtures
that have reached steady conditions and mixture fractions that still remain in
their first ignition or cool flame. Clearly, the strength of this gradient depends
on the strain rate. For low strain rates very high gradients are observed in
a small region where the jump between mixtures at very different states is
produced. However, gradients intensity is mitigated but spreads on a wider
region for higher strain rates. This gradient provokes an imbalance of species
and enthalpy and, as consequence, a diffusion flux that tends to propagate the
ignition to other mixtures.
Comparing the different mechanisms, very distinct combustion structures
are predicted by each of them whose differences are due to the ZM R value as
well as the cool flame latency period. For Yao scheme, ZM R appears in the
slightly rich mixtures (ZM R ' 0.06) and shows an almost non-existing cool
flame for Z > ZM R . The second ignition is an intense and fast combustion
centred at slightly rich mixtures that generates strong gradients that favour the
ignition of the surrounding mixtures due to temperature and species diffusion.
As moderate chemical source terms are observed during the cool flame (see
figure 4.3), the slope of the Z - T profiles is decreased (in absolute value) since
combustion develops and advances due to both chemical and diffusion effects.
On the contrary, for Wang mechanism, ZM R is found at richer mixtures and
this, together with the fact that it predicts a very long cool flame period, allows
that a wide range of rich mixtures have time to reach the cool flame period
prior to the second ignition in the surroundings of ZM R . As very low chemical
source terms are found during the cool flame interval (see figure 4.3), diffusion
is the basic mechanism to propagate combustion and very sharp instantaneous
profiles are generated in the Z - T map between the reacting mixtures (during
their second ignition stage) and their surroundings5 . This behaviour contrasts
with that found for Yao mechanism. Finally, again Narayanaswamy predicts
an intermediate behaviour between those given by Yao and Wang.
This means that when the second ignition is initiated for any mixture Z ∗ , the mixtures
found at one side of Z ∗ are still during the cool flame period and show very reduced chemical
source terms. Z ∗ advances very fast during second ignition while the other mixtures remain
at an intermediate state. In this case, the only propagation mechanism is diffusion and sharp
gradients are generated between Z ∗ and its surroundings.
5
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Therefore, the behaviour during the cool flame period in terms of chemical
reactivity determines the sharpness of the slope of the Z - T profiles and the
region of mixtures where first ignition extends before the main ignition.
Regarding the strain rate, it is clearly observed that its increase smooths
the profiles due to the reduction of the velocity of advancement of the most
reactive mixtures during the second ignition stage. This is because the increase
of strain rate promotes the transport of part of their enthalpy and species
production to the surrounding mixture fractions which in turn accelerate their
ignition as was explained in section 3.3.2. This allows that wider mixture
fraction intervals reach the cool flame period prior to the most reactive mixture
fractions attain the second ignition stage, leading to soft Z - T profiles which
extend until very rich mixtures.
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Figures 4.6 and 4.7 represent similar profiles than those shown for the
nominal case in figure 4.5 but for the cases Tamb = 800 K and XO2 = 0.15
and Tamb = 900 K and XO2 = 0.21, respectively. In this way, the effect of
the boundary conditions on the flame structure is assessed. Same values for
c2 and a than those used in figure 4.5 are used in these figures.
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Figure 4.6. Z - T profiles for Narayanaswamy (blue), Yao (red) and Wang (green)
mechanisms at Tamb = 800 K and XO2 = 0.15. The figures correspond to strain
rates 10 1/s (left), 100 1/s (centre) and 1000 1/s (right). Black dashed line indicates
stoichiometric mixture fraction.

Regarding how combustion develops during the different ignition stages
and the shape of Z - T profiles between the chemical mechanisms and the effect
of the strain rate, similar conclusions to those established for the nominal case
are valid for the different boundary conditions.
On the one hand, comparing figures 4.5 and 4.6, it arises that decreasing
ambient temperature displaces combustion to leaner mixtures implying a loss
of reactivity of rich mixtures. Consequently, Z - T profiles become sharper
when reducing the ambient temperature.
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Figure 4.7. Z - T profiles for Narayanaswamy (blue), Yao (red) and Wang (green)
mechanisms at Tamb = 900 K and XO2 = 0.21. The figures correspond to strain
rates 10 1/s (left), 100 1/s (centre) and 1000 1/s (right). Black dashed line indicates
stoichiometric mixture fraction.

On the other hand, the increase of oxygen concentration provokes that
the most reactive mixtures show faster progressions producing extremely fast
second ignition stages that in turn sharpen Z - T profiles. Moreover, the
increased reactivity of the mixture extends the maximum level of diffusion
or strain rate supported by the flamelet before entering in the reignitionextinction range. Finally, say that, according to figures 4.5 and 4.7, ZM R does
not depend on the oxygen concentration.
All the results shown until this point make patent the extreme importance
of the low temperature ignition stage and subsequent cool flame period in
order to determine how and where flame ignition occurs. In addition, different
to the high temperature ignition, this first stage shows a strong dependence
on the choice of the mechanism due to the complex low temperature chemistry
that complicates its modelling.

4.4.3

Turbulent diesel-like flame

In this section, turbulent spray combustion is described in terms of flame
metrics, auto-ignition and quasi-steady regime structure in the light of the
influence of the boundary conditions and the chemical mechanism. Analysis
in previous paragraphs has provided the grounds for the explanation of the
behaviour of the turbulent diesel-like flame.
However, and prior to this analysis, it is necessary to configure the CFD
model constants in order to achieve accurate results, as described in next
section. Then, a global analysis of the flame is carried out exploring ignition
delay and lift-off length trends. After this validation the auto-ignition and
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quasi-steady flame structure are investigated in order to deepen in the diesel
flames knowledge.

4.4.3.1

Set-up of the model

The set-up of the model is carried out for inert conditions for which there
exists abundant experimental data, such as vapour penetration, liquid length
and some spatial fields, in order to adjust the spray behaviour, with special
attention to the fields that describe the state of the mixture. This model
configuration is based on the work developed by Desantes et al. [26] and has
been used in different analysis developed by the author of this work [18, 20].
First, the spray is described in terms of vapour penetration and liquid
length comparing experimental data [8] and simulations. Vapour penetration
is defined as the maximum distance to the nozzle where mixture fraction
equals 0.001 while liquid length is the distance to the nozzle where 95% of
the liquid fuel is enclosed [1]. Results are gathered in figure 4.8 at inert
nominal conditions.
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Figure 4.8. Vapour penetration and liquid length at the inert nominal condition for
the experiment (black) and the simulation (blue). For experiments, uncertainty of
measurements is delimited with shadows.

It is shown that the current configuration, described in section 4.3, provides
an excellent agreement in terms of vapour penetration for which experimental
and simulated curves are overlapped. In addition, liquid length is wellcaptured, as the proximity between both values show.
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In order to proceed with a more detailed comparison, average and root
e and Zrms , as well as
mean square (rms) mixture fraction fields, that is, Z
axial velocity (e
u) are shown in figure 4.9 for the experiment and the simulation.
Experimental data is extracted from [6, 10, 35, 36]. As different nozzles have
been used when measuring, nozzle
diameter is normalized with the equivalent
p
diameter defined as deq = d0 ρf /ρa where d0 is the nozzle diameter and ρf
and ρa are fuel and air densities, respectively. Radial cuts at 50 and 90 deq
correspond to axial distances of 25 and 45 mm, approximately.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison between simulated and experimental mixture formation
e and
results at very advanced instants for inert nominal condition. Top left: Z
e
normalized u
e on the centerline. Top right: Z radial profiles at 50 and 90 deq . Bottom
left: Zrms on the centerline. Bottom right: Zrms radial profiles at 50 and 90 deq .
Experimental uncertainties are shown with shadowed regions and simulated profiles
with different Cχ values are included in rms plots.

Figure 4.9 shows that there exists an excellent agreement between averaged
mixture fraction and velocity fields on the axis as well as on the radial cuts.
In addition, bottom figures demonstrate that an excellent agreement may be
g
002 and its
obtained for the mixture fraction rms if constant Cχ , which relates Z
dissipation χ
e, is chosen properly (see equation 3.59). For current calculations,
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a value of Cχ = 2 has been taken as the value that best fits experimental
profiles as also suggested in the literature [37, 38]. This value is applied for
subsequent reactive computations.
The excellent results obtained so far encourage a comparison of the
simulated reactive spray against experimental results. Unfortunately, there
exist very few experimental information in reactive conditions so the
comparison is quite limited.
Figure 4.10 shows tip penetration and liquid length for the reactive nominal
spray for the experiment [8] and the simulation. Both parameters share the
same definitions than those given in inert conditions for vapour penetration
and liquid length.
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Figure 4.10. Tip penetration and liquid length for the reactive case for the
experiment (black) and the simulation (blue). For experiments, uncertainty of
measurements is delimited with shadows.

Although there exists a slight deviation of the tip penetration between the
experiment and the simulation due to the flow thermal expansion that provokes
an over-prediction of the tip penetration by the simulation, it is considered that
a very good agreement between both is also achieved. Regarding the liquid
length, the same values are reached for inert and reactive conditions because of
the spatial split between liquid evaporation and combustion regions for spray
A.
Moreover, figure 4.11, which shows the axial velocity on the axis at the
reactive nominal condition for the experiment and the simulation, reveals
the good agreement between both profiles in the interval [50, 90]deq where
measurements are reliable [10].
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Figure 4.11. Normalized axial velocity on the axis for the reactive nominal case.

In addition, a drastic change in the slope of the simulated velocity profile
at 45deq , which corresponds to 22.5 mm, approximately, is observed. This
acceleration of the flow compared to inert conditions is due to the reduction
of density as a consequence of the temperature increase owing to the heat
release caused by combustion. As will be seen later, this distance is a little
downstream of the lift-off length position since the point at the base of the
flame that provides the lift-off length measurement is radially displaced and,
hence, the contour of the flame is shaped like a W.

4.4.3.2

Flame metrics

Once it has been demonstrated that the current set-up provides reasonable
results in terms of liquid and spray tip penetration as well as local fields we
are in position to continue the validation by the analysis of the flame metrics.
On the one hand, as diesel flames auto-ignite spontaneously due to the
high pressure and temperature found in the combustion chamber it is natural
to characterize the flame by its ignition delay, ID. On the other hand, due to
the high injection velocities, diesel flames are lifted. The axial distance from
the nozzle to the point where the diesel flame stabilizes is known as the lift-off
length, LOL.
Both ignition delay and lift-off length are representative values that
characterize the diesel flame and, in this text, are referred to as flame metrics.
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Clearly, these parameters are of paramount importance since they summarize
two of the most important characteristics of the flame.
According to the ECN, ignition delay and lift-off length are defined
experimentally by means of OH* (OH in its excited state) chemiluminescence.
Ignition delay corresponds to the time spent until reaching 50% of the hightemperature chemiluminescence level while lift-off length is the minimum axial
location where 50% of the leveling-off value of OH* chemiluminescence is
observed [1].
Although some mechanisms include OH*, in general, it is not contained in
the oxidation schemes. For this reason and for modelling purposes, different
criteria are found in the literature in order to compute ignition delay and
lift-off length.
In the frame of the ECN, ignition delay is defined as the time spent from
start of injection (SOI) until the maximum rise of maximum Favre-averaged
temperature (Temax ) occurs. However, in this work it has been found that
this definition provides ignition delays for which Temax is close to 2000 K, that
is, the end of auto-ignition. This is especially critical for low reactive cases
where spray ignition is slow and may take several hundreds microseconds. In
addition, a definition based on a temporal derivative may be subjected to small
numerical perturbations that may distort the value. For this reason, in this
work, ignition delay is defined as the time spent from SOI to the instant in
which Temax reaches the ambient temperature plus 400 K [24]. An increment
of 400 K is too high to measure a cool flame and too low be related to the last
stages of ignition.
Regarding lift-off length, several definitions are found based on OH or
temperature fields [1, 39]. In this work, ECN criterion, which defines lift-off
length as the minimum axial distance from the nozzle to the level curve/surface
of the 14% of the maximum Yg
OH value of the domain (LOL14%OH ), is adopted
[1]. Other definitions in the literature are based on the same criterion but
changing 14% by 2% (LOL2%OH ) while other one computes this distance based
on the ambient temperature plus 400 K (LOL400K ) 6 .
In one of the author’s works [18], the three definitions were investigated
and it was found that the relationship LOL2%OH < LOL14%OH < LOL400K
is preserved for all the spray A boundary conditions. The criterion based on
14%YOH is the one that best fitted experimental results since the other criteria
are related to too low or too high temperatures to define this distance.
6

In the following and if not otherwise stated, we will refer always to the lift-off length
defined by 14% of the maximum Yg
OH value in the domain and will omit subscripts.
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Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 show ignition delay and lift-off length results
for the different parametric studies with the three simulated mechanisms and
the experimental measurements, which belong to CMT - Motores Térmicos
database [7].
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Figure 4.12. Ignition delay (left) and lift-off length (right) for the parametric
temperature variation with XO2 = 0.15. In both figures error bars indicate
experimental uncertainty.
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From figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 it is observed that, in general, there exists
a very good agreement between simulated and experimental results for both
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ignition delay and lift-off length, although this agreement depends on the
direction of the parametric sweep.
In general, Narayanaswamy mechanism provides the longest ignition delays
(compared to experiments and other schemes) followed by Wang scheme which
in turn is slower than Yao, which predicts the shortest ignition delays. This
ordering was already observed in homogeneous reactor results in figures 4.1
and 4.2 and, as seen, it is preserved at all the stages of combustion.
Notwithstanding, this ordering is not observed in lift-off length figures,
where it arises that Narayanaswamy predicts intermediate lift-off length values
compared to other mechanisms. Consequently, it cannot be deduced that
shorter ignition delays imply shorter lift-off lengths in the context of chemical
mechanisms comparisons. This is caused by different factors that may be
summarized in the distinct thermochemical paths described by each scheme.
In the case of the oxygen variation there exists a lack of sensitivity when
changing from XO2 = 0.15 to 0.21 in terms of lift-off length. In addition,
this fact is similarly reproduced by all the three schemes. A possible reason
to explain such lack of sensitivity could be some kind of interaction between
the liquid evaporation and combustion zones, which are separated by a short
distance in the XO2 = 0.21 case, since no chemical source terms are allowed
in the region where liquid is found and no source term due to evaporation is
included in the mixture fraction variance transport equation which could affect
such field downstream. However, more work is needed in order to elucidate
the causes of this behaviour.
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As a final remark, figure 4.15 shows the cloud of points defined by the
pair (ID, LOL) for experimental and simulated results for the whole set of
parametric variations. It is patent that a reduction of ignition delay by
the increase of reactivity in any direction (ambient temperature or oxygen
concentration) shortens lift-off length [40] in agreement with experimental
results [41]. This suggests that spray ignition together with the flame base
location are affected by chemical kinetics and show some kind of relationship.
More precisely, this seems an argument in favour of auto-ignition as one of
the flame stabilization mechanism in diesel sprays [12, 19, 41] which can
be modulated by additional mechanisms such as flame propagation [14].
Notwithstanding, this argument is not completely conclusive in order to
establish such implication and requires further investigation.
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Figure 4.15. Cloud of points defined by the pair (ID, LOL) for experiments and
simulations for the whole set of boundary conditions.

4.4.3.3

Spray auto-ignition

In this section spray auto-ignition is described in terms of different relevant
variables that characterize the reacting spray. Again the influence of the
chemical mechanism and the boundary conditions are widely studied as a
way to elucidate their impact.
First, temperature fields for different instants during spray auto-ignition
are gathered in figure 4.16 for the nominal case solved with Narayanaswamy
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mechanism. Fields have been saturated and scale modified in each of the
figures in order to better visualize the region where combustion is taking place.
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Figure 4.16. Temperature spatial fields for different instants. Black solid line
corresponds to stoichiometric mixture fraction level curve. Results for nominal case
with Narayanaswamy mechanism.

It is observed that ignition starts at the periphery of the spray in the
region of slightly lean mixtures during the first steps of combustion (top left)
due to their higher initial temperatures that allows a faster low temperature
ignition for these mixtures [9, 33]. This was observed in figures 4.2 and
4.5 too. However, the region of highest temperatures is rapidly displaced
to rich mixtures whose ignition is probably promoted by the emergent lean
mixture reaction kernels due to the intense mixing induced by the turbulent
flow [11, 15]. There exist experimental evidences [9] as well as simulations
in the frame of LES [14] that confirm this behaviour.
Ignition develops in the rich mixtures and occurs rapidly since the
maximum temperature increases from 1200 K to more than 2000 K in barely
200 µs. When advancing in time the point with maximum temperature is
found closer to the stoichiometric mixture.
g
002 and χ
More insight is gained when representing variables Z
e and their
normalized values, S and χf
st , versus time for the point with the highest
temperature in the domain, as is shown in figure 4.17 for the nominal case
calculated with Narayanaswamy mechanism.
It is observed that after spray auto-ignition, the point of maximum
temperature tends to be displaced rapidly to regions of low mixture fraction
variance and scalar dissipation rate. In terms of the segregation factor
S, which represents a normalized mixture fraction variance, the maximum
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Figure 4.17. Temporal evolution of Z
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value does not reach 0.04 while the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate is
bounded by 5 1/s. Considering that flamelet auto-ignition range extends
until a stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate of 106 1/s, this implies that
the first ignition kernels are observed at very low values for these variables
[15, 34]. Finally, as time advances the point with maximum temperature
moves downstream and stabilizes in regions of lower mixture fraction variance
and scalar dissipation rate.
Similar figures are represented for the case of Tamb = 800 K and XO2 = 0.15
in figure 4.18 and for the case of Tamb = 900 K and XO2 = 0.21 in figure 4.19.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 demonstrate how variations in mixture reactivity
displace first ignition kernels to regions of different mixture fraction variance
and scalar dissipation rate in order to adapt fuel oxidation tendency to flow
g
002 and χ
dynamics. Ignition kernels are observed at higher values of Z
e as well
as S and χ
est when increasing mixture reactivity.
This section is closed showing the temporal mass evolution for relevant
species and heat release integrated in the whole domain for the different
chemical mechanisms and several boundary conditions. Figure 4.20 shows
this representation for the three chemical schemes for nominal conditions. The
chosen species are CH2 O, as a low temperature combustion tracer, CO and
CO2 , as intermediate and final species, and, finally, C2 H2 as a soot precursor7 .
The profiles are multiplied by a fixed factor in order to share the same scale.
7

As soot is not modelled in these simulations, C2 H2 , that it is a soot precursor, will be
used instead in the following to discuss some experimental trends observed for soot.
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Due to the extremely short ignition delay calculated with Yao mechanism,
it is observed a weak premixed flame (premixed-burn period) compared with
the other mechanisms. For the other schemes the more dilated ignition delays
lead to a higher fuel injected mass and, consequently, higher heat release during
premixed-burn phase, especially for Wang.
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Figure 4.20. Integrated mass for different species and heat release temporal
evolutions for the nominal case with Narayanaswamy (left), Yao (center) and Wang
(right). Vertical dashed line corresponds to the ignition delay for each mechanism.

Regarding CH2 O as it is a species produced during the first stages of
combustion, it is detected from the beginning of combustion and is positioned
close to the nozzle. As a consequence, it stabilizes after the premixed-burn
phase finishes. Different to CH2 O, CO and CO2 are mostly produced at more
advanced stages of combustion during the diffusion combustion phase and are
spatially found in the vicinity of the diffusion flame. Hence, their appearance
is postponed and CO stabilization has not been reached at 3 ms. Regarding
C2 H2 , it is revealed that it can be strongly affected by the chemical mechanism
as the discrepancies between Yao and the other mechanisms make patent.
Figure 4.20 clearly shows that initial and intermediate species evolution,
such as C2 H2 , are strongly affected by the chemical oxidation scheme as well
as the premixed-burn period. These species are temporally produced during
the premixed-burn phase and are spatially found in the vicinity of the partially
premixed combustion zone. However, for other species that appear at more
advanced stages of combustion, such as CO and CO2 , the chemical mechanism
choice has almost no effect on their prediction. These species are related to the
temporal diffusion phase and are spatially found in the vicinity of the diffusion
flame. This is completely in agreement with conclusions extracted from figure
4.4.
Similar profiles are shown in figures 4.21 and 4.22 where the boundary
conditions effects are analysed. For the sake of brevity only results for
Narayanaswamy are gathered in these figures.
Regarding heat release, figure 4.21 shows that the reduction of temperature
induces a more intense premixed combustion as a consequence of the longer
ignition delays that allow greater injected fuel mass prior to this event. On
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the contrary, increasing oxygen concentration (figure 4.22) derives in a more
violent premixed phase despite shortening the ignition delay and, hence,
reducing the injected fuel mass at the moment of ignition. This has been
observed experimentally [42] and the explanation is found in the larger
oxygen mass entrained in the spray as a consequence of the higher oxygen
concentration in spite of the reduction of the ignition delay.
Regarding C2 H2 , it is observed that reducing the ambient temperature
decreases its total production being almost negligible for the 750 K case (figure
4.21) and suggesting that this case is a non-sooting flame. This is in agreement
with experimental results where no soot precursors are detected for such low
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temperatures [3]. This behaviour is explained by the displacement of the
combustion region to leaner mixtures where no soot is formed owing to the
high lift-off lengths as a consequence of the very dilated ignition delays [42].
Nevertheless, the oxygen parametric sweep shows that the increase of
oxygen in air produces less C2 H2 mass and, in consequence, lower soot
formation is expected. This behaviour corresponds to the well-known trade-off
between EGR and soot in diesel sprays explained in section 2.5.4.
In order to gain more insight in this aspect, figure 4.23 shows YC2 H2 on
the axis for the oxygen variation for advanced instants and Narayanaswamy
mechanism. It is observed that increasing the oxygen concentration increases
the peak value and moves this peak upstream as well as the point where
acetylene is started to be produced in agreement with experimental measured
soot mass profiles [43]. In addition, augmenting XO2 increases the formation
and consumption rates of YC2 H2 .
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Figure 4.23. C2 H2 mass fraction on the axis for the oxygen parametric variation.
Dashed line indicates simulated lift-off length position for each case. Results for very
advanced instants and Narayanaswamy mechanism.

However, although the peak YC2 H2 value increases when augmenting XO2
a reduction of the total C2 H2 mass is observed as shown in figure 4.22. To
explain this, figure 4.24 shows C2 H2 mass fraction field for the three cases of
the oxygen sweep for advanced instants and Naryanaswamy mechanism.
Although an increase of C2 H2 mass fraction peak is observed when
augmenting oxygen concentration, the narrowing in radial and axial directions
where non-negligible amounts of YC2 H2 are found leads to a global reduction
of the total mass found in the domain. This manifests the relevance of
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Figure 4.24. YC2 H2 spatial fields for the oxygen concentration sweep with XO2 = 0.13
(top), 0.15 (center) and 0.21 (bottom). White solid line corresponds to stoichiometric
mixture fraction level curve and white dashed line indicates simulated lift-off length
position for each case. Results for very advanced instants and Narayanaswamy
mechanism.

the spatial region where species are produced since, when accounting for
cylindrical symmetry, the contribution of species found very close to the axis
may lead to marginal increments. In a similar way, the region of CH2 O is
narrowed when augmenting oxygen concentration producing lower integrated
mass in the domain.
Finally, it is observed from figure 4.22 that augmenting oxygen
concentration accelerates the initial CO2 rate production due to the increase
of reaction rates with XO2 . The higher rate of CO2 mass production at times
around 3 ms is caused by transient phenomena since the flame length has not
stabilized yet for all the cases.
As a final comment, as expected, heat release stabilizes around the same
value independently of the oxygen concentration or the ambient temperature
since the injection mass rate is the same in all the cases.
4.4.3.4

Flame structure during quasi-steady regime

In the previous section, spray was analysed during its transient evolution,
that is, during its auto-ignition. In this section, the flame is described after
reaching the quasi-steady regime, that is, for advanced instants where it shows
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a steady statistical behaviour in an extensive region. The internal structure of
the flame is analysed comparing between the different chemical mechanisms
and assessing the effect of the boundary conditions. As the structure of
the flame is described from different points of view, the section is divided
in different paragraphs.
Spatial fields
As a preliminary step and as part of the spray validation, formaldehyde
and hydroxide fields are compared with experimental data [10] in figure 4.25.
Modelling results correspond to Narayanaswamy mechanism.
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Figure 4.25. Comparison of CH2 O and OH fields for nominal case. First row
corresponds to experimental results while second row is for simulations. Left column
shows 355 nm LIF signal from the experiment and CH2 O field for the simulation while
right column is derived from OH LIF signal from the experiment and shows OH field
for the simulation. Lift-off length values for experiment (white dashed) and simulation
(red dashed) are shown and the stoichiometric level curve is included for the modelled
results which are calculated with Narayanaswamy mechanism.

Experimental data were measured with Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
and is averaged in time for advanced instants where the spray is developed
[10]. Again, as the nozzle diameter is different in the experiment than
in the simulation, results are normalized with the equivalent diameter. In
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the experiment the laser sheet only extends until 92 deq , approximately, and,
hence, the analysis is only limited to this region.
Formaldehyde is detected in the vicinity of lift-off length in both cases.
The experimental image is saturated in the region downstream of 50 deq
since, as explained in [10], the possible interference of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) would prevent from visualizing the weaker formaldehyde
signal. Therefore, it seems that the simulated field shows a good qualitative
agreement with the measured experimental signal. As a final note, although
both formaldehyde fields seem to extend some millimetres upstream of the
lift-off length, this is more evident for the experimental signal.
Regarding hydroxide, both fields appear downstream of the lift-off length
and are qualitatively similar in the region that extends until 92deq , although
the simulation predicts a zone of high hydroxide concentration nearby the
stoichiometric level curve independently of the axial location. In the case of
the experiment there exists a scattering in the signal that makes the LIF signal
not to be uniform in the region of the stoichiometric line, where it is expected
to be found with the greatest intensity due to the high temperatures.
Clearly this validation is limited to a qualitative comparison but it shows
that the model has the ability to reproduce fields measured experimentally
and encourages to continue the analysis provided by calculations.
As a next step in the analysis, spatial fields for the nominal condition
calculated with the three mechanisms are shown for temperature, hydroxide,
formaldehyde and acetylene mass fractions in figures 4.26 and 4.27.
Figures 4.26 and 4.27 reveal the structure of the diesel flame for advanced
instants. From the temperature field it is observed that temperature rapidly
increases at a distance of 20 mm, approximately, where lift-off length is
positioned, changing from low temperature (given by the mixing between air
and fuel) to very high temperatures, around 2000 K, in few millimetres. Heat
released in this region is due to the partially premixed combustion region that,
as observed from the temperature field, adopts a lobular or W shape since
mixture richness on the axis prevents from reacting and forces combustion to
be radially displaced. Downstream of the partially premixed combustion zone,
reactions are completed with a slow reaction rate at the diffusion flame.
Moreover, species fields show how these species are spatially distributed.
As formaldehyde is a species appearing during the first steps of combustion, it
is detected, as described in previous validation, in the close region downstream
of the lift-off length in the rich mixtures region since it is enclosed by
the stoichiometric level curve. In addition, it is found in low/intermediate
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Figure 4.26. Temperature (left column) and species mass fractions fields of OH
(right column) for Narayanaswamy (first row), Yao (second row) and Wang (third
row). Lift-off lengths are included with white dashed line for experiment and red
dashed line for simulations corresponding to each mechanism. White line represents
stoichiometric level curve. Results for nominal case.

temperatures since it is positioned in the rich mixtures close to the lift-off
length.
Moving downstream, acetylene is still observed in the rich mixtures but
at higher temperatures than formaldehyde. Its concentration decreases when
moving away from the axis. Finally, hydroxide, which is a tracer of high
temperature combustion, is found downstream of the partially premixed
combustion zone along the stoichiometric level curve and in its proximities,
where very high temperatures are reached. On this level curve the diffusion
flame is established wrapping the whole spray. Hydroxide extends from the
lean mixtures to the slightly rich mixtures and its maximum mass fraction
value seems to be slightly displaced to the lean mixtures. This structure is in
line with results found in the literature [15, 44, 45].
Regarding the effect of the chemical mechanism, it is observed that neither
temperature nor hydroxide fields seem to be affected by the oxidation scheme.
On the contrary, formaldehyde field is strongly modified by the mechanism
especially when comparing Narayanaswamy or Wang with Yao. For this last
scheme, formaldehyde extends in a wider region spreading in leaner mixtures
in comparison to the others.
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Figure 4.27. Species mass fractions fields of CH2 O (left column) and C2 H2
(right column) for Narayanaswamy (first row), Yao (second row) and Wang (third
row). Lift-off lengths are included with white dashed line for experiment and red
dashed line for simulations corresponding to each mechanism. White line represents
stoichiometric level curve. Results for nominal case.

In the same way, the impact of the mechanism on the acetylene field is not
negligible since its position, in terms of mixture fraction, is modified and the
peak values are slightly different. In line with this, figure 4.20 showed that Yao
scheme is the one that highest acetylene mass produces while Narayanaswamy
and Wang predict similar values.
These results were expectable since, as it was shown in previous section,
the choice of the chemical mechanism influences only on the variables related
to the first and intermediate stages of combustion but not on more advanced
stages.
In the following, the effect of the boundary conditions is described. For
such purpose, figures 4.28 and 4.29 show the temperature field for the ambient
temperature parametric study at XO2 = 0.15 and the oxygen sweep at
Tamb = 900 K, respectively. For the sake of brevity, species fields description
is postponed to next section where they will be analysed by means of the Z T maps. Only results for Narayanaswamy mechanism are shown.
Regarding the air temperature sweep, it arises that has a very strong
impact on the morphology of the flame. Decreasing the ambient temperature
reduces the axial distance where the flame extends since the lift-off length
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Figure 4.28. Temperature field for air temperature sweep: Tamb = 750 (top), 800
(centre) and 900 (bottom) K with XO2 = 0.15. Lift-off lengths are included with white
dashed line for experiments and red dashed line for simulations corresponding to each
case. White line represents the stoichiometric level curve. Results for Narayanaswamy
mechanism.

is increased but the flame length is barely modified. In addition, the W
shape observed at the partially premixed combustion region is not so clearly
distinguished when lowering the ambient temperature since mixtures on the
axis tend to be more reactive in comparison with other mixtures at the same
axial distance as they are closer to stoichiometry. Finally, reactions in the
partially premixed combustion region are not so fast and the transformation
from fresh gases to burnt products takes longer spatial paths.
Observing the oxygen variation, it seems that the W shape at the height
of the partially premixed combustion is less sharp when reducing oxygen in
air. The increment of the oxygen concentration narrows the flame as the
stoichiometric mixture increases and its level curve is found closer to the
axis. As expected the oxygen variation has a strong impact on the maximum
temperature reached in the domain, different to the temperature sweep which
has a mild effect on this maximum.
In order to deepen in the morphology of the flame, the profiles for different
variables are represented in next figures. The curves show the evolution
of several variables along different level curves of fixed equivalence ratios
projected on the axis for the nominal, Tamb = 800 K with XO2 = 0.15
and Tamb = 900 K with XO2 = 0.21 cases calculated with Narayanaswamy
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Figure 4.29. Temperature field for the oxygen concentration sweep with XO2 =
0.13 (top), 0.15 (center) and 0.21 (bottom). Lift-off lengths are included with white
dashed line for experiments and red dashed line for simulations corresponding to each
case. White line represents the stoichiometric level curve. Results for Narayanaswamy
mechanism.

mechanism. As the stoichiometric mixture fraction is not the same for all the
three cases, equivalence ratio is used instead of mixture fraction and profiles
are represented for fixed equivalence ratios common for all the cases.
g
002 and χ
Figure 4.30 shows these profiles for variables Z
e while figure 4.31
gathers the same profiles for the normalized parameters S and χf
st . All these
variables are used to describe the state of the mixture. This description is
complemented with figure 4.32 that represents these profiles for the variables
e
c 8 and Te, which describe the advancement of combustion.
g
002 and χ
Figure 4.30 shows that Z
e decrease when moving downstream as
well as moving away from the axis (reducing the equivalence ratio) due to the
reduction of velocity and the consequent decrease of fluctuations and gradients.
Although the values are similar in all the cases, there is an increment of
these mixing related variables when increasing the oxygen concentration as a
consequence of the higher stoichiometric mixture fraction value that displaces
combustion to regions closer to the axis.
8

In fact, it is represented the progress variable normalized to the corresponding steady
002 , χ
g
e Z
values for the local (Z,
f
st ), that is, variable d.
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Figure 4.30. Z
e (bottom) along equivalence ratio level curves projected
on the axis. Results for Tamb = 800 K with XO2 = 0.15 (left), nominal (center) and
Tamb = 900 K with XO2 = 0.21 (right) cases. Black dashed line represents simulated
lift-off length. Calculations performed with Narayanaswamy mechanism.

The scalar dissipation rate suffers a very strong decay and only the region
of the partially premixed combustion for the cases with Tamb = 900 K is
submitted to high χ
e. In addition, it is very interesting to observe that profiles
for S and, particularly, χ
est tend to appear almost collapsed on a single curve
for the represented range of equivalence ratios in a certain interval of axial
distances.
Finally, figure 4.32 shows how the partially premixed combustion region
appears in the vicinity of the lift-off length. In this region e
c experiments a
strong increase due to the intense combustion that takes place and, later, it
tends to unity with a slow rate caused by combustion in the diffusion flame
which is substantially much weaker in chemical terms. Similar profiles are
described by temperature where the stabilization value depends on the richness
of the mixture9 . Different to the nominal case where e
c curves are collapsed,
the rate at which they grow for the other boundary conditions depends on the
equivalence ratio.
9

The peaks observed in temperature profiles are due to transient effects on the head of
the spray.
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Figure 4.31. S (top) and χ
est (bottom) along equivalence ratio level curves projected
on the axis. Results for Tamb = 800 K with XO2 = 0.15 (left), nominal (center) and
Tamb = 900 K with XO2 = 0.21 (right) cases. Black dashed line represents simulated
lift-off length. Calculations performed with Narayanaswamy mechanism.

The section is closed showing the spatial maps for the progress variable
source term ∂ Yec /∂t, used to advance in the turbulent flame manifold, for
nominal condition and Tamb = 800 K with XO2 = 0.15 and Tamb = 900 K with
XO2 = 0.21 cases in figure 4.33. In order to better visualize the different parts
of the flame a logarithmic scale is used.
The flame is described in terms of the progress variable source term since,
as was pointed out previously, this variable traces the whole combustion
process and, hence, can be used as a tracer of zones where heat is released.
Figure 4.33 reinforces the concepts explained with previous results, that
is, the diesel flame is composed of a partially premixed combustion found in
the vicinity of the lift-off length. It is revealed that the high burning rates
found in this region lead to transform unburned mixtures to products close to
the steady solution, as observed in figure 4.32. The most intense burning rate
is found in the rich mixtures around an equivalence ratio of 1.5 in a position
radially displaced from the axis.
The progress variable source term suffers a sharp fall when moving
downstream of the partially premixed combustion region, especially in the
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Figure 4.32. e
c (top) and Te (bottom) along equivalence ratio level curves projected
on the axis. Results for Tamb = 800 K with XO2 = 0.15 (left), nominal (center) and
Tamb = 900 K with XO2 = 0.21 (right) cases. Black dashed line represents simulated
lift-off length. Calculations performed with Narayanaswamy mechanism.

zone close to the axis. Combustion is completed in the diffusion flame, which
wraps the spray, and is characterized by its relative low source terms compared
to those found in the partially premixed combustion10 . This means that
the diffusion flame is slower than the partially premixed combustion as a
consequence of the mixing controlled combustion limitations. This picture
of the reactive diesel flame agrees with that given by Dec [44], summarized
in section 2.5.4.
In addition, note that the diffusion flame is not strictly limited to the
stoichiometric level curve due to the turbulent fluctuations that, in the RANS
context, are captured. Clearly these fluctuations are retained by means of the
presumed PDFs which in the current model are accounted for the mixture
fraction and the scalar dissipation rate. This produces a distributed turbulent
flame brush where soft profiles extend in contrast with other approaches that
do not retain this kind of interactions [40, 46].
The comparison between boundary conditions shows that decreasing
mixture reactivity spreads the region affected by the partially premixed
10

Their difference is of one or two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4.33. ∂ Yec /∂t spatial field for an advanced instant for Tamb = 800 K with
XO2 = 0.15 (upper), nominal (center) and Tamb = 900 K with XO2 = 0.21 (bottom)
cases. A logarithmic scale is used for ∂ Yec /∂t. White solid line corresponds to the
stoichiometric mixture fraction level curve. Simulated lift-off lengths are included
with white dashed lines. Results for Narayanaswamy mechanism.

combustion which, owing to the decreased chemical rates and the reduction of
velocity due to the increase of the lift-off length, takes longer times and lengths
to partially oxidise the mixture. In the same way, there is a clear decrease of
the maximum progress variable source term when reducing reactivity.
In addition, when reducing mixture reactivity, the partially premixed
combustion is not only limited to a region radially displaced from the axis but
combustion pockets appear on the axis too. Displacement of lift-off length
downstream allows rich mixtures found on the axis to be diluted enough to
be potentially reactive. This is clearly seen when comparing Tamb = 900 K
with XO2 = 0.21 case, where the extremely reduced lift-off length prevents
combustion on the axis, with Tamb = 800 K with XO2 = 0.15 case, where due
to the dilated lift-off length rich mixtures on the axis are lean enough to react.
Z - T maps
More insight is gained when describing flame structure in terms of mixture
fraction and temperature by means of the Z - T maps.
First, different species of interest are represented in the Z - T maps for
the three mechanisms and nominal conditions for advanced instants. Figure
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4.34 gathers these results for species CH2 O, C2 H2 and OH. In order to avoid
max
are
showing non-representative points, only those that fulfil Yei ≥ 0.25 Yei
max
the maximum mass fraction for species i in the domain.
included, being Yei
Moreover, the initial mixing line and the contour of the map, understood as
the set of points with maximum temperature for each mixture fraction, are
included.
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Figure 4.34. CH2 O, C2 H2 and OH species in Z - T maps for the nominal case with
Narayanaswamy (left), Yao (center) and Wang (right). Black dashed line corresponds
to the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map. Vertical black
dashed line indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction.

Figure 4.34 shows that OH is predicted in a similar way by the
three mechanisms although it extends in lower temperature regions with
Narayanaswamy and Wang mechanisms than with Yao. As expected, species
related to low/intermediate temperatures, CH2 O and C2 H2 , are the most
affected by the mechanism choice. Narayanaswamy and Wang predict similar
fields although for the last one C2 H2 reaches lower temperatures. On the
contrary, Yao shows the most important differences since C2 H2 only appears
in the very close region to the upper contour of the map and CH2 O spreads
over very low temperatures.
Yao scheme predicts a very smooth fall of the contour of the map for very
rich mixtures compared to the other mechanisms, especially when comparing
with Wang that shows an extremely abrupt contour. These sharp profiles
were observed for Wang flamelet solutions in figure 4.5 where it was explained
that this behaviour is caused by the low chemical source terms during the
cool flame, while for Yao mechanism the more moderate source terms lead to
softer profiles. As observed, the behaviour observed for the flamelet solutions
is retained in the spray.
In order to analyse the influence of the boundary conditions, figures 4.35
and 4.36 show similar maps for advanced instants for the air temperature
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sweep with XO2 = 0.15 and the oxygen parametric variation. Results are for
Narayanaswamy mechanism.
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Figure 4.35. CH2 O, C2 H2 and OH species in Z - T maps. Air temperature sweep:
Tamb = 750 (left), 800 (centre) and 900 (right) K with XO2 = 0.15. Black dashed
line corresponds to the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map.
Vertical black dashed line indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Calculations
performed with Narayanaswamy mechanism.
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One of the most important conclusions from figures 4.35 and 4.36 is that
the increase of reactivity by air temperature or oxygen concentration extends
the region of reactive mixtures owing to the intensification of the chemical
activity. The most extreme case is that for 750 K (and XO2 = 0.15) for
which combustion is limited to φe < 1.5. This generates very small amounts
of C2 H2 mass as was shown in figure 4.21. Therefore, the increase of ambient
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temperature provokes an extension of the range of reactive rich mixtures
yielding higher soot precursors formation11 .
This reasoning cannot be directly applied to the oxygen sweep since, even
the range of reactive mixtures is slightly enlarged, the total C2 H2 mass is
reduced with the oxygen concentration as was shown in figure 4.22. The
explanation was given in section 4.4.3.3 and is due to the different spatial
structure of the flame when changing oxygen concentration. Owing to the
increase of the stoichiometric mixture fraction, the maximum φe value where
acetylene is detected is similar (around 3.3) for the cases of XO2 = 0.13 and
0.21. The narrowing of the region where C2 H2 spreads when increasing oxygen
concentration provokes that the mass contributions for C2 H2 are lower when
considering cylindrical symmetry even if the peak value for YC2 H2 increases.
Moreover, the upper contour of the map becomes smoother when increasing
the mixture reactivity and the sharp profiles in the rich region tend to
disappear. In addition, increasing oxygen concentration leads to an important
increase of the maximum temperature reached in the domain, however, only
a moderate rise is found when changing air temperature.
In order to reach a deeper understanding of the partially premixed
combustion, contour levels for variables describing the state of the mixture
and the reaction are represented in the Z - T map. The variables chosen
g
002 and χ
e that
to describe the state of the mixture are Z
e together with Z,
corresponds to one of the axis. The chemical state is described by the contour
levels of ∂ Yec /∂t and Te, that corresponds to the other axis. These figures
are of great interest because they condensate the most important aspects of
combustion since they are build upon the reactive flow controlling variables.
The values corresponding to the level curves for the different variables and
boundary conditions are gathered in table 4.2. For a given variable all the
level curves are plotted with the same colour and they are distinguished by
means of markers: square markers are used for the lowest value, circles for
next value and triangles for the third and greatest value (if three different
values are included). For each boundary condition representative values have
been chosen.
As in previous Z - T map figures, the initial mixing line and the upper
contour of the map are included for reference together with the stoichiometric
mixture fraction.
11

As was explained in chapter 2 soot is formed in temperatures of the order of 1300 K and
equivalence ratios higher than 2.
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Table 4.2. Values of the variables for the represented level curves for the different
boundary conditions.
750K 15% O2

800K 15% O2

900K 15% O2

g
002 × 104
Z

Variable

900K 13% O2

900K 21% O2

1.3, 2

3.3, 4.5, 5.5

7, 10, 14

5, 7, 9

12, 18, 25

χ
e (1/s)
fc /∂t (1/s)
∂Y

0.3, 0.4, 0.8

2.5, 4

3, 20, 30

3, 10, 20

10, 50, 80

150, 350

200, 500

300, 600, 900

300, 600

600, 1500
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In order to simplify representation, two blocks of figures, one containing
g
002 and χ
only mixing variables, that is, Z
e, while the other one related to the
e
reacting variable ∂ Yc /∂t, are plotted. Figures 4.37 and 4.38 contain these
figures for the nominal case and the three analysed mechanisms for advanced
instants.
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Figure 4.37. Z - T maps with level curves for Z
e (red) for the nominal
case with Narayanaswamy (left), Yao (center) and Wang (right). Markers distinguish
between different level curve values (see table 4.2). Black dashed lines correspond to
the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map. Vertical black
dashed line indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction.

As seen from figures 4.37 and 4.38, they allow to analyse in detail the
partially premixed combustion. On the contrary, the diffusion flame is not
clearly distinguished in this kind of representation since it is very close to the
contour of the map and shows very low source terms compared to the partially
premixed combustion.
Regarding the partially premixed combustion, it extends over a wide region
of mixture fractions and temperatures. The most vigorous zone is found for
e between 0.07 and 0.09 (although this depends on the mechanism too), that
Z
corresponds to φe between 1.5 and 2 and temperatures ranging from 1200
to 1400 K. These results are in agreement with experimental results [44].
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different level curve values (see table 4.2). Black dashed lines correspond to the initial
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indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction.

g
002 reaches values around 1.2 · 10−3
According to figure 4.37, in this region Z
while χ
e around 25 1/s (that, in this case, corresponds to χ
est = 25 1/s).
From this, it is deduced that the partially premixed combustion is found in
a region of rich mixtures with instantaneous mixture fraction estimated in the
g
002 = 1.2 · 10−3 ) and a flame defined by χ
interval 0.07 ± 0.035 (taking Z
est = 25
1/s. Therefore, it is presumed that this combustion ranges over moderate
values for the scalar dissipation rate considering that flamelets auto-ignition
range extends until χst = 106 1/s, approximately12 .
In order
est = 25 1/s
√ to demonstrate this, the log-normal PDF defined by χ
and σ = 2 is represented in figure 4.39. With this PDF, the probability of
reaching values greater than χ
est = 106 1/s is 4.16%, which is marginal, and
demonstrates that the log-normal PDF promotes weakly strained flamelets.
Therefore, it is not expected that extinction phenomena are important for the
partially premixed combustion. This corroborates that the behaviour of the
diesel flame can be modelled only accounting for the flamelet auto-ignition
range [47] reinforcing ADF approach suitability for this configuration.
Analysing the impact of the chemical mechanism, it is observed that
Yao and Narayanaswamy predict the zone of intense reaction from the
partially premixed combustion in a region of similar temperatures and
mixture fractions. On the contrary, Wang shows a very intense reaction
that, additionally, is displaced to the very rich mixtures region. This is in
12
In fact, non-null chemical source terms would be still obtained for χ
est higher than 106
1/s when considering a log-normal PDF for the scalar dissipation rate and, in consequence,
106 1/s is a low boundary.
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agreement with flamelet calculations (see section 4.4.2) which showed for this
mechanism an ignition displaced to richer mixtures compared to other schemes.
Nevertheless, different to the chemical aspects, mixing variables take similar
values for all the three mechanisms13 .
Figures 4.40 and 4.41, on the one hand, and 4.42 and 4.43, on the
other hand, show the corresponding level curves in the Z - T maps for the
temperature sweep with XO2 = 0.15 and the oxygen parametric variation,
respectively. Figures are for advanced instants and correspond to results
computed with Narayanaswamy mechanism.
Previous to the analysis of the figures, it is worth mentioning that table
4.2, that gathers the values of the represented level curves, is a preliminary
reflection of the effect of the boundary conditions. It is observed that there
exists a strong variation of the non-reactive variables, deeply connected with
the displacement of the lift-off length, together with the burning rate ∂ Yec /∂t
that, although is patent in both parametric variations, is possibly more
accentuated for the air temperature variation.
As expected, increasing the ambient temperature enriches the mixture
where the partially premixed combustion develops. Different to the air
13

This was expected since the only way by which combustion modifies these non-reactive
variables is by the change of density and viscosity induced by temperature, which in turn
is caused by heat release. Although the flame structure may be notably different between
mechanisms the differences are not so significant to substantially modify density and viscosity
fields between them and, hence, non-reactive variables.
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Figure 4.40. Z - T maps with level curves for Z
e (red). Air temperature
sweep (XO2 = 0.15): Tamb = 750 (left), 800 (centre) and 900 (right) K. Markers
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correspond to the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map.
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Figure 4.41. Z - T maps with level curves for ∂ Yec /∂t. Temperature sweep (XO2 =
0.15): Tamb = 750 (left), 800 (centre) and 900 (right) K. Markers distinguish
between different level curve values (see table 4.2). Black dashed lines correspond
to the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map. Vertical black
dashed line indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Calculations performed with
Narayanaswamy mechanism.

temperature variation, the oxygen sweep has a slight influence on the position
of the most intense combustion region. Again this is in line with flamelet
results where it was indicated that ZM R is clearly enriched when increasing
the ambient temperature but remains almost identical when modifying the
oxygen concentration. From this, it is deduced that the partially premixed
combustion develops at slightly leaner equivalence ratios when augmenting
the oxygen concentration.
The increase of the non-reacting variables when increasing mixture
reactivity is in deep connection with the reduction of the lift-off length. On
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the one hand, the reduction of the lift-off length is very strong when increasing
air temperature producing a sharp rise of the non-reacting variables. On the
other hand, although the lift-off length sensitivity is relatively moderate to
oxygen concentration, non-reacting variables experiment a sharper variation
close to the nozzle. This explains that in both sweeps there exists a nonnegligible variation of these variables, which, notwithstanding, seems to be
more sensitive to the air temperature.
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As a consequence, the increase of reactivity enables the mixture to sustain
combustion in less favourable regions, that is, zones with higher variances and
scalar dissipation rates.
Moreover, for low air temperature cases, the partially premixed combustion
seems to be composed of two regions with intense burning rate. As observed
from figure 4.41, a second peak is found in the richest reactive mixtures and
high temperatures around 1600 K for the 750 and 800 K air temperature cases.
In spatial coordinates this second peak is found very close to the axis and can
be observed in figure 4.33 for Tamb = 800 K at 50 mm, approximately. When
increasing mixture reactivity this second peak disappears. This fact suggests
that the structure of the low reactive diesel sprays is complex and requires
further investigation.
g
002 and χ
As a final observation, to say that Z
e level curves are approximately

overlapped as deduced from figures 4.37, 4.40 and 4.42. Since the explanation
for this observation is not straightforward and this feature of the spray occurs
in inert conditions too, its analysis is given in the appendix of this chapter.
Some additional comments
With a similar procedure that it was done in the previous section,
probability of reaching extinction conditions in the partially premixed
combustion region is quantified when changing the boundary conditions.
These probabilities are shown in figure 4.44 and the values χ
est used to define
the log-normal functions in order to calculate such probabilities are measured
at the lift-off length. All the results in this section are for Narayanaswamy
calculations14 .
It is observed that the decrease of ambient temperature, which augments
lift-off length, as well as the increase of oxygen concentration, that reduces
lift-off length, decrease substantially the probability of reaching the flamelets
extinction zone in the partially premixed combustion region.

This probability does not only depend on how the lift-off length is modified,
but how the maximum flamelet stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate in the
auto-ignition range χst,i changes with boundary conditions too. This makes
that when increasing oxygen concentration, even reducing lift-off length, the
probability is decreased as a consequence of the strong increase in χst,i . Figure
4.45 shows how χst,i is modified with boundary conditions. It is observed that
the same increase in air temperature produces higher increase in χst,i for a
higher level of oxygen concentration.
14

These probabilities are expected to show some dependency with the mechanism since
they predict different lift-off lengths.
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The most important conclusion of this comparison is that, in all the cases,
extremely low probabilities of extinction are found in the partially premixed
combustion region discarding extinction phenomena as the main stabilization
mechanism in diesel flames.
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4.4.3.5

Influence of Cχ

The chapter is closed analysing the effect of the constant of proportionality
Cχ . In this work, this constant was adjusted fitting experimental mixture
fraction variance profiles for inert conditions. A value Cχ = 2 was found
suitable and retained for subsequent reactive calculations. The following
analysis does not intend to improve reactive spray calculations, since it is
assumed that the variations in the mixture fraction variance induced by the
flame are accounted for by density changes and, then, constant Cχ does not
need to be recalibrated, but to analyse which is the effect of this constant in
the reactive flow when modified. For this purpose, calculations with Cχ = 5
are compared with previous results. All the calculations are carried out with
Narayanaswamy mechanism.
As a first step, Zrms and χ
e profiles on the axis are compared in inert
conditions between calculations with Cχ = 2 and 5 for nominal case as shown
in figure 4.46.
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Figure 4.46. Comparison of Zrms and χ
e profiles on the axis for different Cχ
values. For Zrms experimental information is included where shadowed regions delimit
experimental uncertainty. Results for inert nominal case.

g
002 in the whole domain
It is observed that increasing Cχ value reduces Z
except in a very close region to the nozzle while increases χ
e in a region close
to the nozzle and reduces it far away. This was expected since Cχ amplifies
the effect of the dissipation for mixture fraction variance15 . Then, close to
the nozzle as the variables are still not strongly affected by the change in
parameters, dissipation χ
e increases when augmenting Cχ and reduces faster
g
g
002
002
Z . Downstream, as Z has been decreased upstream, the rate at which it
15

It is also deduced that increasing Cχ provokes the reduction of mixing characteristic
002 /e
g
times (Z
χ) since it is expected that the turbulent characteristic time k/ε is not affected
by Cχ in inert conditions (see equation 3.59)
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may be dissipated is reduced too, providing lower χ
e values when increasing
Cχ .
The effect on ignition delay and lift-off length for the temperature and
oxygen sweeps is shown in figures 4.47 and 4.48, respectively. Increasing Cχ
g
002 which
reduces ignition delay, probably, as a consequence of the reduction of Z
inhibits turbulent transport between mixtures and enhances combustion in the
most reactive mixtures. However, there exists an increase of the lift-off length
whose explanation is postponed to the following analysis of the spatial fields.
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Figures 4.49 and 4.50 show the effect of constant Cχ on the spatial fields
for temperature, hydroxide, formaldehyde and acetylene for reactive nominal
condition. Similar fields are obtained for the different variables for both
Cχ values, however, it is observed that the peak values are increased when
augmenting Cχ , again, as a consequence of the reduction of transport between
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mixtures. Therefore, very reactive mixtures are more easily ignited while less
reactive mixtures are more reluctant to ignite. This is especially remarkable for
hydroxide probably due to the differences in maximum temperature reached
with Cχ 2 and 5 which are of the order of 100 K. This increase may have a
strong impact on NOx predictions since they are produced at the last stages of
combustion and are very sensitive to temperature. In addition, it seems that
formaldehyde extends on a wider region when increasing Cχ and has a second
peak at 40 mm.
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In order to analyse the effect of the boundary conditions a similar
representation to that shown in figures 4.49 and 4.50 is shown in figures 4.51
and 4.52 at Tamb = 800 K and XO2 = 0.15.
Similar observations to those extracted for the nominal case are established
in this case. However, the wider extension of formaldehyde and the second
peak when augmenting Cχ are more evident for this low temperature case. In
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addition, it is observed a substantial increase of the peak mass fraction for
acetylene with Cχ .
Finally, the increase of the lift-off length is revealed in the light of this
representation for both boundary conditions, namely, it is due to the increase
of the peak hydroxide value that occurs in the diffusion flame. As lift-off
length is based on a relative value of this maximum, its increase provokes a
displacement of the base of the flame in the downstream direction.

4.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, spray A, representative of diesel-like sprays, has been
thoroughly analysed. To accomplish this objective, the analysis is based on the
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study of three aspects: the influence of the boundary conditions, the impact of
the chemical mechanism and the modifications that new flow aspects induce
in combustion structure when included.
First, it has been emphasized the importance of low temperature ignition
and subsequent cool flame period in homogeneous conditions since this
determines further combustion development when introducing other physical
aspects. A first picture of this can be achieved analysing ignition delays and
chemical source terms for homogeneous reactors.
For all the mechanisms and boundary conditions, it has been observed
that ignition at low temperatures starts at lean mixtures and then, displaces
to rich mixtures where it develops. This behaviour is observed not only
for homogeneous reactors and flamelets but also for the spray, although the
relevance of ignition at lean mixtures for the spray is clearly mitigated.
How ignition develops during the first combustion stages has a strong
dependence on the mechanism choice while high temperature chemistry shows
a remarkable agreement between the different chemical schemes.
Regarding the effect on species, it is emphasized that the model reproduces
the expected trends, as in the case of acetylene, when modifying the boundary
conditions.
For all the boundary conditions it has been observed that ignition kernels
are first localized in regions of low mixture fraction variance and scalar
dissipation rate in agreement with literature. Once the flame stabilizes, it
is observed that is composed of a partially premixed combustion positioned
near the lift-off length in the rich mixtures side and intermediate temperatures
and a diffusion flame in the vicinity of the stoichiometric mixture fraction. The
partially premixed combustion shows a vigorous combustion compared to the
diffusion flame, where burning rates are moderate or low. When decreasing
mixture reactivity, the rich flame tends to spread from a radially displaced
position to regions closer to the axis flattening the flame base.
In addition, an extremely low probability to reach extinction is observed
in the partially premixed combustion region. This suggests that extinction
phenomena is an aspect of second order and does not strongly affect the
stabilization mechanism. In fact, a dependence between ignition delay and
lift-off length is observed for the set of boundary conditions suggesting that
auto-ignition plays a role in flame stabilization.
Moreover, Cχ has a strong impact on mixture fraction variance and scalar
dissipation rate. Low Cχ values enhance mixing at the small scales softening
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reactive scalars fields. However, high values inhibit micro-mixing and produce
sharp profiles for such reactive scalars fields.
Finally, the agreement between model results and other experimental and
modelling works together with the rest of findings that, in spite of the lack of
measurements to compare with, show an internal logic, lead to state that the
flamelet concept in its particular ADF formulation is suitable for diesel spray
combustion description.

Appendix
This appendix is addressed to explain the overlapping between the fields
g
002
Z and χ
e in terms of their level curves observed in figures 4.37, 4.40 and
4.42. It is an interesting feature since it affects directly to mixing variables
which define the state of combustion in models like those based on the flamelet
concept.
In addition, as the variables to be analysed are related to the state of
the mixture, the analysis is carried out for the inert configuration in order to
simplify. As this analysis is out of the scope of this thesis only a sketch of the
reasons of this behaviour is given here.
The first aspect to be mentioned is the formal similarity between the
g
002 , as
equations for turbulent kinetic energy k and mixture fraction variance Z
was explained in section 2.3.2. The equations solved in the present simulations
g
002 are reproduced here16 .
for k and Z

∂(ρ k) ∂(ρ uei k)
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(4.1)

!
+ ρ℘z − ρ χ

(4.2)

g
002 and the production terms
where Scv is the Schmidt number related to Z
are equal to
16

The equations are obtained applying Boussinesq hypothesis since k equation is taken
from k − ε model.
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(4.4)

g
002 are governed
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 corroborate that variables k and Z
by equations formally identical. Analysing the equations we first observe that
they are composed of a transient, convective and diffusive terms that are
identical in form.
The production terms ℘ and ℘z , given by equations 4.3 and 4.4,
respectively, show a similar structure17 . In fact, the similarity for these terms
becomes obvious if applying the boundary layer approximation for a round jet
[48]

℘ = ρνT

νT
℘z = 2ρ
Scv

∂e
u
∂r

2

∂ Ze
∂r

(4.5)
!2
(4.6)

where the nomenclature given in section 2.5.1 has been adopted.
g
002 values χ
The dissipation for k is measured by ε while for Z
e, which are
defined by equations



∂(ρ ε) ∂(ρ uei ε)
∂
µT ∂ε
ε
ε2
+
=
µ+
+ Cε1 ρ ℘ − Cε2 ρ −
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
σε ∂xi
k
k


2
∂ uei
−
Cε1 + Cε3 ρ ε
3
∂xi
χ
e = Cχ

ε g
Z 002
k

(4.7)

(4.8)

Although equations 4.7 and 4.8 are completely different, equations for χ
e
g
002
has a very physical meaning if we note that k/ε and Z /e
χ are characteristic
17

The absence of the 2 in last equality of equation 4.3 is caused by the definition of k
00 00
00 00
^
^
which values 1/2 u
i ui . It would be recovered if we defined the variable ui ui = 2 k (in a
002
g
similar way that Z ).
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times for turbulence and mixing, respectively. Equation 4.8 states that the
time required for vortexes to dissipate variances18 for turbulence and mixing
are proportional.
Finally, equation 4.1 shows a term related to compressibility (it is generated
by non-null velocity divergences) that does not appear in equation 4.2 (the
last term of equation 4.7 corresponds to compressibility effects too). For the
following reasoning we will neglect this contribution since it is expected not
to be determinant downstream of some distance from the nozzle.
This analysis shows that both equations 4.1 and 4.2 are governed by similar
processes and, hence, their equations are formally similar. However, they
have some parameters (σk , Scv , Cχ ) that may intensify some phenomena. It
is expected that if these coefficients are properly chosen in order to provide
g
002
similar weights to the different contributions of the equations, then k and Z
19
will show a similar behaviour . In addition, as explained in section 2.5.1,
fields u
e and Ze collapse when normalized (this aspect have been checked for
the present calculations) and, in consequence, ℘ and ℘z are proportional.
Based on this reasoning we describe in the following a numerical
experiment where Scv and Cχ are taken equal to 1 20,21 . Assuming Cχ = 1
makes that the time scales are not only proportional but equal for both
turbulence and mixing.
g
002 and
Figure 4.53 shows some level curves in the physical space for k, ε, Z
χ
e for this configuration.
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Figure 4.53. Level curves for k (blue) and ε (red) in left figure and Z
χ
e (red) in right figure for inert nominal condition and Scv and Cχ equal to 1.

It is clearly observed that the level curves for each of the variables (k and
g
002 and χ
ε by one side and Z
e by the other side) are overlapped. Even between
18

k can be understood as the variance for velocity.
That is, they should be proportional.
20
σk has been taken equal to 1 in all the simulations of this thesis.
21
The purpose of this experiment is not the improvement of the calculations but to evaluate
002 .
g
how similar the fields are when taking the models parameters equal for k and Z
19
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g
002 ) and (ε, χ
the pair (k, Z
e) it is observed that the shape of the level curves is
almost identical.
In order to gain more knowledge, axial and radial profiles are represented
for these variables. As the values that they take differ by several orders of
magnitude and in order to evaluate self-similarity, the following normalized
variables are defined
φnorm (x, r/rφ,0.01 (x)) =

φ(x, r)
φ(x, 0)

(4.9)

and
φnorm,2 (x) =

φ(x, 0)
φ(x∗ , 0)

(4.10)

where φ is any variable, rφ,0.01 (x) is the radius where φ reaches 1 % of
its value on the axis for the axial position x and x∗ is a prescribed distance.
Equation 4.9 normalizes the radial profiles by the corresponding value on the
axis while equation 4.10 defines a normalization based on the value at some
point on the axis for the axial profile. In the following figure x∗ is taken equal
to 15 mm.
g
002 by one side and ε
Figure 4.54 compares similar variables (k and Z
and χ
e by the other side) for the axial profiles while figure 4.55 is a similar
representation for radial profiles at distances 30 and 60 mm.
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Figure 4.54. Normalized axial profiles for k and Z
e (right) for
inert nominal condition and Scv and Cχ equal to 1.
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Figure 4.55. Normalized radial profiles for k and Z
e (right) at
distances 30 and 60 mm for inert nominal condition and Scv and Cχ equal to 1.

g
002 ) and (ε, χ
Figures 4.54 and 4.55 show that the curves for the pairs (k, Z
e)
are almost collapsed in both axial and radial directions and this similarity
means that variables of each pair are approximately related by a constant.
Consequently, with this choice for the model parameters, equations 4.1 and 4.2
are not only formally identical but the values of their terms are approximately
proportional.
In addition, it is verified that the radial profiles for the variances (k and
g
002
Z ) and dissipations (ε and χ
e) are self-similar. Self-similarity for k and ε
was expected since, as explained in section 2.5.1 it has been experimentally
verified that self-similarity does not only hold for mean variables, such as u
e,
00
00
]
but for Reynolds stresses (ui uj ) too [48–50].
However, when considering the values taken for the configuration case of
the calculations from this chapter, that is, Schmidt numbers equal to 0.9 and
Cχ = 2 the intensities of the different phenomena concurring in equations 4.1
and 4.2 take a different relative weight between those belonging to equation k
g
002 and the proportionality between variables is lost. In order to analyse
and Z
this, similar representations as those shown previously are gathered in figures
4.56, 4.57 and 4.58 for such configuration case.
The changes in the Schmidt number and Cχ do not have any effect on
variables k and ε and, in consequence, their profiles are the same as those
shown in figures 4.53, 4.54 and 4.55. Even if the changes in the model
g
002 and χ
parameters do not have a strong effect on the level curves of Z
e, which
as shown in figure 4.56 still remain almost overlapped, their axial profiles differ
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e (red) in right figure for inert nominal condition and Scv = 0.9 and Cχ = 2.
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Figure 4.57. Normalized axial profiles for k and Z
e (right) for
inert nominal condition and Scv = 0.9 and Cχ = 2.

from k and ε and the most prominent differences are observed in the radial
profiles. In addition, self-similarity does not hold for these turbulent mixing
g
002 and χ
variables (Z
e).
In this case even if equations 4.1 and 4.2 are still formally identical the
g
002 fields have different intensities
different phenomena that describe k and Z
and, hence, the proportionality between such fields does not hold.
g
002 is lost when
In summary, even if the proportionality between k and Z
taking proportional but different time scales for the vortex dissipation and
slightly distinct diffusivity, it seems that such changes do not have a strong
g
002 and χ
impact on the overlapping of the level curves for Z
e as was observed
in section 4.4.3.4. Notwithstanding, it is emphasized that this is only a
preliminary explanation and the profound causes of this phenomenology
require further investigation.
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LES framework
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5.5

5.1

Introduction

Chapter 4 analysed a diesel-like spray in the context of RANS simulations
in order to figure out the flame temporal and spatial structure. RANS
turbulence models may offer a great variety of advantages for engineering
problems since, generally speaking, they provide a good ratio between accuracy
and computational requirements. Although all the turbulence scales are
modelled and this may be an impediment for their application if the turbulence
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model is not suited for a given problem, their computational cost is remarkably
low compared to other approaches.
However, their lack of accuracy for complex flow configuration problems1
and the impossibility of modelling intermittent phenomena, which may be
only partially devised if transporting scalar variances, may not compensate its
advantages in computational cost.
In this context, the continuous increasing computational power that
has been experimented for decades invites to apply other approaches that,
despite their penalty in computational resources, provide a new spectrum of
possibilities. In this way, LES calculations have been receiving increasing
attention during the last years, especially in the present research field.
Two aspects contribute to an expectable improvement of computations
accuracy for LES calculations. The first one is that the largest eddies are
not modelled but solved. The second one is that, according to the classical
turbulence theory, vortexes tend to be isotropic when decreasing in size and,
therefore, the small eddies modelling is expected to be more universal and
less subjected to the particular flow boundary conditions. Other interesting
LES strong point is its ability to reproduce flow intermittency which may
be important in problems that show high variability like cyclic dispersion in
gasoline engines [1].
However, these advantages are not exempt of cost. Solving a wide range
of vortexes requires decreasing the cell size and, consequently, decreasing the
time step too in order to limit Courant numbers. In addition, symmetry
simplifications cannot be applied. Finally, finding representative initial and
boundary conditions may be more difficult in LES than in RANS and
their accuracy may have a stronger impact on flow results. All these facts
produce an increase in computational cost of several orders of magnitude when
compared with solving the same problem with RANS turbulence models.
In the case of diesel sprays, as a particular type of free shear flows,
transport phenomena are mainly controlled by the motion of the large scales
which are solved in LES simulations [2]. However, chemical reactions occur at
the smallest scales of the flow since they take place when species are mixed at
molecular level. Therefore, LES simulations cannot solve chemical reactions
but have to model them [2, 3] allowing to directly extend RANS combustion
models to LES.
1
Problems with strong gradients in one of the directions that derive in highly anisotropic
flows, flows with recirculation, etc. are still challenging in the context of RANS turbulence
models.
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Although it may seem that there is no clear advantage in applying LES
simulation to diesel sprays, this is not the case since the non-reactive scalars
are better predicted and the accuracy of flamelet combustion models rely on
the ability to reproduce these fields. In addition, it is expected that the shape
of the filtered probability density function (FPDF) has less effect on results
than in RANS [3].
The deeper understanding that can be achieved with LES simulations in
the research of diesel-like sprays encourages to apply this approach to spray A
simulation. Thus, spray A modelling is accomplished in this chapter by means
of an LES turbulence model and the ADF approach explained in chapter 3 in
order to analyse this spray and complement the investigation carried out in
chapter 4.

5.2

Boundary conditions

As in chapter 4 the problem to be solved is spray A from ECN [4]. Here
only the temperature parametric variation with XO2 = 0.15 is calculated.
Since the characterization of the problem has been already specified in section
4.2 from chapter 4 it is omitted here and only the boundary conditions are
summarized in table 5.1 for the sake of completeness.
Table 5.1. Definition of spray A simulated parametric study.

5.3

XO2

Tamb (K)

ρamb (kg/m3 )

pamb (MPa)

pinj (MPa)

Zst

Zs

0.15

750

22.8

4.97

150

0.046

0.251

0.15

800

22.8

5.3

150

0.046

0.278

0.15

850

22.8

5.63

150

0.046

0.303

0.15

900

22.8

5.96

150

0.046

0.326

Mesh and model description

In this work, the LES turbulence model used for calculations is the
Dynamic Structure model (DS) [5–8] described in section 2.3.3.4. It is not
based on Boussinesq hypothesis and transports the subgrid kinetic energy ksgs
allowing the use of coarser meshes [5]. This is extremely useful when applying
the Discrete Droplet Model (DDM) since this formulation assumes that the
liquid concentration does not exceed a threshold value in order to fulfil some
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hypotheses and, therefore, large cells are more compatible with this type of
modelling.
The DDM is composed of different models in order to describe the different
aspects of injection. The Reitz model [9] is used to describe Kelvin-Helmholtz
and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Droplets are injected according to a RosinRammler distribution with droplet diameter ranging from 10 µm to the nozzle
diameter. As droplets size follows a distribution it is not necessary to use
atomization model since no liquid vein exists in the simulation. Ranz-Marshall
model is used for droplet evaporation and O’Rourke model to describe collision.
Finally, to say that DS model contains a source term in ksgs transport equation
that accounts for subgrid interactions between gas phase and liquid droplets.
Regarding the combustion model, the ADF model in the form described
in chapter 3 is applied. As in previous calculations the progress variable
Yc = YCO + YCO2 is used [10]. For these calculations only Narayanaswamy
mechanism (255 species and 2289 reactions) has been used [11].
The FPDFs applied to the LES simulations are a beta function (see section
3.2.3) for the mixture fraction and Dirac deltas for the scalar dissipation rate
and time. To describe accurately the turbulent flame manifold, and depending
e 17 for S and 35 for χ
on the boundary conditions, around 32 values for Z,
est
e
are used. To retain ignition accurately, 51 values are used for Yc (or more
precisely d) that follow a parabolic distribution.
The coupling between the turbulent flame manifold and CFD was
explained in section 3.2.4 and is the same that the one used for RANS
simulations, that is, a weak coupling where species chemical source terms
are obtained from species mass fractions according to option 2 (see section
3.2.4). The transported species are H, OH, CO, CO2 , H2 O, C12 H26 , CH2 O,
C2 H2 , N2 , C7 H14 , H2 and O2 , where the last three act as sink species.
CFD equations are solved in the open tool-box OpenFOAM environment
[12] using an in-house developed code. A PISO algorithm is applied with
second order schemes to discretize temporal derivative as well as Laplacian
and divergence terms.
Finally, the mesh is a cylinder divided into 3.6 Million cells, approximately,
where the cell size and distribution are based upon spray geometry. Its radius
is 23.5 mm while its height is 108 mm. Open boundary conditions are imposed
for all the faces except for the base of the cylinder, where the injector is
positioned, which is a wall. To better solve the spray, the mesh is refined in
the interior of an internal prism with its axis coincident with the cylinder one.
This prism has square base with side 1.688 mm and is divided in cells with
square base of 62.5 µm according to [13, 14].
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The rest of the mesh is discretized in a cylindrical coordinate system with
108, 108 and 292 cells in radial, azimuthal and axial directions, respectively.
Expansion ratios between cells of 1.015 and 1.01 for the radial and the axial
directions, respectively, are imposed. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show different views
and cuts of the mesh.

Figure 5.1. 3D view of the mesh and the domain.

1,688

47

108

Figure 5.2. Different cuts of the mesh used for calculations. Left figure shows a
cut to the cylinder containing its axis. Right figure shows a perpendicular cut to the
cylinder axis with a zoom at the inner prism. Dimensions in mm.

Moreover, the time step has been taken equal to 0.02 µs, deemed to be
small enough, since it ensures low Courant numbers and allows a very accurate
description of the physical and chemical phenomena.
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Results and discussion

In a similar way that it was done in chapter 4, first, the set-up of the model
together with the analysis of the main reactive parameters are described in
order to appreciate the capabilities of the model prior to the fields study and
effect of the boundary conditions. As the behaviour of homogeneous reactors
as well as flamelets was given in chapter 4 we directly focus the study on CFD
analysis. The following discussion can be found in the author’s work [15].

5.4.1

Set-up of the model

As in chapter 4, spray is first calibrated in inert conditions comparing
vapour penetration and liquid length between experiments
[16] and
simulations for inert nominal case as shown in figure 5.3. Vapour penetration
and liquid length follow the same definitions than those given in section 4.4.3.1.
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Figure 5.3. Vapour penetration and liquid length for experimental and simulated
inert nominal condition. For experiment, uncertainty of measurements is delimited
with shadows.

Although a slight over-prediction of the liquid length is observed, an
excellent agreement exists for the vapour penetration. Due to the spatial
separation that exists between the liquid zone and the combustion region
for spray A conditions (see chapter 4.4.3.1), it is deemed that the slight
over-prediction of the liquid length is not critical if fields related to mixture
fraction are well-captured, as we shall see in the following. Figure 5.3 is a first
confirmation of the ability of the simulation to reproduce spray characteristics.
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The validation continues comparing simulated profiles for mixture
q fraction
g
002 i or
e and its variance or, in this case, its root mean square (rms), hZ
hZi
e i with experimental results in figure 5.4
Zrms , as well as the axial velocity hU
for the inert spray. It is reminded that the symbol hi is used to denote average
in LES context and can be performed in different directions (see section
2.3.3.1). In this work, both azimuthal and temporal averages are considered
when using the symbol hi unless otherwise stated. Mixture fraction variances
are calculated as the sum of the variance of the solved mixture fraction field
and the subgrid mixture fraction variance component as explained in section
2.3.3.1.
Rayleigh imaging was used to obtain experimental fields related to mixture
fraction while Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique was used for
velocity [17–20]. In the same way that in chapter 4, the discrepancies between
nozzle diameters force to normalize distance by the equivalent diameter.
Velocity is normalized with the estimated nozzle exit velocity. Radials cuts
for 50 and 90 deq correspond to distances of 25 and 45 mm, approximately.
e and hU
e i. Different to
Figure 5.4 shows an excellent agreement for both hZi
RANS simulations, constant Cχ has not strong impact on Zrms LES profiles
since this constant only affects to the modelled part (see equation 3.60). A
slight decrease of Zrms is found when increasing Cχ since this increase enhances
mixture fraction variance dissipation (see section 4.4.3.5). It is deemed that a
value of Cχ = 5 provides similar profiles than those measured and is adopted
for subsequent calculations.
In order to assess the accuracy of the simulation it is convenient to compare
the modelled and solved quantities. For this purpose, figure 5.5 shows the
g
002 i and he
modelled and total hZ
χi.
g
002 i is solved in
It is observed that an important percentage of the total hZ
the simulation especially when moving downstream. However, for he
χi almost
all its content is modelled and only a very small amount is solved. This was
expected since the scalar dissipation rate is a variable related to the smallest
scales of the flow and, therefore, it is foreseeable that an LES simulation
only solves a small portion of such variable. In addition, close to the nozzle
the DDM spray model imposes a minimum cell value of 62.5 µm [13, 14]
which is probably large considering the characteristic length and velocity of
the problem nearby the nozzle. In conclusion, these results are considered a
g
002 i is solved.
positive validation of the simulation since a large fraction of hZ
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Figure 5.4. Spray validation for very advanced instants. Top left: hZi
e
e
normalized hU i on the centerline. Top right: hZi radial profiles at 50 and 90 deq .
Bottom left: Zrms on the centerline for different Cχ values. Bottom right: Zrms
radial profiles at 50 and 90 deq for different Cχ values. Experimental uncertainties
delimited with shadowed regions. Results for inert nominal condition.

As a complementary aspect, the energetic spectral content of turbulence
is shown in figure 5.6 for inert nominal case. The spectra are obtained in two
points on the axis and other radially displaced.
The spectrum is obtained in the frequency domain from the axial velocity
signal registered during several milliseconds at a fixed point once the turbulent
statistics stabilize, as described in section 2.3.2, but applying the concepts to
variable time instead of space [21].
Figure 5.6 shows that there exists a range of frequencies, where spectrum
slope is almost flat, that matches with the energy-containing range of the flow.
For higher frequencies it is observed that, despite the signal noise, the spectrum
falls with a slope close to -5/3, as described by the classical turbulence theory
[22–24], that corresponds with the inertial subrange. Such subrange extends
from 104 to 105 Hz, approximately.
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Figure 5.6. Energy spectra in the frequency domain for two points on the axis at a
distance of 20 (left) and 30 mm (center) and a 2 mm radially displaced point positioned
30 mm from the nozzle (right). For reference a straight line with slope -5/3 is included
too. Results for inert nominal case.

In LES simulations, it is intended to solve partially or completely the
inertial subrange [2]. However, in the current simulations, it is possible
that this range is not completely solved since the application of the DDM
formulation forces to impose relatively coarse cell sizes in order to fulfil
its hypotheses. As explained in section 5.3, the minimum cell size is 62.5
µm following results given in literature for similar models and calculations2
[13, 14].
It is worth mentioning that, as observed from figure 5.6, moving
downstream on the axis or moving away from the axis at a fixed axial position
2

Note that the nozzle diameter is 90 µm, approximately.
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provokes a displacement of the inertial subrange to lower frequencies since the
flow dynamics become slower due to the reduction of velocities.
After the previous satisfactory inert spray calibration, some preliminary
results for the reactive spray are shown to validate it too. Figure 5.7 compares
tip penetration and liquid length for experiments [16] and simulations for the
reactive nominal case. Again the definitions given in 4.4.3.1 are applied.
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Figure 5.7. Tip penetration and liquid length for experimental and simulated reactive
nominal condition. For experiment, uncertainty of measurements is delimited with
shadows.

In a similar way to the inert spray, simulated tip penetration shows an
excellent agreement with the experimental profile. Liquid length is slightly
overestimated, but as was explained previously, as it is spatially isolated
from the flame region it is expected that this overestimation will not affect
subsequent results.
Figure 5.8 gathers the average axial velocity on the axis normalized by the
nozzle exit velocity for the reactive nominal condition. Although velocity is
slightly underestimated when comparing with the experiment, it is considered
that results are acceptable.
To close this validation, a qualitative comparison of formaldehyde and
hydroxide fields with fields measured with LIF technique [20] is carried out in
a similar way as described in section 4.4.3.4 with figure 4.25. Results are shown
in figure 5.9, where experimental and simulated averaged fields are included.
For LES, fields are temporally and azimuthally averaged. In addition, and for
illustrative purposes, instantaneous LES fields are included too. Lengths are
normalized with the equivalent diameter.
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As explained in section 4.4.3.4, image measured with 355 nm LIF technique
is saturated in order to visualize formaldehyde field since according to [20]
there exists possible interferences with PAHs.
In agreement with experimental results, LES simulations predict CH2 O in
the zone of rich mixtures close to the lift-off length between 30 and 50 deq .
Different to the experiment where formaldehyde seems to extend upstream of
the lift-off length, in the simulation it is limited to the region downstream of
this distance.
Hydroxide fields are qualitatively similar and spread in the same region
downstream of the lift-off length. Unfortunately, the laser sheet extends until
92 deq and not further information is available.
This comparison only intends to be qualitative but it shows a good
agreement between experiments and simulations.
The results obtained so far for inert and reactive conditions provide a
preliminary validation of the simulations which show a remarkable agreement
with experimental data. The validation is complemented with some reactive
flame parameters in next section.

5.4.2

Flame metrics

In this section, flame metrics, namely, ignition delay and lift-off length, are
compared between experiments and simulations. Definitions for ignition delay
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of CH2 O and OH fields for the nominal case. First row
corresponds to experimental results, second row is for LES averaged solutions and
third row is for instantaneous LES fields. Left column shows 355 nm LIF signal for
the experiment and CH2 O field for the simulation while right column is derived from
OH LIF signal for the experiment and shows OH field for the simulation. Lift-off
length values for experiment (white dashed line) and simulation (red dashed line) are
included and the stoichiometric level curve is shown for the modelled results.

and lift-off length were given in section 4.4.3.2. However, in LES simulations,
lift-off length criterion requires some additional considerations.
As in LES simulations filtered fields are solved, we can define two lift-off
length values: the first one is the minimum axial distance from the nozzle
to the surface level given by the averaged Favre filtered OH mass fraction
corresponding to the 14 % of the maximum value reached in this field. We
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label this criterion as ‘LES OH aver.’3 . The second definition is given by the
average of the minimum axial distance from the nozzle to the surface level of
the Favre filtered OH mass fraction corresponding to the 14 % of the maximum
value reached in this field. We refer to this criterion as ‘LES OH instant.’.
Note that the difference between both definitions is the order of the
operations (averaging the instantaneous field and measuring or measuring the
instantaneous field and averaging). This makes possible to evaluate the effect
of altering the order of the operations. Figure 5.10 gathers the flame metrics
when changing the ambient temperature.
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Figure 5.10. Ignition delay (left) and lift-off length (LOL) for the temperature
parametric sweep. Error bars delimit the standard deviation of the variable.

Figure 5.10 shows an excellent agreement for ignition delay except for the
lowest temperature for which LES predicts a too fast ignition. Regarding
lift-off length, both definitions underestimate measured values although they
reproduce the experimental trend since they move almost parallel to the
experimental curve. Moreover, both definitions provide very close values
though some discrepancies arise when decreasing mixture reactivity.
As an instantaneous lift-off length position is computed from the filtered
hydroxide field, a standard deviation for the criterion ‘LES OH instant.’ can be
calculated, which is included in figure 5.10 by means of error bars in a similar
way to the experiment standard deviation. This lift-off length variability is
computed from resolved motions and does not consider a subgrid component.
Notwithstanding, it is considered that this fact does not change subsequent
3

This corresponds to lift-off length ECN criterion.
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conclusions. From figure 5.10, it is observed that the fluctuation levels are not
high and, as the experiments, remain in the order of ±1mm.
To deepen more in this feature, figure 5.11 shows how lift-off length evolves
in time according to the instantaneous filtered hydroxide mass fraction field.
In addition, ‘LES OH aver.’ is included too.
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Figure 5.11. Instantaneous lift-off length evolutions for the different ambient
temperature cases (solid line) and ‘LES OH aver.’ lift-off length (dashed line). Lines
with same colour correspond to same boundary conditions.

From figure 5.11, it emerges that the first ignition kernels appear
downstream of the stabilized lift-off length value since, as observed, liftoff length suffers a recession after spray auto-ignition, in agreement with
experimental and modelling results [25–27].
Corroborating figure 5.10, lift-off length fluctuations are small (±1 mm)
and do not show a clear dependence with air temperature.
It is interesting to note that lift-off length position suffers some rapid and
sharp jumps, similar to discontinuities once it has stabilized, e.g. at 3.5 ms
for 800 K or 2.7 ms for 900 K. This is not caused by a rapid recession of the
base of the flame but to the apparition of isolated ignition kernels that burn
spontaneously in the vicinity and upstream of the base of the flame. This
phenomenon will be analysed in more detail in section 5.4.3.
Summarizing, results from figure 5.11 establish that the base of the flame,
defined by the lift-off length position, is anchored in the vicinity of a fixed
point and does not suffer intense fluctuations for any of the analysed boundary
conditions. From this, it is deduced that, in a diesel spray, even when mixture
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reactivity is not high, flame dynamics adapt to the local flow conditions in
order to generate a stable and vigorous flame. This is caused by a chemical
activity that is weak upstream of the lift-off length but is triggered at the
base of the flame with a so high intensity that is not strongly affected by local
flow variations provoking low lift-off length fluctuations. Connecting this with
the conceptual diesel flame description [28] as well as the results provided
by this combustion model in the RANS framework (chapter 4), this intense
chemistry produces a partially premixed combustion established at the lift-off
length distance, where reactants burn rapidly into intermediate products and
release important amounts of heat. More insight about these ignition kernels
is provided in next section.

5.4.3

Instantaneous filtered fields

In this section the instantaneous fields for temperature and some relevant
species are shown in the spatial and Z - T representations. The analysis is
followed by the description of the formation of ignition kernels at the base of
the flame.
g
^
Fields Te, Y^
CH2 O , YC2 H2 and YOH are shown for instants 3500, 3800 and
4000 µs for the reactive nominal case in figure 5.12.
Figure 5.12 reveals the structure of the flame which is composed of a
partially premixed combustion zone anchored at the lift-off length distance.
Ignition kernels are observed and stabilize the flame burning into products
and reaching temperatures close to 2000 K on the stoichiometric level curve.
The partially premixed combustion region adopts a W shape where the lobes
are separated by an inert or less reactive mass on the axis that does not ignite
so fast due to its mixture richness.
Downstream of the partially premixed combustion, a diffusion flame, with
a less vigorous burning rate, is established in the vicinity of the stoichiometric
level curve that wraps the spray and where the maximum temperature in the
domain is found due to the completeness of chemical reactions. Nevertheless,
pockets with high and low temperature alternate in the head of the spray as
a consequence of the inhomogeneities induced by the turbulent flow.
Regarding the different species, formaldehyde appears in the vicinity of
the lift-off length since it is related to the low temperature chemistry. The
field is enclosed by the stoichiometric level curve and, hence, is limited to
rich mixtures that are found close to the axis. High variability is found in
this field between instants as a consequence of the high velocities of this
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^
Figure 5.12. Instantaneous fields for Te (first row), Y^
CH2 O (second row), YC2 H2
g
(third row) and YOH (last row) for the instants 3500 (left), 3800 (center) and 4000
µs (right). The level curve Ze = Zst is included in white line. Lift-off length values
for experiment (white dashed line) and simulation (red dashed line) are shown too.
Results for nominal case.

region. Downstream of formaldehyde, acetylene is found, which is limited
to rich mixtures and shows a high variability in its morphology too.
Finally, as was expected, hydroxide, a tracer of high temperature
chemistry, is found in the vicinity of the stoichiometric level curve where the
highest temperature in the domain is reached. The stoichiometric level curve
shows a high variability between the different instants even far from the nozzle,
where velocities are moderate provoking in turn a high variability of hydroxide
since this species shows a strong dependence on the mixture fraction.
It is worth mentioning that although the fields show strong variations in
their morphology their peak values are remarkably similar between instants.
This means that, although the flame shows strong local variations, its global
picture is hardly altered along time.
Moreover, LES simulations reproduce the small eddies generated in the
periphery of the spray responsible of the intense mixing between spray and
quiescent air, as a consequence of the very high gradients that are produced
[29]. High fluctuations are found in the proximities of the lift-off length
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that are moderated when moving downstream due to the deceleration of the
spray caused by the momentum exchange between the spray and air. This
produces in turn an increase of the characteristic time scales of the eddies.
This is important when averaging since forces to take large temporal windows
in order to obtain representative signals.
Thus, the model is able to reproduce the internal structure of the diesel
flame [20, 28] in the LES context.
In order to deepen in previous results the instantaneous filtered fields are
represented in the Z - T maps for the nominal case in figure 5.13 for the same
instants that those shown in figure 5.12. To include representative points,
only those that fulfil that Yei is higher than 0.25 times the maximum mass
fraction for that species and instant are plotted. Figures gather formaldehyde,
acetylene and hydroxide.
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Figure 5.13. Z - T maps for 3500 (left), 3800 (center) and 4000 µs (right) for the
g
^
Y^
CH2 O , YOH and YC2 H2 fields. The initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour
of the map are included with black dashed lines. The stoichiometric value is shown
with a vertical line. Results for nominal case.

As was previously explained, formaldehyde appears at intermediate
temperatures and rich mixtures while hydroxide is found in the vicinity of
stoichiometry and high temperatures. Acetylene is limited to a narrow fringe
of points close to equilibrium for rich mixtures.
In addition, there exists a clear variability in the maps in terms of
points cloud density and position of the points for acetylene and, especially,
formaldehyde. In the case of formaldehyde this is due to the high turbulence
levels that are found in the region close to the lift-off length. However, the
contour of the map does not seem to change between instants due to the
fluctuations, meaning that there exist always points at equilibrium in the
whole range of reactive mixtures.
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Once the nominal case has been analysed, we focus on the effect of the
boundary conditions. Figure 5.14 shows the spatial representations for the
g
^
instantaneous filtered fields Te, Y^
CH2 O , YC2 H2 and YOH for the cases 750, 800
and 900 K of the air temperature parametric variation for 4000 µs.

^
Figure 5.14. Instantaneous fields for Te (first row), Y^
CH2 O (second row), YC2 H2 (third
g
row) and YOH (last row) for the cases 750 (left), 800 (center) and 900 K (right). The
level curve Ze = Zst is included in white line. Lift-off length values for experiment
(white dashed line) and simulation (red dashed line) are shown too. Results for very
advanced instants.

The reduction of reactivity by means of the air temperature has a clear
impact on the morphology of the flame. Observing temperature fields from
figure 5.14, it arises that the base of the flame, with the characteristic W shape
of the partially premixed combustion region, is flattened when decreasing
ambient temperature. Different to the nominal case, where downstream but
close to the lift-off length only points on the stoichiometric level curve reach
temperatures close to 2000 K, in the 750 K case a broad region of mixtures
reach these very high temperatures some few millimetres downstream of the
lift-off length.
This is probably due to the fact that the lift-off length in the 750 K case
is positioned in a region where mixture has been homogenized due to the
dilution of fuel with air. This dilution provokes that the range of mixtures
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downstream of the lift-off length is narrowed and, consequently, they show
more similar chemical characteristics including ignition delay. On the contrary,
at the height of the lift-off length in the nominal case, only a very narrow
interval of mixtures is potentially ignitable while, for the rest of mixtures
downstream and close to the lift-off length, combustion cannot proceed.
In addition, although pockets of low and high temperature are seen to
alternate in the 750 K case, it seems that the temperature field shows a
uniformity that tends to disappear when increasing the ambient temperature.
This is in connection with the stoichiometric level surface that is highly
fragmented in the nominal case (see figure 5.12) while in the 750 K case,
except for some holes inside the flame, is a contorted but continuous line.
Regarding formaldehyde, further from its position in the low/intermediate
temperatures and rich mixtures range, non-negligible amounts of this species
are observed upstream of the lift-off length (red dashed line in figure 5.14)
for the 750 K case. When increasing air temperature, the apparition of
formaldehyde upstream of lift-off length tends to be mitigated being almost
not observable in this region for the nominal case.
As expected, acetylene is found downstream of the partially premixed
combustion where temperature is close to equilibrium. Finally, hydroxide
appears close to the stoichiometric level curve, spreading in the lean and
slightly rich mixtures region and very high temperatures independently of the
air temperature. Moreover, the enhancement of chemistry by air temperature
increment provokes an increase of the peak values for species and temperature.
In order to gain more insight, previous species fields are represented in
the Z - T space and shown in figure 5.15. The same criterion to include
representative points that that given for figure 5.13 is applied to this case.
Figure 5.15 reinforces previous ideas and shows that there exists an
important enlargement of the reactive mixture range when increasing the
ambient temperature. As has been emphasized along this work this is of
critical importance for soot formation. In addition, there exists an increase of
the maximum temperature reached in the domain with the air temperature.
Although species relative position does not change in the Z - T map with
ambient temperature, it is remarkable that lift-off length for the 750 K case
is so long that the partially premixed combustion is displaced to slightly rich
mixtures and formaldehyde is even found in the lean region.
This section is closed providing some understanding about combustion at
the base of the flame and the stabilization mechanism. In the literature it is
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found, as explained in section 2.5.4, that auto-ignition plays a role as one of
the stabilization mechanism in diesel flames [30–33].
In order to contribute to this issue, figure 5.16 shows LES instantaneous
filtered temperature fields for 750, 800 and 900 K cases in the region of the
lift-off length for several instants. The instantaneous lift-off length value
together with the stoichiometric mixture fraction level curve are included.
As a reference, level curves for air temperature plus 500 K are depicted too.
It is observed that there exists a thin well-defined interface bordering the
temperature level curve that separates the unburned and burnt mixtures. This
sharp jump in the temperature field is caused by the intense burning rates
found in the partially premixed combustion.
In the three cases ignition kernels are observed upstream of the base of the
flame (to improve their visualization rectangles mark where they are found).
These hot pockets, that appear isolated and upstream of the main flame,
ignited due to the local mixture conditions, increase in size, owing to the heat
release and species diffusion to their surroundings, and are convected until
they merge with the base of the flame.
This phenomenology has been experimentally observed and led to conclude
the relevance of auto-ignition as stabilization mechanism [30]. Additionally,
modelling works have reported similar results about ignition, growth and
attachment of isolated ignition kernels to the main flame [32, 33].
Finally, it is also observed that two branches of high temperature may
enclose a volume of fresh mixture when they get close and merge. In this way,
pockets of unburned mixture are observed inside the flame due to the turbulent
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Figure 5.16. Instantaneous temperature fields for Tamb = 750 (left), 800 (center)
and 900 K (right). Vertical white line shows the instantaneous lift-off length position
while the solid white line indicates the stoichiometric level curve. Black lines are level
curves for Tamb + 500 K.

motion as is shown for the last represented instants of the 750 and 800 K cases
in figure 5.16, where again rectangles are used to mark their position.

5.4.4

Comparison between RANS and LES simulations

In this section, results for RANS (from chapter 4) and LES simulations
are compared using Narayanaswamy mechanism. The comparative has to be
understood taking some perspective since the turbulence models may have
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some impact on the behaviour of the spray as well as the modelling of some
terms of the transport equations.
The first differences found between both reactive spray calculations, further
from a slight overestimation of the tip penetration for RANS that is not
observed for LES, are related to the flame metrics. LES modelled ignition
delay is lower than that given by RANS simulations (compare figures 4.12 and
5.10). In terms of lift-off lengths, although LES provides shorter values, both
simulations predict similar distances.
Although the structure of the flame is described by both RANS and LES
simulations, the range of reactive mixtures is larger for LES compared to
RANS. One of the causes is that the lift-off length for LES is shorter than in
RANS providing an enrichment of the reactive mixtures.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the comparison of temperature, hydroxide,
formaldehyde and acetylene spatial fields of for both RANS and LES at
nominal conditions. LES fields are temporally averaged during 1 ms (from 3.5
to 4.5 ms in order to only average once the spray is developed) and azimuthally
with 32 meridian planes4 .
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Figure 5.17. Temperature (left) and species mass fraction for OH (right) fields for
advanced instants. In each representation top figure corresponds to RANS and bottom
to LES. Results for Narayanaswamy mechanism and nominal case.

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show that similar peak values are reached in the
domain in both simulations although for some fields, such as formaldehyde,
the maximum value is higher for LES. Clearly, the shorter lift-off length for
LES is reflected in the fields which extend closer to the nozzle. Pictures show
that, in spite of the azimuthal and temporal averages (32 planes and 1 ms,
respectively), these are not enough to obtain completely converged fields.
In order to analyse the impact of the boundary conditions figures 5.19 and
5.20 show a similar representation for the case Tamb = 800 K and XO2 = 0.15.
4

It has been checked that 32 planes are enough to reach convergence in azimuthal
direction.
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Conclusions are very similar to those corresponding to the nominal case.
For this lower temperature the discrepancies between formaldehyde fields are
stronger in both field spatial extension and maximum value.

5.5

Conclusions

In this chapter spray A has been modelled in the frame of LES simulations
by means of the DS turbulence model and the ADF flamelet model. Due
to the high computational cost, only the temperature parametric variation at
XO2 = 0.15 has been carried out in order to study the capabilities of the model
when changing mixture reactivity.
A first calibration was carried out where excellent agreement with
experimental data was obtained and a constant Cχ = 5 was chosen.
Ignition delay was well-captured for all the boundary conditions except
for the less reactive case, while lift-off length, although was slightly
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underestimated, showed a clear parallelism with the experimental curve.
Compared with RANS, LES provides a remarkable faster ignition and lower
lift-off length values. This fact provokes that the range of reactive mixtures is
larger in LES than in RANS.
In addition, very low fluctuations are observed for the lift-off length as a
consequence of the intense burning that develops at the base of the flame that
allows flame dynamics to adapt to the local flow conditions. Such fluctuation
does not show a clear dependence with the ambient temperature.
The flame structure was properly described by the simulations showing
that there exists a vigorous partially premixed combustion with an intense
burning rate where reactants are rapidly oxidised reaching temperatures
around 2000 K. The rest of the spray is wrapped by a diffusion flame
with a moderate chemical activity.
The morphology of the partially
premixed combustion zone is flattened when decreasing mixture reactivity
and combustion tends to be spatially more uniform with level curves less
fragmented.
In addition, high fluctuations are observed in both spatial and Z - T
representations for species positioned close to the nozzle due to the intense
turbulence.
Finally, ignition kernels appear close to the lift-off length generating
discontinuities in its instantaneous signal.
They ignite spontaneously,
detached and upstream of the flame, and grow until they merge with the
base of the flame. This is supported by experimental and modelling work
and demonstrates that auto-ignition is one of the stabilization mechanisms in
diesel flames.
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Summarizing, the ADF flamelet combustion model provides satisfactory
results when applied in the context of LES turbulence models and describes
spray structure in its different stages. Hence, it is suitable for diesel flame
analysis and arises as a tool to be applied to further investigation.
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Conclusions

As was explained in chapter 1, the main objective of this thesis is to
investigate and model, in the frame of RANS and LES turbulence models,
a diesel-like spray by means of an advanced combustion model assessing the
boundary condition effects as well as other critical modelling aspects. For this
purpose, spray A from ECN has been analysed in the light of different aspects:
the internal changes in the flame structure when adding transport phenomena
with different intensity, the influence of combustion to the boundary conditions
and the impact of the chemical mechanism.
In addition, as a simplified laminar flamelet model has been used1 , as a
first step, it was validated for fuels with different chemical complexity in steady
and transient regimes.
Consequently, although the main conclusions have been established in their
corresponding chapters, it is positive to gather the main results in some brief
lines in order to take perspective and synthesize the contributions of the work.
The main conclusions obtained in this investigation are summarized in the
1

Which, however, is able to account for complex phenomena and manage complex
chemical mechanisms.
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following and are divided into two blocks. The first one corresponds to the
performance of the ADF model while the second one describes the conclusions
related to the ECN spray A analysis in both RANS and LES frameworks2 .
ADF validation
1. The comparison between DF and ADF models leads to state that the
ADF approach provides similar results than the DF model for steady and
transient regimes in the auto-ignition range when including the suggested
chemical source terms limitation for complex fuels.
2. This validation has been accomplished successfully by the comparison of
S-curves, ignition delays and flame propagation for fuels with different
chemical complexity that ranged from hydrogen, the simplest fuel, to
complex alkanes, like heptane used as a diesel surrogate.
3. The influence of the definition of the progress variable is of a second
order.
4. It has been shown that this approach reduces drastically the computational cost compared to the complete solution of the flame.
5. Taking into account such reduction and considering that diesel
combustion develops mainly in the auto-ignition range it has been proved
that the ADF model is suitable for diesel engine simulations.

Spray A analysis
1. Auto-ignition is composed of two stages at low and high temperature
separated by a cool flame. The duration of the first stage and the
cool flame and their sensitivity to mixture fraction are critical in order
to determine how combustion develops when adding convection and
diffusion phenomena.
2. All the simulated mechanisms predict an ignition at low temperatures
that starts at lean mixtures and is later displaced to rich mixtures. The
time elapsed for the cool flame determines to which degree combustion
is displaced to rich mixtures.
2

Although they are accomplished with different turbulence approaches, it is deemed that
they belong to the same conceptual problem and this justifies that their conclusions are given
together. This point of view is reinforced when considering that their conclusions, far from
being contradictory, complement each other.
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3. All the simulated mechanisms show a noticeable agreement for high
temperature chemistry while remarkable discrepancies appear in the low
temperature stage.
4. Low mixture fraction variances and scalar dissipation rates are observed
in the region where ignition starts and develops in the turbulent spray.
5. Focusing more particularly on the spray, flame metrics, namely, ignition
delay and lift-off length, are modelled satisfactorily for both RANS and
LES simulations.
6. During quasi-steady regime, modelling shows a spray structure composed
of a partially premixed combustion at the height of the lift-off length and
a diffusion flame that wraps the reactive zone.
7. Different to the diffusion flame, which is established in the vicinity of
the stoichiometric level surface and temperatures close to equilibrium
and shows low chemical rates, the partially premixed combustion
encompasses a wide range of mixtures and temperatures although
is centred at rich mixtures and intermediate temperatures that are
submitted to an intense burning rate. In these mixtures, mixture fraction
variance and scalar dissipation rate are low and LES simulations shows
that the base of the flame (lift-off length) suffers low fluctuations.
8. Boundary conditions have an important effect on the morphology of
the flame that is flattened when reducing the reactivity by ambient
temperature since the base of the flame is displaced to more diluted
mixtures. Reducing of oxygen concentration broadens the flame, but
its effect on the morphology is less accentuated that the variation of air
temperature since it has less impact on the lift-off length.
9. Constant Cχ inhibits turbulent transport and leads to sharper fields
where the flame brush is narrowed.
10. Variation of lift-off length with ignition delay and apparition of detached
ignition kernels upstream of the lift-off length that grow and merge with
the base of the flame are characteristic of a stabilization mechanism
where auto-ignition plays a role.
The successful capabilities of the model to reproduce so different aspects,
at least qualitatively, and its agreement with results found in literature in the
experimental and modelling fields lead to state that the combustion model
developed in this work is suitable for diesel flame simulations.
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Future works

As in any research work the analysis is far from being finished and some
lines for future works are suggested in the following.
1. As the models based on the flamelet concept rely their accuracy on the
capabilities of the CFD simulation to predict mixing variables, it would
be interesting to perform a deep analysis of such variables (including
variances, dissipation and turbulent budgets) and relate them to the
turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation.
2. It would be interesting to complete spray A parametric studies in the
LES context especially for the oxygen sweep.
3. Analysis of heat radiation effects on the flame. Although this heat
transfer is low in the energetic combustion balance for a diesel engine
(between 3 and 5%), it may be important for maximum temperature as
well as NOx emissions.
4. NOx and soot modelling. As said in the previous point, NOx are
very affected by the highest temperatures and, therefore, inclusion of
radiation may be important. In addition, their chemistry is very slow
complicating the progress variable choice.
Regarding soot, the other major pollutant in diesel engines, the models
that predict its formation do not cover all the complex mechanisms that
participate in its nucleation and growth. In addition, its coupling with
the combustion model is not straightforward.
5. A detailed study of combustion in the zone close to the lift-off length
which improved the knowledge about the stabilization mechanisms and
determined the relevance of each of such mechanisms as a function of
the boundary conditions.
6. Coupling of the current combustion model with other spray atomization
models, such as Eulerian spray models, which have been demonstrated
to be more suitable for diesel sprays than DDM approaches.
7. Finally, the final objective of the model is its application to the
simulation of diesel engine combustion in order to provide a reliable
tool with the ability to describe this complex process.
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